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Introduction 
Gerard Manley Hopkins was a Victorian poet un-
known to Victorians. The publication o~ his poems, under 
the editorship of Robert Bridges, in ~918, created con-
siderable · interest in a limited circle of critics and stu-
dents of poetry who were challenged by the originality and 
obscurity of the poems. This interest has grown, and con-
tinues to grow; but Hopkins is still not a widely-known 
poet. 
It has been the purpose of this study to examine 
~irst, the spiritual struggle which was the strongest force 
in the poet's life; second, his unusual qualities as cre-
ative artist; and third, the body of his published work. 
His early poems, narratives, and unfinished poems have been 
treated as introductory to a more detailed commentary upon 
his more mature artistic production; and ~or the poems 
which fall under the latter classification, individual in-
terpretations are presented. Wherever possible, the com-
ments of critics, as well as the personal testimony or the 
poet and his close friends, have been brought together to 
contribute to the understanding of the poems. 
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Since Hopkins is a more or leas recent "dia-
covery11 in the world of poetry, there exists no definitive 
body of Hopkins criticism; and among those who have com-
mented upon him there are marked differences of opinion. 
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This has made it frequently necessary for this study ei thert\ 
to present conclusions based upon personal judgment, or to j· 
leave conclusions to the reader. i This situation applies, 1 
in particular, to the interpretation of poems about which 
no criticism has been written. As far as possible, all 
existing Hopkins material has been examined. Two sources, 
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however~ which might have been most valuable~ have not been j 
accessible, the volume, Great Catholics, containing an 
essay on Hopkins by the Reverend D1Arcy, s. J., and the 
" 
Hopkins number of the English periodical, ~Verse. 
In the organization of the present work, the 
material falls naturally into two divisions: first, that 
which discusses the man and the artist; and second, that 
which treats the poems themselves. In Chapter I the man 
and his spiritual problem are considered; Chapter II pre-
sents lrls artistic characteristics; early poems, narra-
tives, and fragments are treated in Chapter III; while 
Chapter IV attempts the interpretation of Hopkins's work 
as a mature poet. 
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BLESSINGS NOT UNMIXED: 
The Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins. 
Chapter I 
The Search for Spiritual Reality 
In 1863, echoes from that tremendous ex-
plosion set off thirty years before, and known as the 
Tractarian (or Oxford) Movement, were still resounding 
f 
in the great university. Religious thinking had re-
ceived its greatest impetus i n modern times, and the 
idea of the church had become of central importance in 
many individual lives. Coming up to Oxford at this 
time, at the age of nineteen, Gerard Manley Hopkins 
listened to the three voices - of liberalism, of the 
"via media", and of Catholicism, and heeded the latter. 
His experience has rightly been called "a religious up-
- 1 heavaln by his biographer, Father Lahey, for it was 
only by painfully uprooting habitual modes of thought 
fostered by a strongly Anglican family background, and 
sowing in solitude the seeds of spiritual regeneration 
1 Lahey 1 G. F.: Ge.rard Manley Hopkins. London: Oxford 
University .Press 1 1~30. P• 20. 
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that he was able to satisfy himself as to God's purpose 
for him and his own purpose to serve God. On October 21 1 
1866 1 he was received into the Roman Catholic communion 
by John Henry Newman whose sympathy and understanding 
must have comforted the young man in his pain over his 
family's strong disapproval of his conversion. 
It seems to have been characteristic of 
Hopkins always to seek the complete experience that 
called forth absolute self-dedication. Hence, it i s not 
su~prising to find him pursuing the consummation of his 
dedication of faith to its inevitable conclusion, enter-
ing the Jesuit Novitiate at Roehampton in 1868. Much 
critical comment upon the man and his work is marred by 
vain and feckless speculation as to what his literary 
I 
I 
achievement would have been had he not assumed the obli- I 
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gations of his religious vocation . I ntegrity of mi nd 
,. 
i: and spirit lifts a few men out of the fog i n whi ch the 
,; 
:I human race attends to its dim struggles into a region of ;: 
clear and inevitable compulsion. The achievement of 
such singlene.ss is so rare that it i s almost inevitably 
attended by the misunderstanding which is the world's 
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persistent reaction to greatness. A life of complete !\ 
dedication to one purpose 1 a life of utter sincerity 1 is \1 
likely to be misjudged and refused simple acceptance at 
fac e value because it departs from experienced patterns. 
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demona ·trates an unusual understanding of this single-
ness: usincerity, a unity and clarity of character, 
forged in him by no light effort of the soul, is the 
mark of Hopkins the man, and is also the mark of his 
poetry. ''1 Gerard Manley Hopkins had this integritye 
Vf.hat such a man must do he must do. To know God and to 
worship Him was the compulsion that sent this young man 
of great intell ectual gifts to Roehampton in 1868 and 
that compuls i on operated, without intermission, upon 
all of his life. Lacking such a centrifugal force, 
who can say what Hopkins's poetry would have been? 
Unco8rdinated brilliance has been the epitaph of too 
many poets. 
Monastic life is disciplined, regular, 
and outwardly unexciting. Hopkins delighted in the 
use of his mind, as his success at Oxford had already 
demonstrated, and the years spent in study at Roehampton, 
at St. Mary's Hall, Stonyhurst, (where he returned in 
1882 to teach) and at St. Beuno's College in North Wales 
must have served his intellectual appeti te well. In 
1877 he was ordained to the priesthood, preached at 
Farm Street Church, London, and served as sub-minister 
at Mount St. Mary's College , Chesterfield. During the 
3 
1 Kelly, Bernard, s. J.: The .Mind and Poetry of' Gerard 
Manley Hopkina, _s. J., LO'iidon: Pepler and Sewell (st. 
Domini c ' s Preas} 1 1935. . _. =====· =-·=-=--=--=-=-=-======fl===== 
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next two years he fulfilled duties as preacher at st. 
Aloys ius Church, Oxford, and at St~ Francis Xavier's 
Church, Liverpool; then came his third year novitiate 
1 
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at Roehampton 1 and 1 following his teaching at Stonyhurst, , 
a trip to Rolland in 1883. 
The last five years of the poet-priest's 
life 1 after his election to the chair of Greek at the 
Royal University in Dublin in 1884 1 brought to him his 
most exacting and responsible duties. The high quality 
of his scholarship won enviable recommendations. In 
his biography 1 Father Lahey recalls that ii Jowett had 
called him the star of Balliol and said that he was one 
of the finest Greek scholars he had ever seen at Balliol 1 
all of which made the Senate of the University extremely 
desirous to secure his services. "l The difficulty of 
arriving at a true estimate of Hopkins's personal re-
action to his work at the University arises from the 
opposite predisposition of the two commentators who 
discuss it most prominently. It is natural that Father 
Lahey should minimize the disagreeable aspects of the 
situation and feel that despite the "triple sorrow" of' 
examination of' candidates, an unhappy political atmos-
phere, and the spiritual bleakness which the latter 
l Lahey, G. F.: op.cit. P• 139. 
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poems reflect 1 Hopkins was able.., nevertheless.., to achieve 
"peace and happiness" in Dublin. On the other hand~ 
only as a trying and unhappy period of exile. The re-
ligious profession was always a barrier between them whic 
Bridges's sympathy could not leap~ and he would there-
fore~ place the darkest interpretation upon Hopkins's 
reference to ''the somehow-or-other-manned wreck of the 
Catholic University".., and upon the pain which the preva-
l ent political unrest caused. Bridges feels that the 
"material contagions" of life in Dublin were directly 
... 
responsible for Hopkins's death in 1889. An approxima-
tion of truth lies, doubtless.., somewhere between these 
two prejudiced extremes. Of his own free will, Hopkins 
would probably not have chosen to go to Ireland~ His 
love for England was deeply pa·!;riotic and idealistic, 
and his distress over the "Irish rebels", expressed in 
a letter to Newman.., moved the .latter to explain that 
the nrebels " had never acknowledged English sovereignty, 
~~d did not.., therefore.., hold themselves guilty of re-
j 
i 
I 
I 1:!,11 pudiating it. There is abundant evidence of Hopkins's 
1
1 
extreme senai ti venesa ~ and it is quite 11.kely that he was II ~~~~ iJ troubled and discouraged about condi tiona at the Uni- [i 
Ill II 
I II 
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varsity where the dimming of the brightness that Newman 11 
f 11 
1
1 had envisioned for it in his Idea 2.._ a U~~versi t:v was ____ jl ____ , ___ _ 
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hope for the future of the University, which was then 
being revitalized by the Jesuits, is indicated in one of I 
his faithful birthday letters to Newman: "There is 
scarcely any public interest in the University question. 
Nay, there is none • But this does not prevent good and 
. really patriotic people in a quiet, but not ineffective 
way, doing which can be done to advance it.i•1 Making 
the best of a bad situation is a very common life ex~ 
perience, and, in many ways, it seems to have been the 
one which Hopkins was going through in Ireland. Cer-
tainly he must have found stimulating compensation in 
the companionship that he enjoyed at the University 
which boasted many able Oxonians in its fellowship, 
converts with whom he would feel a natural sympathy, and 
scholars for whose gifts he himself expressed admiration. 
Had he been elsewhere, the typhoid fever which was fatal 
to him might not have attacked; yet it would have been 
possible anywhere; and he had never been a robust indi-
vidual. All in all, the ease against the Royal Univer-
sity and Dublin rests, at best, on carefully selected 
circumstantial evidence. An affirmative case can be 
constructed in the same manner. Certainly there is 
1 Lahey, G. F.: op.cit. P• 142 
6 
little of dark melancholy in the passing of one who 
dies, after receiving the final blessing and absolution, 
with the words, "I am so happy" upon his l ips. 
Gerard Hopkins himBelf acknowledged his 
debt t o Milton in the development of the rhythms of his 
1 poetry. Recalling the young Milton joyously making 
his birthday gift for Christ, one finds a spiritual re-
semblance also between the two poets, opposed though 
they may be as Catholic and Protestant. The conscious-
ness of God's presence, of His immanence in the world 
of nature brings a lifting j oy to the hearts of both. 
It echoes i n the song of Milton's "Sons of Morning" as 
they chant accompaniment 
"While the Creator great 
His constellations set 
J-l.nd the well-balanced world on hinges hung. n2 
-It is like an electric spark to Hopkins whose nworld is 
charged with the grandeur of God"3 , and to whom the 
glittering, starlight sky is the "paling'• · that "shuts 
·- 4 the spouse Christ home". The freshness of immortal 
wonder and delight was as a spring of living water in 
the early writing of both these poets. There can be no 
1 Bridges, Robert, editor: Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins 
London: Oxford ~niversity Pres, 1930. (Second edition): 
Author's Preface, P• 3. 
I 
I 
I, 
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2 Milton, John: Ode~ the Morning of Christ's Nativity. I 
3 Hopkins, .Gerard Manley: God's Grandeur. I 
4 Hopkins, Gerard Manley: ~- Starlight Night. I 
'I 
7 
question that the young Jesuit found joy in the life 
which God gave back to him. The majority of his poems 
express the vital reality with which his religion in-
fused his life. Again one wonders whether it would have 
been possible for his great creative gifts to have found 
expression under other compulsion. There has been a 
tendency on the part of some critics to accuse the priest 
of thwarting the poet. Since his priesthood led him to 
his great, original vein of poetry; since he was a poet 
because he was a priest, this seems an unhappily con-
fused and illogical point of view. The incompleteness 
of criticism which attempts to view poet and priest 
separately is recognized by Father Kelly: 
i'The virtues of a Christian soul are not so 
separate that when two or more are become 
principles of a particular life they can 
easily be distinguished within that life ••• 
••• There is very little in the latter life 
of Father Hopkins that has not intimate and 
vital reference to his priesthood,1and study confirms the same of his poetry." 
John Gould Fletcher gives emphatic expression to the 
point of view which attempts the impossible division: 
uTo an artist of Hopkins's sort, dogmatic or-
-. thodoxy, though it may be of assistance in 
first orientating and disciplining the mind• 
always ends by finally destroying it. Art, 
and perhaps more particularly poetry, is a 
heresy which ends in being more valuable to 
than any orthodoxy whatsoever, in so far as 
1 Kelly, Bernard# S. - J~: ~ op .cit. 
I 
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it makes no abstract and dogmatic definitions, 
but confines itself to the human scale, to that 
flexible and yet ever-adaptable sense of val-
ues that underlies all human experience. If 
we deplore in a Blake or a Shelley the lack of 
classical, ordered form that made them in-
capable of producing major works af completely 
sustained structure or interest, we must 
equally regret the narrowing down of theme and 
treatment that made such a poet as Hopkins in-
capable, after his first1beginnings 1 of creat-ing major works at all.u 
A similar view is held by Eda Lou Walton, 
who concludes that nactually Hopkins had chosen a call-
ing in accord with only half his mind, utterly contra-
i 2 dictory to his almost morbid sensibility'. Tinged 
with the same brush, although not so darkly, is this 
comment of c. Day Lewis: "His will achieved and ac-
cepted the subordination of the poet in him to the 
priest: but his unconscious was permanently rebellious, 
and on its side fought the whole strength of a deeply 
sensual ~ature. "3 Lewis notes that the effect of the 
nervous depression caused by this struggle was "to mar · 
his life and make his finest poetry."4 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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! 
I Mr. Fletcher is patently out of sympathywi, 
religious experience; Miss Walton is convinced that the 
1 Fleteher, John Gould: "Gerard Manley Hopkins - Priest II 
or Poet"~ ~American Review, Janua~y, 1936. 
2 Walton, -Eda Lou ; "Portrait of a Poet 11 , The Nation, 1 
J uly 24, 1935. -- I 
3 Lewi s , c. Day: uRecords of a Great Poet", New Republic 1 1 May 22, 1935. - I 
4 Ibid· 11 
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I religious life is drained of sensual receptivity; and 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Mr. I.ewis sympathizes with a brother poet who has put 
himself in prison. The conclusions which they reach 
would be justified if Hopkins's poetry consisted only of 
those poems, written toward the close of his life~ which 
have been called "terrible 11 • I s it not fairer to reach 
a judgment upon the evi dence presented by the entire 
body of the poet's work? The same man who wrote 
"No worst , there is none. Pitched past pitch 
of grief'~ 
More pangs will~ schooled at forepangs 1 
wilder wring. 
Comforter, where, where is your comforting? 11 ~ 
wrote also 
and 
"Nothing is so beautiful as spring -
Vv.hen weeds~ in wheels, shoot long and lovely .2 and lush." 
"Summer ends now; now, barbarous in beauty, the 
Around; up above, what 
Of silk-sack cloudsl "3 
stooks rise 
wind-we.lksl what 
lovely behavior 
It is interesting to note that the lines immediately 
d 
·, 
II 
I 
i 
above were written in the year of Hopkins's ordination to l 
the priesthood~ when he was concluding his theological 
Writing to Robert Bridges~ he says of 
II 
studies in Wales. 
i: 
1 Hopkins, Gerard Manley: 
2 
I! 
Poems, #41. II 
Spring II 
Hurrahing in Harvest 11 
---- ------------=--=-~= 
I 
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I the poem., "The Hurrahing sonnet was the outcome of half' 
an hour of extreme enthusiasm as I walked home alone one 
I 
II 
!I 
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I 
I 
dL 
day from fishing in the Elwy. 111 There is no evidence· 
here of constraint between the poet and the priest., no 
withdrawing from the joy that abounds in naturae In 
fact, the only constraint that ever existed had been re-
moved two years before when The Wreck £! the Deutschland 
had been written with the full approval and encouragement 
of' his Rectore When he entered upon his novitiate, ex-
treme scrupulousness as to the demands of his calling had 
caused him to burn his verses and to deny himself fur-
ther poetic expressione This was a self-imposed sacri-
fice which was not violated for seven years. Then came 
the realization that there was no necessary incompati-
bility between poetry and priesthood., and the poet who 
broke his silence with The Wreck of the Deutschland had 
achieved a power of a far higher order than anything in 
his earlier verse had hinted at. Replying to Mr. 
Fletcher's contention that Hopkins's ''choice of the 
Jesuits was made at tbe cost of a severe and heavy sac-
rifice; the sacrifice of his own poetic talent 11 1 Mr .. 
Jwmes Gerard Shaw very sensibly asks whether the poet 
who emerged in The Wreck of the Deutschland was na worse 
l Bridges., Robert., editor: op.cite 
Notes: p. 107 
·= ==--=- --
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11 
1 
or a better poeti' than the earlier verse had promised. 
Seven years' discipline seems to have led1 not to frus-
tration, but to the development of a fullgrown poet, 
who 11 seems to have managed", in the words of Elsie 
-Elizabeth Phare, 11 a satisfactory union not only of sense 
and intellect but of sense and spirite" 2 
That there exists a truly vexing problem 
in the later spiritual life of the poet is not to be 
denied. The rrterrible 11 sonnets show an appalling, deso-
late agony of soul which must be accounted for by stu-
dents of Hopkins and his work if their aim is even an 
approximate understanding of the interrelation of per-
sonality and work~ Two explanations are possible; the 
first is that toward which those critics incline who 
believe that the poet in Hopkins was kept in bondage by 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II II 
II 
the priest. Miss Walton speaks of the "conflict between 11 
doubt and faith 11 • The implication is that intellect 
and sensitivity - the poet' s attributes - ere ranged 
against an intuitive urge toward faith, and that great 
unhappiness came to Hopkins because he could not com-
pletely believe all that he bad dedicated his life to. 
1 Shaw, James Gerard: "IVIr. Fletcher on Hopkins", The 
Commonweal, November 13 1 l936e · ~ ---
2 Phare, Elsie Elizabeth: The Poetry of Gerard Manley 
Hopkins, Cambridge, The University Press, 1933. 
p. 18. 
I 
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Poetry as cryptic as that with which we are dealing gives 
liberal license for the reading of meffilings into it. 
exa.'Uple 1 
"My cries heave~ herds-long; huddle in a main, 
a chief 
Woe, world-sorrow; on an age-old anvil wince 1 
. and sing." 
For 
may refer to ·the bitter insistence of doubt over faith. 
The "world~oorrow" might be understood as man's recurrent 
failure to achieve the faith f or which he yearns. On 
the other hand, in these nterribleir poems there is evi-
dence of a desperate clinging to faith, of flight to God 
as the one reality. The agony of the faithful who yet 
feel alienated from God is deeper and more complex than 
the struggle between doubt and faith. Not to give up 
the struggle, not to despair utterly, however cruel may 
be the testing of God, require a strength imposs ible 
without the most stubborn sort of faith. Such per-
sistence is like steel in Carrion Comfort ' 
"Not, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair, not 
feast on thee; 
Not untwist '"' slack they may be - these last 
s tra.nds of man 
In me or , most weary , cry I ~ ~ ~· I can; 
Can something , hope, wish day come~ not choose 
not to be. it 
1 Poems : J¥4l. 
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If it is reasonable to recognize Hopkins 
1 
as a mystic poet, why is it not also reasonable to assume 
that his spiritual experiences resembled those of other 
mystics following the way of purgation~ illumination. and 
unity? Unity with God is not achieved by the mystic with-
out the suffering of an intense inner struggle during 
which God seems to have cut Himself off from the agonized 
spirit. "Eli, Eli 1 lama sabachthanit " has been echoed by 
.. , 
many of God's children in the agony of separation~ The 
11Divine Darkness 11 1 the "dark night of the soul " are fa-
~liar terms in the literature of mysticism. Because 
Gerard Manley Hopkins was able to make this time of stress 
and torment articulate, we have poems that ~ agony, 
poems whose recapitulation of intricate emotional and 
spiritual experience is the moat complete which English 
poetry affords ~ Mr. Lewis's tribute t o the greatness of 
these poems is worth noting here: "~. • .. • in these ago-
nized pieces his genius reached full stature. They are 
some of the moat poignant memorials of man's capacity for 
2 suffering that have ever been built.n Of course, the 
cycle of this mystic is incomplete, so far as admissible 
evidence is concerned, although the facts of Father 
l As does Henry Morton Robinson in "Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
a Preface ", The Connnonweal 1 December 28,. 1927. 
2 Lewis~ c. _uayr-op.cit . 
II 
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Hopkins's death suggest an atmosphere of tranquility, of 
the struggle ended, and the long-soug~ peace achieved. 
It is significant that~ despite their grim and tortured 
subject matter , the "terrible n sonnets demonstrate a sure-
ness and perfection of form which the poet had not reached 
before , and it may very well be that he was about to l eave 
the deep and tangled mazes of his travmrr for higher and 
brighter ground bot h as creative artist and as child of 
God. Henry Morton Robinson suggests this possibility on 
the artistic side : "If Ger ard Hopkins had lived, it is 
quite ithin the indications of his last period to suppose 
that he would have emerged from the s lough of obscurity 
into the clearer, if more conventional , region of English I 
1 1 poetry. ' 
It seems to the present writer contrary to 
the evidence to regard Gerard Manley Hopkins's religious 
life as a tragedy~ unless there is a general assumption 
that all highly sensitive people are doomed to tragic 
lives . He knew exultant heights., and plumbed iino-man-
fathomed 11 depths. One could wish for every young man 
starting out upon his life's work the happy assurance that 
runs through the poems wr it ten in 1877. There is richness 
of meaning seldom achieved by poets in the perception of 
all creation as " showing :from wi thin the glory of God 
1 Robinson , Henry Morton: op.cit. 
I 
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I 
in every earnest act10 111 It seems illogical to refuse to 
1 
see the living brightness in a life because the impact o£ 
I. its darkness strikes the roots of our pity. That Hopkins i 
I I . died before the ~1brighter dawn,; had succeeded the '.rdark j 
11 night of the . soul;, makes speculation the necessary extent 
i 
I 
I 
of all discussion which aims at conclusions; and the 
speculation ventured here is that the period of desola-
tion that produced the rtterrible ii sonnets was a stage -
fierce indeed and inexorable - in a life highly dedicated 
to the pursuit of the One Reality. 
I 
I 
I Quarterlyi-
!l 
1 Blackmur, R. P.: 11 Text and Texture" 1 Virginia Review, Swmner 1937 • ~~....;;.,;;,..;;;...; 
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Chapter II 
The Artist 
Turning from these necessary but always im-
pertinent inquiries into the inner life of the artist, we 
are on more sure and public ground in the contemplation of 
his artistic products and the techniques which he employed 
in their creation. The well-posted preserves of Gerard 
Manley Hopkins's poetry do not encourage the entrance of 
the aesthetic pleasure-seeker. Readers who attempt the 
poems and fail to make anything of them cannot complain 
that they were not warned. Robert Bridges discouraged ad- ~~ 
venturers in his note on The Wreck of the Deutschland : 
I 
. u •••••• the poem stands logically as well as chronological- I 
ik I! ly in the front of his book, 1 e a great dragon folded in 
the gate to forbid all entrance , and confident in his 
l 
strength from past success 11 • I. A. Richards writes of 
11Gerard Hopkins, who may be described without opposition, 
as the most obscure of English verse writers 11 • 2 
reverently Christopher Morley refers to this forbidding 
critical atmosphere : uWhat is so appe titive 
I 
I 1 Notes to Poems, P• 104. I 2 Richards, I. A.: i'Gerard Hopkins", ~ Dial, 
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as we always are, that Father Hopkins's verse was di~ficult 
and screwy and that we couldn't understand it? 111 Mention 
of Hopkins to people with a moderately broad background of 
reading among the English poets is likely to elicit some 
such response as, "Yes, I've read a few of his poems, but 
I couldn't make much of themil. Amateur practical pay-
chologists who enjoy studies i n facial expression can do 
nothing better than to pass Hopkins's book of poems to an 
unsuspecting victim with the single request, "Read some of 
them." The degrees o~ ba~flement and bewilderment that 
'I I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
succeed one another are wonder~l to behold. This is the 
common human behavior in the face of the unexpected, the 11 
novel. We cannot understand that of which we have no pre- ! 
I 
vious knowledge, and since the only way we can gain knowl- I 
I edge o~ Hopkins's poetry is through the poems themselves 
and what their highly original author says of them6 the 
task of underst~~ding has grown a very hard shell. That 
oddness is the vice of originality Hopkins himself has 
noted, and the oddness whi ch i mmediately repels the reader 
accustomed to the ordinary decorums of poetry is the im-
possibility of reading and understanding at the same time. 
The insistent rush of the lines at first paralyzes the 
mind that is groping ~or familiar relationships as handles 
II 
I 
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1 Morley# Christopher: "The Bowling Green", Saturday 
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to cling to; there is virtually no choi:-:ut to yield t~ 
the energy and ride the crescendos. In his introduction tq 
the second edition of the poems, Charles Williams describe~ 
I 
most vividly this urgent experience which is inescapable in 
I 
the reading of the poems: "They proceed, they ascend, j 
they lift us (breathlessly and dazedly clinging) with them~ ! 
and when at last they rest and we loose hold and totter 
away we are sometimes too concerned with our own bruises 
li 
The l,l 
reader must do so much more than share the poet's experi~ 
to understand exactly what the experience has been." 
ence, for that suggests a stale, leisurely second-handed-
ness; he finds himself in the molecular pattern of the 
glowing metal of experience itself, taking shape on the 
artist's anvil. 
The singularities of the system of prosody 
evolved by Hopkins almost forbid understanding.1 Counter-
point Rhythm and Sprung Rhythm., lines "rove over"., hangers 
or outrides., stress and inscape - these are the principal 
terms in the technical vocabulary which Hopkins uses to ex 
plain the peculiarities of his craftsmanship. If the poet 
had offered no explanation of his technique., his verse 
would be easier to understand. It is difficult to glean 
his meaning, but to apply his rules to his lines and to 
understand their structure thereby, is nearly impossible. 
1 For an abridgment of Hopkins's exposition of his prosody 
see A endix. 
II 
I 
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Those who have commented upon his work~ have~ in general• 
and perhaps wisely, given it up. It is easy enough t o 
sense the irregularity of movement in the poems which 
gives to the rhythm a darting~ unevenly swooping effect; 
but ears inured to the customary iamb, trochee, dactyl, 
anapest, or spondee, cannot listen logically to the rugged 
· unruliness of Hopkins. If we could forget that we had II 
ever heard any other English poetry, and could repeat 
Hopkins to ourselves day after day, we might achieve, 
through habitual response, a genuine understanding of this 
extraordinary prosody. No one, as yet, however, has tried I 
this experiment. Rhythm, being organic, demands organic I 
I 
response, and the proper conditions for organic response 
to Hopkins's rhythm seem not to exist. That is probably 
why there is a tendency to consider that his exposition of 
his prosody was more important to him in the development 
of his poetry than it ever can be to his readers. He was 
the first English poet to find the trail to the "free" 
poetry which became characteristic of the present century. 
(Walt Whitman was engaged in a similar experiment in 
America .) For himself and for the few who saw his poetry~ 
it was valuable and necessary, no doubt, to make a careful 
record of exactly what he was doing as his experimentation 
progressed. 
It is particularly fortunate in the case of 
Hopkins that a grasp of his prosodic intricacies i s not 
20 
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1 intelligent criticism disregards ~t almost entirely or II 
considers it to be a rather oddly meticulous justification ~~ 
for a departure from tradition~ Miss Phare, who considers 1 
that Hopkins "united qualities generally ascribed to ro-
~ 
mantic poets with those said to be . characteristic of the 
classical, 11 remarks of his technique: 'iHis prosodical 
.. 
rules are elastic enough to make it possible to justify 
any collocatfon of syllables; it looks as though the ulti-
mate appeal was always to his own ear."1 
I. A. Richards offers the curious and pro-
vocative suggestion that Hopkins, in his careful systema-
tization was practicing a kind of self-deception. 
"While retaining rhyme, he gave himself complete 
... rhythmical freedom, but disguised this freedom 
as a system of what he called Sprting Rhythm ••• 
••• Since what he called hangers on outrides 
(one, two, or three slack syllables added to a 
foot and not counting in the nominal scanning) 
were also permitted, it will be plain that he 
had nothing to fear from the absurdities of 
prosodistse A curious way, however, of elud-
ing a mischievous tradition and a spurious 
question, to give them a m~ck observance and 
an equally unreal answer .. " 
As time goes on and Hopkins comes to be 
better known and understood, as the growing interest of 
serious students of pqetry indicates he will be, it is 
1 Phare, Elsie Elizabeth: The Poe.try o_f Gerard Manley 
Hopkins. Cambridge: The University Pres, 1933. P• 7. 
2 Richards, I .. A .. :: "G-erard Hopkins 11 1 The Dial, 
September., . l926, 
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quite possible that his system of prosody will be compre-
hended more fully and serve the important purpose of mak-
ing the a ims and meanings of the poetry clearer. At 
present~ however~ few students have achieved a completely 
happy synthesis of method and meaning~ Indeed., there is 
a strange hiatus between the poet's meticulous explanation 
of his mechanics and the utter, startling originality of 
his poetry. It is as difficult to reconcile them as it is 
to reason about the operation of natural laws when one is 
confronted with the sudden , astounding leap out of the 
earth of a geyser. And so this study, like other more 
capable ones 1 will not attempt any excursion into the 
operation of Cow1terpoint Rhythm., or endeavor to point out 
instances of the use of Outrides or any of the other pe-
culiarities of Hopkins's technique. Such an account., as 
Mr. F. R. Leavis has pointed out, nwill help no one to 
1 
read his verse 11 • 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
I' 
I 
I 
With one motivating ide.a which pervades botti 
I 
form and matter, we must, however, concern ourselves. The I 
single word in Hopkins's vocabulary which eclipses all 
others in significance is "inscape u. Used by the poet as 
both noun and verb., it indicates for him the essential 
quality of all that he observes and the mold in which his 
poetry is created. To grasp the meaning of iiinscape i' is 
1 Leavis, F. R.: ~ Bearinfs in English Poetry • 
. (V. Gerard 1~o/:ley Hopkins. London, Chatto and Windus, ~c.oc=---=.~-=-::c:::--=:_;b~~~~--==~·- ~=!===---==--==-=--=-=------::===----===---=-====--=--=--===:::.:co=::-:==-
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to comprehend the urgency~ the immediacy, the explosive-
ness of poetry which has nothing to do with the inter-
mediate and the abstract, poetry which "strikes" the I 
reader, in the actual sense of that word. Robert Bridges's 
notes give the poet ' s own explanation of what he means by 
"inscape 11 .e 
--
trNo doubt my poetry errs on the side of oddness. I 
hope in time to have a more balanced and Miltonic style. 
But as air, melody~ is what strikes me most of all in 
music and design in painting~ so design, pattern, or what 
I am in the habit of calling inacape is what I above all 
aim at in poetry. Now it is the virtue of design, pat-
tern, or inscape to be distinctive and it is the vice of 
distinctiveness to become queer. This vice I cannot have 
escaped. "1 
Here the poet is analyzing the purpose of 
his work. To observe him in the process of 11 inscapingu 
we may turn to a passage in the Note-Books ~ Papers, 
written nine years earlier: 
11 
•••••• befor e I had always taken tbe sl.Ulset and 
.. the sl.Ul as quite out of gauge with each other, 
as indeed physically they are, for the eye after 
looking at the sun is blunted to everything else 
and if you look at the rest of the sunset you 
must cover the sun, but today I inscaped them to-
gether and made the sun the true eye and ace of 
the whole, as it is. It was all active and toss-
ing out light and started as strongly forward 
from the field as a long stone or a boss in the 
1 Notes to Poems: pp. 96-07 • 
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I knop of the chalice-stem: it is indeed by 
J stalling it1so that it falls into scape with the sky. 11 
Generally speaking, the observations made 
by the human senses are notoriously inaccurate. "Intelli-
gentu observation -is so rare that, upon first reading the 
passage from Hopkins's journal iimnediately above, one is 
struck, paradoxically, by the oddness of looking at a sun-
set with the sun as its centre. Yet the sun is the s i ngle 
essential element present in any s~tnaet. Perhaps Hopkins 
is the only person who has ever seen a sunset completely. 
It is clear that his "inscaping" is plunging directly into 
the very anatomy of experience and taking into the mind 
the essential distinctiveness which sets that experience 
apart from all others. It might be called the direct op-
posite of 11 escaping", in which the mind moves outward 
without first having possessed itself of the essence of 
the object under observation.. It involves, too, the ac-
curate ordering of relationships, as in seeing the sun 
tossing out light and starting strongly from the field, so 
that the final impression is an entity achieved through th 1 
marshalling of authentic perceptions . 
When Hopkins says that he ncannot have es-.. 
caped" the queerness which is uthe vice of distinctive-
! 
I 
I 
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nessn he does not imply that he hopes someday to be able I 
I 
to escape. Rather# he indicates that he understands com- I 
I 
I 
pletely the operation of his own mind, recognizing tl1at 
for him the ultimate perception of distinctiveness is in- I 
evitable. His love for "pied" and ttdappled 11 things 
springs not so much from a taste for variety as from an 
understanding of the organic pattern of each element that 
goes to make up the larger and more apparent pattern of 
va.riety. 
To observe the operation of 11inscape 11 in 
the poetry itself, we may turn to the marvellous opening 
of Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves which captures so remarkably 
the shifting, merging quality of the passage of evening 
into night. 
"Earnest, eartbless, equal, attuneable, vaulty , 
vbl'9Jllinous , • • stupendous 
Evening strains to be time's vast, womb-of-all, 
home-of-all, hearse~cf-all night. 
Her fond yellow hornlight wound to west, her 
wild hollow hoar-light hung to the height 
Waste; her earliest stars, earl-stars 1 star s 
principal, over-bend us , 
Fire-featuring heaven. For earth her being has 
unbound, her dapple is at an end, as-
tray or aswar.m, all throughther, in throngs; 
self in self' steeped and paahed-auite 
Diaremembering, dismembering all now. ' 
The fleeting evanescence of something which 
is gone almost before it has begun, the swift condensation 
of elements within time's mysterious alembic, the multiple 
patterned, all-embracing transition - these are the de-
sign which evening-end, night-beginning has stamped upon 
I 
I 
I 
..... - -·-
-- ........ ---- ... ·-·· ---·-·· · ---- ----------·-·· ---- .. -
the senses of the poet; and that design is created for the 
reader~ mobile~ fluid~ the essence of the transitory. 
_ The sweeping rush of motion is there within the pattern 
as all nature is hurl ed toward the inevitable consummation 
with darkness. For the poet this 11 inscape " is symbolical, 
in the final lines of the poem, of the bleakness which 
strict moral judgment imposes upon the " skeined stained 
veined varietyn of life~ a stark world in which the deso-
late mind, i n its solitary darknes~ turns ever torturing-
ly upon itself as tithoughts against thoughts in groans 
grind it. 
The more one searches for the meaning of 
"inscape rr~ the more significant the idea becomes to an 
appreciation of the vital substance of Hopkins's poetry. 
He has said, "design~ pattern, or what I am in the habit 
of calling inscape is what I above all aim at in poetr:y. 11 
What is design, and what causes it? It is the structure 
which the life, or creative impulse builds for itself. 
The eye sees design in terms of mass and line, symmetry 
and variation; the ear catches it in the flow of rhythm. 
The senses serve to convey what is apparent in design, but 
the meaning o~ it rests always with what has impelled it. 
Hopkins is unique in his grasp of the source of design, 
w~~ch is not apparent. For him 11There lives the dearest 
freshness deep down things"~ the inexhaustible source of 
26 
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vibrant~ vital spri nging into ~orm. This source o~ the I 
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pattern of created beauty so important to Hopkins the I 
poet is the same source toward which Hopkins the man strov 
with all the energy of his spirit. For him the world is 
indeed, 
ucharged with the grandeur of God.trl 
He kisses his hand 
and 
iiTo the stars~ lovely-asunder 
Starlight~ wafting him out of it; 
"to the dappled-with-damson west: 
Since though he is under the world 's spl endour and 
wo~der, 
His mystery must be instressed, stressed." . 
He lifts up heart and eyes 
11Down all that glory in the heavens to glean our _ 3 Saviour". 
These conclusions as to the s ignificance 
of "inscapen may seem, at first thought , to place too 
-great a burden upon that word, yet to those who believe 
t~~t Hopkins the poet and Hopkins the priest were not two 
I , 
11 warring individualities it is reasonable to find the 
closest kind of bond between what the artist aimed at 
''above all 11 in his poetry and that to which the life was 
·dedicated. Although this judgment cannot be documented by 
exact references from critical commentaries, there is a 
1 Hopkins, Gerard Manley, Poems: God' s Grandeur 
2 The Wreck of the 
Deutschland 
3 Hurrahing in Harvest 
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To the expression of the intensity which 
resides in the idea of uinscape ", Gerard Manley Hopkins I 
brought a sen si ti venes s" equally- charged with vigorous life i 
He was engaged upon an eternal quest for completeness, and 
could not rest until , -in every experi ence, he had achieved 
it. The urgency to be at the heart of reality possesses 
the reader as it did the poet . Sensing the Divine Essence 
in all created things, he was a dis ciple of Duns Scotua, 
"who of all men most sways my spirits to peace". Scotus 
was for him "of real ty the rarest-veined unraveller" • 
Hopkins's extraordinary ability in observation may bear a 
very real kinship to the Scotian principle of attention, 
in close alliance with the will 1 as a prerequisite for 
knowledge , jus t as the source of the Hopkins "inscapes '' is 
suggestive of the Scotist belief in the successive growth 
of f orm from the force of matter. Powers of observation 
:-=-==--==-=- r--------:-:c-=-~=--=:·=-===--=-.:-=- ===--=--===-==-===-.--
keenly accurate and capable of absorbing the minutest de-
II 
tails are coupled in the poet with a force of intuition 
which flashes like lightning. Clouds he never tired of 
observing, and it is characteristic of him to have been 
able to report in intricate detail upon phenomena whose 
very essence seems to be instability. We feel that we 
have looked into the sky and seen only blankness when we 
read a record of observation as close-packed as this: 
"At eight o'clock about sunset hanging due op-
_posite the house in the east the greatest stack 
of cloud, to call it one cloud, I ever can re-
call seeing. Singled by the eye and taken up 
by itself it was shining white but taken with 
the sky, which was a strong hard blue, it was 
anointed with warm brassy glow: only near the 
earth it was stunned with purplish shadow. 
The instress of its .size came from comparison 
not with wbat was visible but with the re-
membrance of other clouds: Like the Monte Rosa 
range from the Gorner Grat its burliness forced 
out everything else and loaded the eye-eight. 
It was in two lines fairly level above and be-
low but not equal in breadth - as 2 to 3 or 3 
to 4 perhaps - like two waggons or loaded 
trucks . The left was rawly mad e1 a fleece plr-
celled in waving locks flowing o.pen upwards, 
with shady gutters between , like the ringlets 
of a ram's fleece blowing; the right was shape-
ly, roped like a heavy cable being slowly paid 
and by its weight settling into gross coils and 
beautifully plotted with tortoise-shell squares 
of shading - indeed much as a snake is plotted, 
and this one rose steep up like an immeasureable 
cliff. 
"In returning the sky i n the west was in 
a great wide-winged or shelved rack of rice-white 
fine pelleted fretting. At sunset it gathered 
downwards and as the light then bathed it from 
below the fine ribbings and long windled jetties 
dripping with fiery bronze had the look of being 
smeared by some blade which had a little flat-
tened and richly mulled what it was drawn across. 
29 
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This bronze changed of cou~se to crimson and 
the whole upper sky being now plotted with 
pale soaked blue rosettings seized some of 
it forward in wisps or plucks of smooth 
beautiful car£ation or of coral or camellia 
rose-colour .. " 
This is a remarkable description of obser-
vations made necessarily in a very limited space of time ~ 
But Hopkins was doing this sort of thing constantly. His 
personal records are testimony of a unique awareness of 
the physical world ~ He seems to have breathed in mul~ I 
! 
tiple-impressions and to have retained them with the utter l 
I 
completeness and freshness of their singular originality. I 
Within the complex mind of the artist, these impressions 1 
I 
retain the sharpness of their actuality, and f rom it they I 
emerge in patterns of words instinct with urgent life. 1 
The effectiveness of all poets rests in 
I 
lar~est measure upon the power of words which they are able! 
to generate .. Words are the vehic l es of communication, of I 
emotional response, o~ recreated experience~ As used by ! 
poets, they were originally the instruments of direct I 
communication , but stone and skin and paper have inter~ 
posed themselves between the artist and the listening ear. 
To become poetry, marks upon paper must undergo a compli-
cated transition which produces only in exceptional cases 
the effect of direct response which was possible when the 
1 Lahey, G .. F : Gerard Manley Hopkins~ London: Oxford 
University .Press$ 1930. Appendix III; pp. 164-165~ 
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reception was not de layed by 
the effects of rhythm, intonation, and stress ~ In the 
reading of poetry , the initial burden is with the reader • 
. 
not with the poet. Poetry in books elicits, in general# 
passive receptivity rather than active response, and poets 
as well as readers have become victims of the mischievous 
trick of the printing press. We have little poetry which 
offers resistance to the smooth, gliding process of read-
ing; if any such resistance i s to be found it is much 
more likely to derive from calculated , intentional effect 
than from any organic compulsion. The difficulty of read-
ing Hopkins has already been referred to. It rests, in 
large measure, upon his restoring to poetry its original 
necessary immediacy of response . With him, the act and 
the word are instant - and we do not read that way; rather 
we derive the act from the word by a cumbersome process of 
reconstruction. No more sober commentary can be made upon 
the lost art of an utt;ered poetry than the bevrildering 
effect of Hopkins's verse upon a reading publ1.c which 
rather pr~des itself upon i ts ability to ma~e something of 
T. s. Eliot ~~d James J oyce. We have traded in the 
natural vigor of the sunlight for the smoky lamp of lucu-
brs.tion. 
Hopkins himself was fully aware of the . 
!I 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
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I 
I 
i formidable gulf between poetry as he intended it to be and 11 
accustomed ~oetry. He was quite capable -~:.b~i:: •::ck:~ -~ 
I 
I 
I 
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by the v gor of his own originality, but he also knew 
what was the trouble with the customary response. Dis-
cuss ing h i s "oddity" with Bridges , he writes, 
u •••••• when , on somebody returning me the 
_Eur ydice, I opened and r ead some lines, as 
one commonly reads whether prose or verse , 
with the eyes 1 so to say , only, it struck me 
aghast with a kind of raw nakedness and un-
mitigated violence I was unprepared for: 
but take breath and read it with the ears , 
as I always wish to1be read, and my verse be-comes all r i ght. 11 
-Bridges .feels that 11 oddity" was not a part of the poet's 
intention , but s i nce what he intended could not have been 
accomplished without the effect of "oddity", that seems a 
trivial critical tangent. 
It is clear , in Hopkins's words , that the 
pattern of sound is i ntegral to the experience of his 
poetry. He me~~s far more , of course, thru1 what we are 
accustomed to think of as effective sound imagery. Vf.hat-
ever the subject,~~ the sound is important in Hopldna' s 
!/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
verse. To glance at a few lines whose meaning has nothing ! 
whatever to do with sound will demonstrate this quite 
clearly. The mood of the second stanza of The Lantern out 
of Doors i s simple , dignified, thoughtful: 
"Men go by me whom either beauty bright 
In mould or mind or what not else makes rare : 
They rain agains t our much-thick and marsh air 
Rich ,beams , till death or distance buys them quite, 
Notes to Poems: P• 97 
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The mellow contemplative power of those lines is derived 
quite as much from their slowi alliterative chiming as 
from the regretful thought which they record, and the in-
escapable, clear stress upon "beauty bright 11 , "rain1i 1 and il 
urich beams 11 infuses a luminousness which cannot exist in I 
· poetry that is read "with the eyes , so to say, onlyu. It II 
is the use of s ound which gives the effect, so frequent 
in Hopkins 3 of being confronted by experience. One is not l 
. I 
permitted, in such cases , to "approach" the thought. It 
thrusts itself upon the consci ousness, as in "l!;nough1 the 
Resurrection, A Heart 1 s-clarionl 111 
or 
or 
11 0 then, weary then why should we tread? 0 why 
are we so haggard at the heart, so oare-coiled6 
so fagged, so fashed, so cogged, so cumbered1 
When the thing we freely forfeit is kept with 
f onder a care:~ 
Fonder a care kept than we could have kept it, 
kept 
Far with fonder a care (and we, we would have 
lost it) 2finer, fonder A care kept~ " 
11You there are master, do your own desire; 
.. What hinders 't Are you beamblind , yet to a fault 
In a neighbor deft-ha..."'lded 'l are you that liar r. 
And, cast by conscience out, spendsavour salt? 113 
In the second passage quoted above, from ~ Leaden Echo 
and the Golden Echo, the sound is not only integral to the 
1 That Nature is a Heracli tean Fire and of the Comfort Qt 
'tiit}Resurrectione - -- - -
2 The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo. 
3 The Candle Iiid'OorB; 
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sense; its backward and forward movement bears an addi-
tional burden of stress which herds and .drives the mind 
before it. Thus., frequently., sound clauses and sound 
sentences run "(not always respectfully) through., between., 
beyond., the accustomed pattern of verse and stanza., spe-
cifically and most elaborately scoring sense with sound. 111 
It becomes increasingly apparent that this poetry of 
Hopkins demands the actual participation of the senses. 
Many poets allow us to think about or to imagine sensuous 
response., permitting., almost encouraging., the delusion 
that an imagined or contemplated reaction has imparted the 
full essence of experience. 
The intricacies of response requisite to 
an understanding of the close-packed meanings of words al-
ways resilient beneath their heavy freight are heightened 
_,bY the characteristic use of synaesthesia. To make im-
agery incandesce with the forging together of ordinarily 
distinct sensuous impressions is pure Hopkins. Miss Phare 
points out., in this connection., a resemblance to Rimbaud 
in his poem Vowels., which assigns an interpretation of 
color to each of the vowela.2 In comparison, the use of 
synaesthesia by the two poets differs sharply. Rimbaud's 
33 
1 Trueblood., Charles K.: "The Esthetics of Gerard 
Hopkins", Poetry., August~ 1937. 
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11A1 velvet of glittering flies and shadows, you 
... Girdle cruel smells with suave parentheses; 
E~ candor of smoke; the tops of tents; the lance1 Of Nordic Kings; proud glaciers; shudders, yes;" 
is a striking tour de force, whereas Hopkins's 
uHer fond yellow hOl"nlight wound to the westJI her 
_wild hollow hoarlight hung to the height" 
seems not to have been produced ·SO much by the laboring 
intellect as to have b.een generated organically. The fu-
sion of sound in nwound 11 and 11 hollow 11 with sight is a 
stressing of the fading of the early moonlight as it is 
succeeded by a more remote and harsher brightness. 
Rimbaud's imagery does not achieve the effect of encom-
passment as does Hopkins's. (Although we are not equipped 
for a studious excursion into comparisons between Hopkins 
and Rimbaud, there are indications, in Rimbaud's explana-
tion of his own method, of poetic sympathy between the 
two. He says, for example, of the poet's duty: tthe must 
·-
make his inventions felt, handled, heard'1 , and 11he should 
< 2 
give more than the formula. of his thought. 11 Hopkins has 
rarely fulfilled his duty in these respects~ Another 
critic., M. D .. Zabel, has called Hopkins the "peer of 
Rimbaud 11 • 3 ) 
l Abel, Lionel, trans lator : Some Poems of Rimbaud, New 
York, Exiles' Press, 1939. 
2 Abel, Lionel : op.cit., Introduction, p. 5., 
I 3 Zabel, . M. D. :: rrPoetry as Experiment and Unitytt, Poetrz, December, 1 930 • - , 
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To organic sound pattern and the simulta-
neous complexity of synaesthesia there is added and over-
spread an unconventionality in word usage and arrangement 
which contributes its quota to the difficulties of under-
standing. Accustomed to finding meaning in a certain 
order of structural relationships~ the mind is at first 
shocked and offended to find that relationship exploded 
and rearranged in Hopkins' s lines. In all such cases, we 
must 11 take breath and read it with the ears" 1 whereupon it 
magically right s itself, and what would have been the con-
ventional pattern is seen to be crude and lifeless by con-
trast. This is demonstrated in such passages as 
uwith not her either1beauty's equal or 
_  Her injury's, 11 
uThose sweet hopes quell whose least me quickenings2 
. lift," 
u Our hearts' s charity' s hearth' s fire~ our thoughts •3 chivalry's throng's Lord 11 
nWhat life half lifts the latch of, 
What hell stalks towards the snatch4of 1 Your offering, with despatch, ofL" 
The cluttering of lifeless or pallid-in-meaning words is 
nowhere permitted. Better arduous understanding than the I 
sacrifice of the sense of instancy bound within words. ! 
il I The omission of the relative pronoun , which has distressed i 
I 
critics, from Bridges on, is responsible for snarls in in-1 
I II 
1
11 1 Andromeda. 
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terpretation whi ch are most difficult to untangle. 
Hopkins was apparently able to t raverse an entire landscapE 
of meaning by l eaping with delicate~ precise poise from 
peak to peak. His readers find great difficulty in follow· 
ing~ and must descend to the val leys sometimes to chart 
their course ~ supplying the uninteresting relative in 
lines like 
11 Squander the hell-rook ranks (that) sally to 1 molest him"~ 
nneala out that being (which} indoors each one 2 dwells;" 
"Save rrry hero~ 0 Hero (that) savest." 3 
The assurance with which Bridges states in his discussion 
of the absent relatives~ that rrhe (Hopkins) must, I sup-
pose, have supplied them in his thought" indicates his 
failure to pierce the heart of Hopkins's use of l anguage. 
It is extremely doubtful that the poet supplied the rela-
tives "in his thought 11 • It was the very essence of the 
peculiarity of his mental inscape to banish all 1nterpos1-
tion between impulse and act, between source and result. 
Bridges wishes to have grammatical logic preserved, not 
apprehending apparently~ a stricter natural logic which 
will not permit a "which" to dwell "indoors each oneu, nor 
-
a vigorless rrtbat" to "sallyu in the station of "hell-rook 
ranks i'• Supply the relatives~ certainly~ when the mind 
l The Bugler's First Communion. 
2 #34 
3 The Loss of the Eurydice 
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runs into a cul-de-sac without them, but never accept the 
misapprehension that it would be better poetry were they 
included. 
Gerard Hopkins's sojourn in Wales seems to 
have given him such pleasure that it is agreeable to dis-
cover that he studied the Welsh language and adapted some 
of its literary practices to English verse. Terence 
Heywood's study1 points out Hopkins's borrowing of cyn-
ghanedd or consonant chime, which he used more freely than 
its strict rules pe~nit in Welsh, as in 
rrwarm-laid grave of a womb-life grey;n2 
11 lush-kept plush-capped sloe",3 
11five-lived and leaved favo~n4 
The possibilities for increased subtlety and intricacy of 
stress afforded by consonant chime naturally had a strong 
appeal to Hopkins's artistry. It is also possible that he 
found, in his st~dy of Welsh, encouragement or justifies.-
tion for his fondness for compound words, which are fre-
,quentin Welsh poetry. There .is a great likelihood that 
he was tutored here in the use of the verb-object com-
/I 
pound, so rare in English. He uses it with great power in\ 
ridaregale" 1 "rollrock"., rtblear-all 11 ., and 11wringworld n • 
This particular variety of compound must have originated I 
I 
I 
I 
1 Heywood, Terence: nHopkins' Ancestry", Poetry, July, I 
2 The Wreck of the Deutschland . 1939 · \ 
3 "I bid . 
4 I bid. 
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in the same kind of urgent force that supports Hopkins's 
tendency to make relationships as instantly unified as 
possible. 
The devic~of structure or language em-
ployed by Hopkins derive, in final analysis, from a rooted 
elemental strength~ Tender though his verses are at 
times, there i s nothing of softness in his poetrye (Per-
haps this explains , in part, the failure of women critics 
to master all the essentials of Hopkins. There seems to b 
no bridging of the ultimate gap between the essence of the 
masculine and the essence of the feminine.) His temper i s 
untempered, primitive; his idiom embedded in the actual 
because it was his nature to insist upon actuality of ex-
perience~ Sometime s this was de liberate , as when on his 
walks he tasted plants or took the plow from the plowman 
to try it for himself. But there are evidences of roots 
deeper growing than the liveliest curi osity, of an inex-
plicable welding, within t he mysterious self, of con-
sciousness and experience . Father Lahey points out a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
singular passage from one of the poet 1 s diaries: u ..... ~ .. a~ 
I came in from a stroll with Mr. Purbrick he told me Hftgel 
had said the scarlet and rose colour of flamingos was foun 
to be due to a fine copper powder on the feathers. As he 
said this I tasted the brass in my mouth. "1 (He had pre-
viously tested "cer·tain yellow spoons" to find out whether 
39 
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they were brass ~) Such prompt response to suggestions 
could come only from an intelligence i nstantly and con-
stantly qui ckened by the dynamic pulse of the senses. 
One of the most unique records of sensi-
tivity and its i n t ellectual analysis is found i n the 
poet's diary f or 1869e This is experience almost too in-
tricately deep for thought: 
The 
"One day in the long retreat ••••~• they were 
_r eading i n the refectory Sister Emmer i ch ' s 
account of the Agony in the Garden and I sud-
denly began to cry and sob and could not stop~ 
I put i t dovm for this reason # tr~t if I had 
been asked a minute beforehand I should have 
said nothing of the sort was going to happen 
and even when it did I stood in a manner 
wonderi n g at myself not seeing in my reason 
the traces of an adequate cause for such strong 
emotion - the traces of it I say because of 
course the cause i n itself is adequate for the 
sorrow of a lifetimee I remember much the sane 
thing on Maundy Thursday when the presanctified 
Host was carried to the sacristy. But ne ither 
the weight nor the stress of the sorrow, t hat 
i s to say of the thing wr~ch should cause sor-
row, by themselves move us or bring the tears 
as a sharp knife does not cut for being pressed 
as long as i t is pressed without any shaking of 
the hand but there i s a lways one touch, some-
thing striking s idewise and unlocked f or, whi ch 
i n both cases undoes resistance and pierces , 
and this may be so delicate that the pathos 
seems to have gone directly to the body and 
cleared the understanding in its passage~ " 1 I 
s oul bared thus to the lance is awesome and terrifying 
to contemplate; the more impressive then i s the· resilience 
of will which rallies t he i n tellectual powers to the 
searching out of cause, so that the individual has ab-
1 House, Humphrey, editor: op.cit ~, p8 128 . 
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sorbed the experience with all of his facultiesa It is 
futile to suggest that readers of Hopkins can~ in actu-
ality, cross the final l ine carved in the soul of another 
by experiences of such tremendous spiritual complexity . 
The 11 t erl"ible 11 sonnets 1 i n their intimate agony, are 
marked irrevocably by such a barri er . 
In the realm of the wide-ranging senses, 
however , Hopkins gives back to us a world revitalized, 
fresh as Creation's dalvn, wherein each created thing is 
stamped and sealed with the impress of its vital origin. I 
It i s in thi s fre s hne ss , this ability to convey impressiom! 
I 
as though t hey were being felt for the first t ime , that I 
Hopkins excels other poets who report on the experiences 
of the senses~ The urgency of the living world is, at 
times , nearly too much to bear. Keats 's nightingale is 
soothing and remote ; Hopkins's seizes the attention alrr1ost 
too violently : 
11 
'For he began at once and shook 
My head to heare He might have strung 
A row of ripples in the brook, 
So forcibly he sung, 
The mist upon the leaves have strewed, 
And danced the balls of dew that stood 
In acres all above the wood. 
"'I thought the air mus t cut and strain 
The windpipe when he sucked his breath 
And when he turned it baclr: again 
The music must be death. 
With not a thing to mru{e me fear, 
A singing bird in morning clea~ 
To me was terrible to hear.'" 
The fact that the poet found God at the 
source of all forms in the natural world imparts no heavy 
solemnity to his lines. He is at home amid the dynamic 
alterations of nature in a way that is suggestive of 
Emily Dickenson's intimacy with the infinite, celebrating, 
in true holiday sense of the word, the world that revital-
izes us through the contacts of the senses. His lines 
impel us toward such contact with an almost physical 
force: 
"Look at the stars! look, look up at the skiesL 
0 look at all the fire-folk sitting in the airL 
The bright boroughs, the circle-citadls thereL 
Down in dim woods the diamond delves1 the elves'-
eyes1 
The grey lawns cold where gold, where quickgold 1 liest" 
"Cloud-puffball, torn tufts, tossed pillows flaunt 
forth, then chevy on an air -
built thoroughfare: heaven roysterers, in gay-gangs 
they glitter in marches."2 
they throng; 
There is a primitive love for wildness, for 
natural things in motion that seems uncontrolled; 
"This darksome burn, horseback brown, 
_His rollrock highroad roaring down, 
In coop and in comb the fleece of his foam 
Flutes and low to the lake falls home. 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
"What would the world be, once bereft 
.Of wet and wildness? Let them be left, 
0 let them be left, wildness and wet; 
Long live the weeds and the wilderness yet."3 
1 The Starliy)lt Night. 
2 That Nature is a Heraclitean Fire and of the Comfort 2! 
·the Resurrection._ - - - -
3 InVersnaid. 
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To glory tlms in the world, to be thrilled 'II 
by creation is an experience which infuses life with vigor.~ 
' I 
:I 
If poetry is to be made therefrom, however, it must be the ii 
sensitivity of the artist which receives the impressions :! 
and the intellect and intuition of the artist which select . 
and order the material which is to be the work of art. 
I 
I 
Gerard Manley Hopkins was a musician~ a composer, a 
graphic artist wbo drew with marvelously delicate percep-
tion and attention to detail~ as the ·sketches reproduced 
in the Note-Books ~ Papers attest. His was the true ar-
tistic temper which reaches out continually for ways of 
expressing all that is coiled within the self, ready to 
spring to life when the touch of creative impulse comes. 
From reports of those who knew him, it is apparent that 
originality was the keynote of his mentality. Neither his t! 
•I 
:I 
opinion nor his poetry was derived. In idea and in form H 
the originality of Hopkins achieves e. place by itself in 
English poetry, isolated, not because it is unsympathetic 1 
but because no other poet has been able to give us spiri t- i 
ual poetry so .charged with life, or poetry of the natural 
world so stressed with spirit. 
1
1 
The most extravagant admirer of Hopkins \ 
would not venture to predict that this poet will ever be- 1 
come popular as have those who deal with the more pedes-
trian and commonplace interests of mankind. There existsJI 
in the popular mind, a standoffisbness toward spiritual 
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matters unless they a:re kept nebulous behind a veil o:f !! 
:! 
sentimentality. Sentimentality is one of the intermedi- ii 
· I ,, 
I• 
•' e.tes which :find no place in Hopkins 1 s poetry. His candor 1! 
never stoops to subterfuge. Even among very intelligent 
poets and scholars who have commented upon his work1 there !1 
11 
" has been observed an unsympathetic barrier to understand- :: 
,. 
l! 
ing which grows out of failure to recognize the importance !1 
i' 
of the life of the spirit in its effect upon the product :· 
of the creative artist. But the ways of literary critics 
are mysterious. The deplorable weaknesses of a Byron 1 
while they may not be excused, receive :full measure of 
sympathetic understanding and accounting :for. The spirit-
ual strength of a Hopkins, on the other hand, is treated 
almost as though it were a weakness, the overcoming of 
which would have been beneficial to his poetry. The first 
and greatest obstacle, then# to popular acceptance of 
Hopkins is his subject matter. Since poets must reach1 
and touch, an audience, that must be considered as a limi-
tation. This poet has himself given serious consideration 
to popular recognition as one of the touchstones by which 
the artist's worth is to be judged. Writing with great 
earnestness to Bridges in 1886 1 he said1 
u •••••• I would have you and Canon Dixon and 
. all true poets remember that fame 1 the being 
known 1 though of itself one of the most dan-
gerous things to man, is nevertheless the true 
and appointed air, .element, and setting of 
genius and its works. What are works of art 
I 
.i I 
II -==--~== 
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I 
I 
I 
for? to educate, to be standards. Education 
is meant for the many, standards are for pub-
lic use. To produce them is of little use un-
less what we produce is known, if .known widely 
known, the wider the better, for it is by be-
ing known it works, it1influences, it does its duty, it does good." -
II 
I· 
1 44 
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It is difficult to explain the inconsistency between I 
theory and practice. Hopkins could not have been deceived 
into the belief that his own poetry would be "widely 
known", since he had to supply both Canon Dixon and 
Bridges with frequent explanations of his meanings. 
Strict compression and astonishing peculi-
arities of word arrangement contribute to the development, 
in the mind of the reader, of a force of inertia that is 
likely to bring mental effort to a dead stop. Only the 
mind that has in it a streak of Hopkinsian ruggedness will 
persist in toiling over the rocky trail, picking an un-
certain way around the omission of the relative pronoun, 
and looking about doubtfully for the blazings of words 
that are not where meaning and sequence demand that they 
should be. First readings of Hopkins require a dogged 
persistence (mitigated, of course, by the inexplicably 
stirring effect upon the emotion) that verry few are will-
ing to bring to the reading of poetry. Those who do per-
sist over this uneven and wearing terrain emerge, finally 
1 Abbott, Claude Colleer, editor: ;"rhe Letters of Gerard 
Manley Hopkins to Robert Bridges. - London: Oxford 
University Press, 1935. P• 231. 
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and victoriously 1 upon a realm of poetry whose fresh ra-
diance1 dynamic vigor, and natural ha~ony repay a hun-
dredfold the hard intellectual labor of arriving. This 
"peculiar intellectual thrill which celebrates the step-
· l. by-step conquest of understanding" can never be general 
II property, and unless some kind of dynamic revolution in 
reading habits takes place~ the poetry of Gerard Manley 
Hopkins will remain shut from general appreciation by the 
upaling" of its ineluctability. Manner must take its 
place beside matter as a definite l~itation to general 
appreciation. 
=:-~.:::::::::::=.·.:=--
How important~ how valuable can a poet be 
who is little read and less und.erstood? Possessing the 
artistic integrity of a Hopkins~ he can be extremely im-
portant to poetry1 for the idea of poetry continues to 
exist only so long as its roots are supplied with food 
that is fresh with life. Poetry is · a creative art because 
the visions of the poets continue to include new possibil-
ities for the casting of experience into .the forms of 
beauty. One needs only to read Hopkins aloud to appre-
ciate that he has done something of great importance . for 
the sound of poetry. To read his lines is a personal, 
rather than a rhetorical experience. The difference be-
tween poetry of the book and poetry of the voice has al-
ready been discussed. If it is important to preserve con-
1 Richards, I. A.: op.cit. 
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sciousness of the latter, Hopkins has done a great service 
to English verse, even though few or none are able to fol-
low him in producing such insistently vocal verse. As 
Hopkins's literary executor, Robert Bridges was wise in 
-
withholding his friend's verse from publication until the 
twentieth century had developed .a poetic temper and cli-
mate receptive to the earnest and unsparingly honest reve-
lation of personal experience. Is it not, after all, the 
poet himself whom we seek always to know at the hear.t of 
his work? And man, in the procession of ages, carries 
forward with him the utterances of poets who have been 
stirred by the eternal experiences and riddles of his 
meaning in this planetary impermanence and by the insist-
ent gropings and radiant affirmations of his spirit. 
There can be little question that Hopkins is one of the 
poets whose personal sensitiveness to and candid revelati 
of experience have made them of great human importance. 
"Searching nature," he says, in his cormn.entary on the 
-Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola, "I taste ~ 
but at one tankard, that of my own being. 111 In concen-
trated draughts, the unique experiences of self are pre-
served, retaining miraculously all their original fresh-
ness. There has been much admiration of Hopkins among 
modern poets; whether others can write the same kind of 
1 
1 House, Humphrey, editor: 
::::-:c:::-_-:-...::._ __ =r·~-----==----==~=-
op.cit., p. 310. 
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personal equipment that is rare in any age. The qualities:: 
I 
I 
:! 
;i in Hopkins to which all poets might well aspire are 
d 
pointed out by Professor Abbott in his introduction to the ij 
Bridges correspondence: II b • • • • • • y transcending in great 
measure the dead conventions of his contemporaries he is 
free of all ages and entombed by none. The main reasons 
for this distinction are his searching honesty and the 
peculiarly personal statement that is the core of his best 
work. A desire to emulate these qualities would be more 
salutary to those who aspire to follow him than tinker-
ings with tecbnique."1 To those who value and are sen-
sitive to nliving" poetry, the poemsof Gerard Manley 
-
Hopkins are indeed blessings, but blessings not unmixed, 
for their essential appreciation is a boon achieved only 
by stern intellectual effort and a disciplining of the 
spirit until it attains a clarity sufficient to admit it 
into participation in one of the most earnest searchings 
for God which literature records. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
! 
I 
\ l Abbott, Claude 
l P• XXI. 
Colleer, editor: op.eit., Introduction, II _____ _ 
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Chapter III 
The Poems: 
Simple Lyrics and Fragments, Narratives 
When he prepared the first edition of the 
poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins for publication in 1918 1 
Robert Bridges selected the best representative poems of 
his friend to present to a public which was bound to find 
this an unusual and difficult volume. Twelve years 
later, with the position of Hopkins as a poet secure in 
the best critical opinion, Charles Williams prepared the 
second edition in which he included all of t~~ poems 
recognized authentically to have been written by Hopkins. 
While these additions have nothing to contribute to in-
creasing the stature of the poet, they are of interest 
to students of Hopkins who wish to observe, in complete 
detail, the growth of his poetic power. In the first 
edition, Bridges included only three poems and one frag-
ment that were written before 1868 when Hopkins entered 
hi s novitiate and yielded to the scruples which cut him 
off, for a time, from poetry. The appendix to the second 
edition contains sixteen additional poems, one of which 
48 
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is an earlier version of For .!. Picture of St. Dorothea, 
I 
which was one of the three early poems given in the first il 
edition. The statement that Hopkins wrote no verse be-
tween 1868 and 1875 is not quite accurate, of course, for 
he says in a letter to Canon Dixon, "•••••• for seven 
years I wrote nothing but two or three little presentation 
pieces which occasion called for."1 This accounts for 
Rosa Mystica and Ad Mariam, although Bridges is dubious 
about Hopkins's authorship of the latter; but Winter with 
the Gulf Stream, for which the date 1871 is given in the 
notes to the appendix of the second edition, does not 
quite seem to fit into the category of "presentation 
pieces". · It is true that the poem was originally written 
while Hopkins was at Oxford, but it apparently escaped 
,; 
'I 1, 
'I 
~ i 
'! 
II 
'I 
ij 
I! 
the destruction which was the fate of other works in verse : 
and the fact that 1871 is the date of the final version 
indicates that it was worked on during the supposedly 
"blank 11 period. Since this is one of the few early poems 
which contain any real resemblance to the poet's later 
I 
I powerful synthesis of observation and active language, one1 
I 
I 
is curious to know how it came to be an exception during 1 
! 
the period of exile from serious poetic experiment. Such ! 
i 
phrases as :kneading the mounded mire 11 , "bugle moon", and iJ 
"brindled wharves", certainly are suggestive of what was 11 
!! 
'I to come in Hopkins' s use of language. :1 
ij 
I 
I 
1 Poems .2£ Gerard Man lex Hopkins : Notes, p. 102. ii 
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quility in the ultimate solution of his problem as well 
as the attractiveness of the cloistered life 1 "Where 
springs not fail 1 " and "Where no storms come". The two 
versions of the St. Dorothea poem indicate intelligent 
poetic craftsmanship in the reduction of the poem from 
seven stanzas to four, by means of which compression it 
gains in clarity and simplicity of expression. There is 
here also a faint suggestion of the poet's later charac-
teristic swiftness of transition in the lines 
"Lo, linked heavens with milky ways1 
.That was her larkspur row. - So soon?i1 
" 
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d ;i In The Habit .2£ Perfection, the poet happily embraces the '; 
,: ,, 
,, 
discipline of the religious life 1 yet his language is not j! 
entirely in keeping with subject and purpose. Professor 
Abbott observes, nThe Habit of Perfection, ostensibly a 
rebuke to the power of the senses whose speech he would 
turn to divine uses, lingers fondly on such phrases as 
'palate; the hutch of tasty lust' and '.feel-of-primrose 
:1 
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hands' that lean rather to the sensuous than the stern."1 
--
The attractiveness of imperfection is not entirely over-
come by the sincerity with which the way of perfection is 
embraced. To include For !. Picture of St. Dorothea, 
Heaven-Haven, and The Habit of Perfection in the first edi / 
tion as examples of early work could certainly do the poet 
no harm. They are the competent work of a young writer 
with a lyric gift, and possess a youthfulness and a qual-
ity of light which make them attractive to the reader. 
Spring and Death, the first poem in the 
appendix to the second edition, is undated, but its im- i 
i 
maturity and conventional phrasing mark it as a very earlyl 
effort. It employs tbe device of the dream, in which the 
poet comes upon Death in the springtime marking the flowe 
which he will claim in autumn. The use of the dream de-
stroys immediately any sense of actuality of experience~ 
and expressions such as ttstilly wood 11 and "sable tracku 
detract by their flatness and lack of originality. The 
poem contains no hint of the uniqueness which is associ-
ated with Hopkins's later development. Barnfloor and 
Winepress (1865) and Nondum (1866) are derived from Bibli-
cal quotations which appear as subtitles. The first, re-
joicing in the Redemption, represents Christ through the 
figures of harvesting and threshing, and the treading of 
1 Abbott, Claude Colleer: The Letters of Gerard Manley 
-==-~g~!_~s _ to Robert B_rids;es;pp. XXV-XXVI_. 
the sacred Vintage from the fruit of the tortured Vine. 
In the line, "Five ways the precious branches torn11 1 ap-
pears the first reference in Hopkins's poetry to the Five 
Wounds of Christ whose symbolism impressed him so deeply 
and which he used, with great power, in 11The Wreck of the 
- --
Deutschland. Nondum expresses acquiescence in the mys-
terious ways of the hidden God and the hope for revelation 
in eternity. It is quiet, personal, unmarked by any 
striking originality, and suggests the humility and un-
questioning obedience of ~Vhittier's ~Eternal Goodness. 
These two poems and the jubilant Easter are more importan 
of course, as records of the sP~ping of the way of life 
which Hopkins was to follow than as works of poetic in-
spiration. Their whole-hearted joy in the gifts of God, 
and their enthusiastic, youthful reverence lend them a 
spirit and life which are pleasant to find in religious 
poetry. 
The Nightingale (1866) 1 in its indirect 
presentation of the essential subject of the poem, con-
trasts sharply with the directness of approach which 
characterizes Hopkins's poetry after its principles had 
been established. The song of the nightingale and its 
effect are sharp and touching, but they are presented as 
the premonitory musings of a wife upon the morning of her 
husband's shipwreck. The strange affinity which Hopkins 
felt for shipwrecks finds its earliest expression in this 
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poem. Reference has been made earlier to Winter with~ 
1 ~ Stream. It is a curious and rather remarkable 
poem1 achieving quite successfully the sense of unreality 
about a winter season which is not normal. The "bugle 
moon ii of this poem, shaped like the crescent hunting horn, 
may very well be the origin of the poetic image which gre 
in the space of ten years to '{;he 11fond yellow hornlight" 
of Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves. 
Of the "presentation pieces", .M!:_ Mariam and 
.lli2§.! Mystica, little need be said. Like most itoccasiona 
poetry they are not integral to their author's serious 
I poetry. Light and lilting in measure, and sentimental in 
!. expression 1 they no doubt served their purpose, which had I 
nothing to do with writing poetry. The simple six lines 
On St. Winefred are much closer to poetic genuineness. 
The three final poems of the appendix, all undated, are 
interesting chiefly because they display the classical 
scholar and the priest at work t ogether, using the gift of 
language to the glory of God. In ~ Thomae Aguinatis 
there is a suggestion of the metaphysical "conceit" in the 
comparison, in stanza six, of the blood of Christ to the 
blood of the pelican with which its young are fed. Rev-
erent though they are, these poems lack the life and spi-
rit of the probably earlier Barnfloor ~ Winepress and 
Easter. 
l See P• 49 .• 
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The remainder of the simple lyrics and 
fragments to be considered were included in ~he first edi-
tion~ and were~ therefore, considered by Bridges to be 
adequately representative of Hopkins's work. Some of the 
fragments, #53, for example, which begins "Vfuat being in 
rank-old nature should earlier have that breath beenu, are 
naturally disappointingly inconclusive, making the reader 
wish that time, duty, or inclination had enabled the poet 
to carry on from fair beginnings. Of the lyrics, some 
are delightful, some hold promise of delight, and some, 
cast in severer mold, reflect the troubled mind and spirit · 
of Hopkins's ·latter days. 
Pemnaen Pool~ written in 1876 "For the 
Visitors' Book at tp.e Innn, displays the constant delight 
which the poet found in his Welsh surroundings. The poem 
is fresh and lively, tripping like 11 the Mawddach", and 
makes the reader wish to find for himself the pleasures of 
lj Penmaen Pool, to see the heavens "show brighter shaken" 
therein, to watch "the raindrop-roundels looped together 
that lace the face of Pemnaen Pool", and to taste the "ale 
like goldy foam that frocks an oar in Penmaen Pool". The 
-
-Silver Jubilee, dedicated to James First Bishop of Shrews 
bu~y on the 25th Year of his Episcopate July 28, 1876 1 is 
a fine, simple tribute to faithful leadership in the ser-
vice of God. Summa, of which only four lines are printed, 
was believed by Bridges to be the beginning of an ambi-
------------ ---- --------- ------ - ------------
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tious poem, the attempts at which were destroyed when 
Hopkins joined the Jesuits. The question which begins the 
fragment #53 is characteristically Hopkins in its search-
ing out of a source, in this case, from the reference to 
billow and trumpet, probably the original source of the 
power of the "heart-song powerful peals" of organ music. 
The mystery of the unaccountable and un-
predictable self within which alone rests the determina-
tion of life for good or ill was a subject which frequent-
ly attracted the interest and meditation of Hopkins. On 
the Portrait of Two Beautiful Young People, written in 
1886 1 shows a sombre awareness of the hazards that may 
overturn bright human promise with misfortune unless the 
truth of Christ is within the life to hold it steadfast 
from man's corruption. The same idea is found in The 
-
Bugler's First Communion. It belongs to that stern side 
of Hopkins's nature to which was revealed with awful 
clarity the fact that a life which would find its way to 
God could make no human compromises. 
The four-line fragment, #55, suggests in 
its first line that perhaps the poet had been attracted 
again to the subject of shipwreck, unless the "doom" of 
"the sea" was to have a more symbolical meaning. Ash-
boughs 1 so named by Bridges, is an interesting poem fbr 
several reasons. It shows, in the first place, the 
craftsman at work, since the "b.u portion presents later 
::...------ ---------------- -~ c-====·- - :-.:;=.·-~==-c:-==: - ----
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variants from the original "a." form. There are some 
definite improvements in "b.", particularly in repeating 
ueye" in line 8 to intensify the idea of physically see-
-. ·-
ing which "eyes" give in line 1. Bridges's note on the 
poem points out that he received it on the same sheet 
with four others, #44 - #47. Since each of these is one 
1 of the gloomy sonnets that reflect bitterness and internal 
stress 1 it is heartening to discover that these days were 1
1 not all dark, that the poet's eye could find delight in 
the windy pattern of ash-boughs against the sky. The 
language of the poem is most characteristic in its empha-
sis upon living reality, as in the sense of actual nour-
ishment in "Is anything a milk to tlie mind so", or in the 
childlike behavior of the boughs, lashed tender by the 
wind, as they 11nestle 11 against 11heaven most highrr. 
Incomplete though it is, #57 has a quiet 
steadiness and charm both in thought and expression. 
Hope, holding out the mirror of the mind to catch Christ's 
likeness, is disappointed, not because Christ is not 
there, but because she is able to see only herself. Such 
a differentiation between the significance of the means 
and the end would be clearly comprehended by the poet who 
could look through all things human and divine and dis-
cover for himself their pure essence. Hope for Christ in 
life is not, and cannot achieve in itself, the reality of 
Christ in life • 
- -====:=±!:-:==-------
For years Hopkins hoped to write a poetic 
drama based upon the story of St. Winefred 1 her murder 
and her rising from the dead. The best fruits of his 
efforts in tlns direction are in the chorus for the maid-
ens, The Leaden :Echo and the Golden Echo, which is com-
plete in itself and has no integral relationship with the 
proposed drama. The fragments of Acts I and II suggest 
that the poet would not have been highly successful as a 
I 
dramatist. Some lines are pedestrian, while others are \ 
too obscure for the purposes of drama. The long soliloq_u~ 
of the murderer Caradoc ha~ some moments of power, and I 
its opening is arresting and dramatic: 11My heart, where 
-
have we been? What have we seen, my mind?u In ,his un-
·-
repentant reliance upon "the heart valiant 11 and "will un-
wavering", Caradoc resembles somewhat the Satan of 
Paradise Lost. There is also a suggestion of Macbeth in 
Caradoc's reaction to the murder: 
" •••••• my other self 1 this soul, 
Life's ~uick, this kind, this keen self-feeling, 
With dreadful distillation of thoughts sour as blood, 
Must al.. 1 day long taste murder. 11 
In general, however, it would seem that Hopkins was tem-
peramentally unsuited to the production of such a long, 
sustained piece of worl{ as this drama would have been. 
His longest poem, The Wreck of the Deutschland, depended 
upon the immediate impetus of present tragedy, and the 
story of St. Winefred, moving though it may be 1 did not 
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The patriotic song for England, #59, need 
not detain the attention long. The poet wrote the melody 
for it as well as the words. While one finds no fault ~n 
the sentiment of patriotism, the jingling rhythm of the 
piece seems most un-Hopkinsian, and there is no redeeming 
originality of expression. Perhaps this is an illustra-
tion of mistaken inspiration, which seems to have led most 
poets astray occasionally. 
The note of gloom sounds once again in "The 
times are nightfall, look, their light grows less", the 
opening line of #60. I:Iopeless discouragement with the 
state of the world is mitigated only by the fact that 
order is possible through the will in the "small common-
wealth" within the self. The "Cheery Beggar" of #61 1 on 
-
the other hand, makes the world seem fine and bright. 
'I 
The lime-tree fragrance and the sunny hopefulness of the I 
beggar are delightful summertime boons. #62 begins a con-i 
trast of the values of the nimble wit of "Denis 11 and the 
steady purpose of uArthur", while #63 shows the poet as an 
objective portrait painter. The painting is most attrac-
tive - the head of a young man, with a complexion fresh-
colored and tanned, wearing a flower ''For a beauty-bow11 
to his straw hat through whose brim the sunlight dances on 
his forehead. Such a gay picture Frans Hals might have 
painted. #64, #65 and #66 all reflect the quick awareness ! 
and eager response to the beauties of nature that are so / 
I! 
II 
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much a part of Hopkins. The song of the woodlark and of 
the cuckoo., the unexpected glimpse of a fringe of moon 
just above a mountain in the early morning are lyrically 
recorded. Probably the comparison of the thin edge of 
moon., in #65., to "the fringe of a finger-nail held to a 
candle" is not exactly poetically appropriate., though it 
gives unmistakably the impression of shape., texture, and 
color wlnch the moon possesses under the circumstances 
recorded in the poem. 
On~ piece of music., #67 1 is more sus-
tained and serious than most of the work included under 
Unfinished Poems and Fragments. It expresses the poet's 
fondness for things that cannot be catalogued, that jus-
tify themselves solely by existence as they are. Pied 
Beauty is the most completely artistic expression of this 
idea, of course. The piece of music is good, part of the 
good that "grows wild and wide", in contrast to right 
I 
which ''must seek a side". Its ·law and boundary exist only\ 
in the intrinsic self of the musician from whose being it 
sprang. There is a moving contrast between this poem's 
statement 
"Therefore this masterhood, 
_This piece of perfect song, 
This fault-not-found-with good·, 
Is neither right nor wrong." 
and the conclusion of the tortured mind in Spelt ~ 
Sibyl's Leaves, which sees all l:U'e ultimately and ir-
-- ------
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revocably parted in 
"two folds - black, white; right~ wrong;" 
and warns 
"ware of a world where but these two tell, each off' 
the other;" 
Blessed are they that are certain. 
The co~c triolet, #68, is sufficient evi-
dence that Gerard Manley Hopkins was never intended to be 
a humorist. What a ghastly joke that this and what 
Bridges calla "another very poor comic triolet" should 
have achieved newspaper publication while the genuine ar-
tistic work of the poet remained neglectedl 
Of the sonnet #69, Bridges remarks in his 
note, "It might be argued that this sonnet has the same 
right to be recognized as a finished poem with the son-
nets 44-47, but those had several years' recognition 
whereas this must have been thrown off one day in a cyni-
cal mood, which he could not have wished permanently to 
intrude among his last serious poems". In this case, 
B.ridges' s judgment was most trustworthy. Hopkins has 
written some oppressive poems, but this sonnet, in the 
opinion of the present writer, can only be described as un-
pleasant. It seems almost incredible that the same poet 
who could find the poor, average human to be "immortal 
diamond" could, in a few months' time, see man only as 
.. 
creation's most insignificant triviality, incapable of the 
-----·-·· --- ---:..:.=.=.:=:::--=:=..:..=::::=:~·::. 
slightest magnificance in his failures. The real spirit 
of the man must have been completely submerged by woes 
personal or of the world. 
No date is given for #70 1 To his Watch1 but 
its straightforward simplicity suggests the later dis-
cipline achieved by the poet. It is a good piece of 
verse 1 ingenious rather than inspired1 its most impressive 
idea being that man# too 1 is a teller of present time 1 the 
eternity of 'tcomfort" or of "woe" being derived from the 
performance of the brief-timed human task. The four lines 
of #71 are full of life and vigor in their depicting of 
the windy ruin of hoped-for summer and harvest. It is one 
of the many fragments whose incompleteness is to be re-
gretted. 
In Epithalamion~ #72~ written in 1888 1 on 
the occasion of his brother's marriage~ wedlock is repre-
sented in what is probably the most unusual figure ever 
conceived by poet. Reading the delightful description of 
swimming in fresh and lovely country water 1 one wonders, 
between lines 1 what this has to do with the holy state of 
matrimony. The revelation is as swift and surprising as 
the sudden plunge into the pool: 
11What is •••••• the delightful dene? 
_Wedlock. Wh.at is water? Spousal love • 11 
The intended ode breaks off after the poet has begun to 
address his family and friends 1 and while the work is not 
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quite successful as a celebration of marriage, it contains 
many beautiful lines and is extremely successful in cap-
turing the eager physical joy of "bellbright bodiesu at 
sport in the "waterworld". 
It is interesting to observe in #73 1 a 
simple hymn beginning, 11 Thee God, I come from, to Thee gon 
the recurrent Hopkins idea of the source of all things in 
God and the force of God in all things: 
11What I know of thee I bless: 
_As acknowledging thy stress 
On my being ••••••" 
The final fragment, #74, ls also in the religious vein, a 
promise to administer to the final repentance of friends 
who have loved him and done good for his sake. 
In the group of poems wbich have been broad 
ly classified as narrative for the purpose of this study, 
there is opportunity to observe both the origin and the 
full flower of many of Hopkins's p:t rticular and original 
qualities. The Escorial, a school prize poem, written at 
age of fifteen, presents the history of that monumental 
structure erected by Philip II of Spain to honor St. 
Lawrence who had blessed him with victory over the French 
-
in tbe battle of St. Quentin. Father Lahey remarks of 
the poem, iiThe knowledge of art and architecture displayed 
therein shows us to what extent his early training had 
progressed. 111 Discarding the Spanish Gothic, the Classic, 
___ 1_ Lahey, _G_. _F_. : __ Gerard Manl~y H<?J?kins "- IL• 9 ___ 
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and the Moorish styles, Philip indulged the peculiar ar-
chitectural fancy of having this memorial to St. Lawrence 
erected in the form of a gridiron to symbolize the instru-
ment of the saint's martyrdom. The poet's note explains: 
"The architect was Velasquez; the style Italian classic~ 
partly Ionic, partly Doric. The whole is sombre in ap-
pearance, but grand~ and imposing." The accuracy of de-
tail and the rightness of observation revealed in the 
architectural descriptions as well as in those of the 
masterpieces of art which decorated the splendid interior 
show that the artist was well-developed in the fifteen 
year old boy. The chief purpose of the Escorial was to 
serve as a monastic house; the poet's description of the 
cloistered life indicates no slightest inkling of what 
such a life was one day to signify for him. The words 
are the conventional reaction of an outsider to whom the 
religious life makes no personal appeal& 
11A cloistered convent first, the proudest home 
_of those who strove God's gospel to confound 
With barren rigour and a _:f':rigid gloom - " 
The splendors of the Escorial came to an end at the de.-
structive hands of the French in the Peninsular War; the 
monks fled, and tbe few remaining art treasures were re-
moved to Madrid. Since then, in the bleak majesty of its 
desolation, the Escorial has remained, repelling the at-
tacks of wild mountain storms, a brooding, empty monument 
to the transiency of the acts of kings. The stanzas of 
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the poem are Spenserian, and the whole flavor of it that 
of youthful romanticism which almost inevitably finds it-
self preoccupied, at one time .or another, with the con-
templation of imposing ruins. The only unmistakable qual-
ity of originality which it possesses is in the close ob-
servation and sharp presentation of detail by means of 
which the former glories of the Escorial emerge for a mo-
ment, clear of time's obscuring clouds. 
More impressive as the work of a lad in his 
teens is another school prize poem, A Vision of the Mer .... 
- ---
maids, written two years after .TheE -""'"s""'"c.-o.;;;.r.i-.a ... l. The power o 
the senses is strong throughout the poem. Father Lahey 
calls attent.ion to nits rich luxuriousness, unrestraint, 
and wholly delightful fancy" which "make it an extraordi-
nary achievement. nl It is an excursion into the purest 
realm of fancy .where .color glow.s and dances with an irri-
descent radiance never to b.e matched on earth, and all 
sound is haunting, ineffable sweetness. In imagination, 
the poet rows out from. shore at sunset and encounters his 
vision of water maidens in a rose-tinted region of sea and 
sky. Whether it was by accident or design that he sepa-
rated himself' f'rom earth for his fanciful adventure, the 
effect of being completely free of its . boundaries is en-
tirely in harmony with the spirit of the poem. The 
1 Lahey, G. F.: op.cit, P• 11. 
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richly-hued description of sunset -t 
i1Plum-purple was the west; but spikes of light 
. Speared open lustrous gasheB 1 crimson-white; 
indicates that even as early as this, Hopkins had begun to 
make strikingly detailed observations of the continuous ae I 
tivities within the sky. At the height of sunset beauty 
when everything is "shower'd" "with garnet wreaths and 
blooms of rosy-budded fire" 1 appear .. the mermaids, "ris 1n 
from the deepsrr. The poet sees them. clothed in garments 
of filmy water-brightness, diademed with jewels and 
blossoms of the deep; in crowding, rosy clouds, they ap-
proach his rock, some playing in the water, 
"But most in a half-circle watch 1d the sun; 
And a ~ sweet sadness dwelt on everyone;" 
Their plaintive, haunting song trembles upon the air, 
echoing a wordless, inexplicable sorrow, which the poet 
.finds deeply moving. The rim of ocean bides the sun, "a 
stealthy windu creeps round, and the spell is broken, the 
maidens gone, the poet alone, .making his way back to shore 
f! Vision .2!. ~ Mermaids is much more than an example of 
extravagant imagination and youthful exuberance. The sen-
sitiveness to color and pattern which it displays is the 
.foreshadowing of remarkable poetic achievement in the re-
taining of felt experience in the poet's later work. Pro-
i'essor Abbott has pointed out the important indications to 
be found in the poem: "This is far more than a boyish ex-
ercise in heroi.c couplets after the manner of Keats. 
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Despite an unpruned luxuriance of taste for richness and 
colour resulting in a surfeit of epithets, there is a na-
tive craftsmanship in the writing and a welling up of 
youthful lyricism strong in promise. It is the work of a 
yough delighted with the evidence of his awakened senses, 
fed chiefly through the eye, •••••• but rejoicing also in 
a poetic energy alive to other gradations than those of 
colour •••••• This quality of sensuous apprehension, 
later to be disciplined and enlarged by concentration, and 
uniting with poetic vision certain attributes of painter 
and musician, is to be one of the main characteristics of 
Hopkins's poetry. Few poets have felt more deeply the 
beauty of earth. nl A Vision ,2! ~ Mermaids, then, is an 
important signpost for the student to observe at the be-
ginning of the road which he travels toward understanding 
and appreciation of Hopkins's poetry. 
The undated poem on the martyrdom of 
Margaret Clitheroe, who was pressed to death at York in 
1586, is printed among the additional poems in the appen-
dix to the second edition. It appears to be an unfinished 
version of the grim story of a woman who persevered in her 
own religious devotion, not considering 
nwhether or no 
She pleased the queen and Council If •••••• 
1 Abbott, Claude Colleer, editor: op.cit., Introduction, 
P• XXV. 
The shocking brutality of the execution of a woman and . the 
child within her strikes cruelly in the sharp, abrupt 
words of the poem. While the work is . uneven in quality# 
there is the typical Hopkins power .in. some of the lines, 
such as 
"They wound their winch of wicked smiles" 
'· 
describing the deliberate cunning of those who plotted 
against innocence, or 
i• She was with the choke of woe'' 
which makes the death agony appallingly real. 
To shear down the bulk of~ Wreck .Q! ~ 
Deutschlarid to appropriate proportions for his study is an 
impossible task. The facts surrounding its writing are 
well known. In it a new poet speaks, after seven years' 
silence, ·inspired, objectively at least, by the shipwreck~ 
in the mouth of the Tbame.s, in which five Franciscan nuns# 
exile~ from Germany by the Falk Laws, lost their lives. 
That the mind of the poet had not b.een .divorced from its 
own original business during the seven. outwardly unpro-
ductive years is abundantly clear in the new and unusual 
metrical pattern used now for the first time. The nar-
rative bears, besides the powerfUl recounting of the 
tragic majesty of the December .storm, .the burden of the 
heroic conduct of one of the nuns .whose strength of devo-
tion was great enough to lead her to the reality of Christ 
in the midst of the terrifying insistence of doom# finding 
---------------
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for herself and her fated companions the final sacrificial 
glory of the Cross. It is clear, even at. the first read-
ing, that the poet is recording tremendously symbolized 
personal experience. The narrative of ev.ents is given en-
tirely in the second part of the poem. The ten stanzas of 
the first part are the testimony of' a soul which has found 
in the secret places of its own being the meaning of God. 
That meaning is manifold in all the beauty of the world# in 
the inmost stress felt by those seeking their way toward 
the desired spiritual consummation, in the terror of His 
disfavor. But in all these the meaning is incomplete. 
Union with God is not achieved merely through realization 
of His power; it comes fully only when the meaning of the i 
The children I Cross is forged with Man's life and spirit. I 
of God cannot achieve spiritual maturity until their sin-
I 
ews can bear the grave weight of sacrifice with joy for HiJI 
sake. This is the climax of the spiritual life, and its 
achievement is the .basis of the much-discussed figure whie -
the poet employs in stanza 8: 
"How a lush-kept plush-capped sloe 
Will, -mouthed to flesh-burst# 
Guah1 - flush the man, the being with it, sour or 
sweet~ 
Brim, in a flash, fulll - Hither, then, last or first 
To hero of Calvary, Christ,•s feet-
Never ask if meaning it, wanting . it, warned of it -
men go1 11 
Not with the first-fruits but with the last is the harvest 
complete, when Thou, the Master. 
1 
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I 
"Hast thy dark descending and most art merciful then. 'f 
I How cruelly dark were those descendings to be and how pon- 1 
I 
I 
derous their weight the poet was to feel in the bleakness I 
of later years. It is of real signif.icance tba t he under-
stood even at this earlier time . in his religious life the 
full complexity of the evolving cycle of the spirit. Here 
then, is the strongest stress of meaning in the poem1 
carrying over to the example of the nun crying out for 
Christ in her extremity, not for relief., not for mercy, bu 
knowing Him on the Cross at last. That meaning is clear 
in the lines from stanza 27: 
"The jading and jar of the cart, 
Time's tasking, it is fathers that asking for ease 
. Of the sodden-with-it.s-aorrowing heart, 
Not danger, electrical horror; then further it finds 
The appealing of the Passion .i .s tenderer in prayer 
apart:., 
This concentration upon the central idea . of the poem has 
resulted in the passing over of its great power and beauty 
of language, but since the latter .have been ably commented 
1 2 
on by Father Lahey and Father Kelly · 1 as well as other 
crities, while the former has not received so much criti-
cal attention, this procedure may add, in some small mea-
sure, to a better understanding of the poem. 
In the second poem of shipwreck, The Loss o 
--
~ Eurydice, Hopkins lacked the strong religious impetus 
l Lahey, G. F.: op.oit., PP• 108·112. 
2 Kelly, Bernard: ~ ~ !!!!! Poetry .2f.. Gerard Manley 
Hopkins, ~· · 
==== 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
which inspired ~ Wreck of ~ Deutschland, although the I 
poem has a good deal of religious f .eeling in places. The 
metrical pattern of shorter lines cannot achieve the surg 
1ng force of the former poem in which. the stanzas build 
to long, rolling final lines. The event was a terrible 
tragedy. Returning from a training cruise of naval ca-
dets, the ship foundered and all .. of the three hundred on 
board were lost. The storm imagery of the poem has the 
tempestuous power of unpredictable wind and cloud. Actio 
is strong, as always in Hopkins's poetry, as in 
"A beetling baldbright cloud thorough England 
.. Riding: there did eto~s not mingle? and 
H~ilropes lm.stl.e and grind their 
I 
Heavengravel? wolfsnow, worlds of it, wind there?" 
1 The rate of the men, straining their. unequal strength t~ I 
meet the onslaught of wild water, the bravery of the cap- 1 
I 
tain who follows 11His charge through the champ-white 
water-in-a-wallow", the . beauty of unrealized promise in 
the bodies of the drowned, are the active and tragic I 
matter of the poem; but as in The Wreck. of the DeutschlamJ 
--- -- --- ----~~--~ 
there is more than the story o.f shipwreck. An earnest 1 
concern for the spiritual fate of fellow Englishmen is ap 
parent in the final stanzas, for the land which once nur-
1 
tured the True Church, now fallen away, nhoar-hallowed \ 
shrines unvisited", for nthis crew, in Unchrist, all 
rolled in ruin". The final thought is that although re-
prayer, such as that of the poet, 
==-----------:c=------=----
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I "shall fetch pity eternal". 
I 
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I 
This seems to have been one \ 
I 
I 
of Hopkins's most troubled and uneasy poems. It will be 
recalled that he said of it that once when it was returned 
to him and he reread it, it struck him "aghast wi th a kind 
of raw nakedness and unmitigated violenee i'. In several 
letters to Bridges, Hopkins answers questions and what 
must have been rather captious objections to certain por-
tions of the poem. It seems a bit odd tba t one who had 
known Hopkins's poetry most intimately from its begin-
nings had not become more accustomed to reading its mean-
ings for himself than Hopkins's explanations indicate. 
Stanza 26 requires a knowledge of religious associations 
which Bridges would not be likely to possess, and in that 
ease, he was justified in making the inquiries to which 
Hopkins replied: 
"The One of the Eurydice is Duns Scotus •••••• 
.. The thought is: the island was so Marian that 
the very Milky Way we made a roadmark to that 
person'·s shrine and from one of our seats of' 
learning •••••• went forth the first great 
chiunpion of :Oer ·!mmaeulate Conceptiori,1now in our days made an article of faith." 
Apparently the grasp of Hopkins' _s poetic characteristics 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
was not yet strong enough in his friend, for the poet 
also explain the "hero" stanza (28): 
must! 
"The words are put into the mouth of a mother, 
_wife, or sweetheart who bas lost a son, huBband, 
or lover respectively by the disaster and who 
1 Abbott, Claude Colleer, editor: · op.cit., p. 77 
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prays Christ, whom she adresses 'Hero sa~est,• 
that is, 'Hero that savest,' that is Her · of a 
Saviour to save (that is, have. saved) he hero. 
that is 1 her son, husband, or lover: 'He o of a 
Saviour•1 (the line means) 'be the savio of my hero. 1 ., 
., 
This reply must certainly match the inquiry in meticulous-
ness. There were queries about theappropriat ness of 
words, also, and Hopkins's treatment of these ihows quite 
clearly his care in word choice and his reason ng as to 
the fundament& fitness of his expressions. 
for example ' {and a number of other instances 
quoted): 
writes, 
ght be 
"How are hearts of o.ak furled? Well, in and and 
., sea water. The image comes out true und r the 
circumstances, otherwise it could not ho d to-
gether. You are . to suppose a stroke or last in 
a forest of 'hearts of oak' (., ad propo itum, 
sound oaktimber) which at one blow both ays 
them low and buries them in broken earth Furl-
ing (ferrule is a blunder for furl, I t nk) is 
proper when said. of .sticks and stones.~ I . 
Bridges.' s note on stanza 14 indicates another tsunder-
standing: i'You mistake the sense of this as I feared it 
would be mistaken. I believed Hare to be a br ve and con-
acientious man, what I say is . tlfa t ~ those ho seem un-
conscientious will . act the right part at a gre t push.i'3 
., 
The poem was the object of much uneasy discuss on of this 
nature. It did not wholly. satisfy the poet - "about 
'mortholes' I do wince a ~ittle" - and was subjected to a 
! 1 Abbott, Claude Colleer, editor: op.cit., p. 78 
I 2 Ibid, P• 52 I 
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great deal of revision. In contrast to the rolling .free-
dom of ~ Deutschland it seems a more labored, less in-
spired work. 
Through the fragments, simple lyrics, and 
II 
!i I, 
1
1/ narrative poems of which brief glimpses only are possible \ 
in this study, may be observed the promise of much wbieh 
i was to . be richly fulfilled., as we.ll as the . experimentation 
I 
1 of the artist seeking the form which would, for him1 be 
II organic with the experience which is the raw material of 
art. The evidence of these poems leads to the conclusion 
that, for this poet, the most successful creative efforts 
are those in which he deals with his own direct., personal 
response to experience, unimpeded by the necessity for 
treatment of matter extraneous to the self. The latter 
he can do skillfully, but it is when the poet is alone wit 
experience that he is most moving and achieves the greates 
artistic harmony. 
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Chapter IV 
The Poems: 
Poems of the Mature, Confident Artist - Poems of Darkness. 
The development of an artist is a process 
of great and deep complexity. Contemplating a body of ar-
tistic work, one is aware of growth, change, and the in- I 
crease or decrease of certain powers. The impact of life ~ ~ 
upon the personality of the artist and the capacity of tha~ 
I 
personality for interpretation of experience are the fac- i 
tors which determine the direction of such growth and 
change. Within the artist the individuality expands and 
stabilizes itself; a view of life becomes of immense per-
sonal significance, and experience assumes importance in 
I 
I 
i 
!I 
il 
;I 
;i 
il 
!I 
proportion to its relation to this view of life. In his 
created work, the artist gives expression to what is most j 
significant for him in the pattern which experience pre- 1! 
\! 
sents and individuality orders and interprets. It is upon .! 
the growth of the force within the artist th.a t his achieve~ 
ment depends. The life of the vine that puts forth its 
shoots to climb higher and wider upon the wall, and to 
wind itself around corners onto new surfaces, is 1n the 
.; 
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roots, buried in an invisible existence wherein is re-
ceived the nourishment which sends the highest tendril up-
war. The invisible life o£ the artist is both conscious 
and unconscious. No one can, with assurance, estimate the 
effects of the subtle influences with which his environ-
menta, physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual, sur-
round him; yet it is characteristic of the true artist to 
be able to perceive more clearly and to order more har-
moniously the great, stirring, miscellaneous mass of ex-
perience. As these processes of perception and order be-
come more marked, the artist achieves the synthesis be-
tween the inner and the outer life that is necessary to 
mature, sustained artistic production.. Such power de-
velops slowly, in most cases, and the development must 
never cease if t~ artist · is to maintain his creative 
force·· In his chapter on the Act of Expression in ~ !:!. 
Experience, John Dewey writes: 
nln one of his letters to his brother Van Gogh 
_says that 'emotions are sometimes so strong that 
one works without knowing that one works, and 
the strokes come with a sequence and coherence 
like that of words in a speech or letter.• Such 
fullness of emotion and spontaneity of utter-
ance come, however, only to those who have 
steeped themselves in experiences of objective 
situations; to those who have long been absorbed 
in observation of related material and whose 
imaginations have long been occupied Wit~re­
constructing what they see and hear." 
1 Dewey, John: Art as Experience. New York: Milton, 
Balch and Co.,-r934: p. 72. 
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Imperceptible though it may be, the building up of what may 
be called artistic readiness, cannot be wholly unconscious. 
When this readiness is achieved, the artist is most h±m-
self and his work bas within it a sureness and a rightness 
tba.t disttil.guish it from the experimental or exploratory, 
earnest though such efforts have been. I 
In the finest and most characteristic poems 
I 
I 
of Gerard Manley Hopkins, the artistic synthesis of outer 
and inner life is triumphantly achieved. This is not to 
II 
say 1 of course, that they are, in themselves, witnout con- J 
flict, but rather that the artist has successfully and com~ 
I 
pletely carried experience through personality into crea-
tion. Art in any form must always evolve thus if it is to 
bave the power of recurrent freshness. A glance at the 
poems which represent Hopkins's most mature achievement 
serves to show that they are, for the most part, Short; an~ 
I 
it may be concluded, therefore, that the poet was most at 
home with himself when expressing a moving impression with I 
compression and intensity. The organic unity of thought 
and climactic structural unity demanded by the sonnet make 
it Hopkins's most natural form. Occasionally, even this 
concentrated pattern i .s too extensive for the swift vigor 
of his creative genius which -whips off four lines from the 
sonnet's convent.ionalfourteen, leaving a curtal sonnet of 
ten full lines and a sbort eleventh, as.. in ~- Beaut;y.. 
In this connection it may be observed that theory and per-
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formance coincide, for the poet's Platonic dialogue On the 
. -- 1 
Origin £! Beauty. written at Oxford~ contains the follow-
ing observation upon sonnet writing: (The artist, 
Middleton, is speaking,) 
"'Pathos or majesty, I should 1magine 1 demand 
~ some eonsiQ.erable emphasis; you eould hardly 
have them given casually: while on the other 
hand over emphasis is painful 1 sensational, 
if you understand me.' 
"'Quite' said the Professor. 'Sonnetwriting 
_demands this feeling you speak of. A sonnet 
should end, or at all events may very effec-
tively end, with a vigorous emphasis. Shakes-
peare's end with an emphasis of pathos im-
pressed in a rhyming couplet. I would use 
these as a strong instance of the relative 
character of beauty. On the one hand the 
sonnet would lose if you put two other lines 
instead of that couplet at the end; on the 
other the couplet would_ .lose if quoted apart, 
so as to be without the emphasis which has 
been gathering through the sonnet and then 
delivers itself in those two lines seen by _ 
the eye to be final or read by the voice with 
a depening of note and slowness of delivery.•'*1 
The student had already seized upon the vigor and emphasis 
which were to be so essential. to the compositions of the 
poet. 
The group of poems which will shortly be 
discussed in some detail contains a variety of experience 
which surprises those with a preconceived notion of the 
barrenness and narrowness of the monastic life. It is 
thi.s variety which is responsible for the erroneous judg-
1 House 1 Humphrey, editor: Notebooks ~ Papers, pp.70-71 
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ment of critics wlm admire t he poetry marked by unusual 
sensory perception and would have preferred that Iopkins 
had limited himself to t h:i. s special area of expression . 
Experience, however , dealt vlith him more complexly; if it 
brought anguish as well as delight , the artist , true to 
t he inner life~ had no choice but to express t he effects 
of the sterner force . 
Except for poems already discussed under · 
other groupings , and the "terrible" sonnets which are re-
served for final interpretation , the poems v~r:ti1.ch are the 
work of t he mature, eonfident artist will be examined in 
the order in which t hey appear in the second edition . 
1877 was a productive yeur :ln the life of' 
the poet . He was thit•ty • tbree ., completing hi s theologi-
cal studies in ¥ales , being ordained, and engaging· in his 
.f:1rst minister:lal v. ork. That he was able to produce a 
good deal o f poetry in add:ttion to all his other labors 
argues great energy and capacity for lif'e and work . The 
first of t hi s year's poems , God•s Grandeur, demonstrates 
in 1 ts first line that lnseape which li.rB.S , for Hopkins 1 the 
moat significant ln life: 
rtThe world 1 s charged with the c;randeur of God . t 
The dynamic o :rer hich motivates t he \tOrld is generated 
at one Source only . Irrepressible , like t he many- faceted 
glinting of metallic foil shaken in the sun or like the 
joining and e;;athering of' oily part:lgles which come to-
78 
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gether no matter ho~ much they ay be stepped upon or 
pressed and crushed , t he grandeur of God is fo r ever ex-
pressing itsel f in the world . But the conduct o f man in 
t -is orld offers a sorry contrast. Stub Jornl y exiling 
hi rr·self from t he wonder t hat is his for t he tak i ng ., he 
moves in a monotonous round of petty mater l alism, 
"And all i s seared with trade ; b l eared , smeared 
w;tth toi l ;" 
gro~ careless o.f hls need f or salvation ., man is l.ndii'-
fcrent to t he dangers t ha t face his soul . t. e has encased 
himsel f in n dreary shel l which shuts out t he radiant 
light of God 1 s presence; h uvln .-; shod hl~nself 1 he inter -
poses another barrier , between himself and the earth which 
God made . How different is t he vray of nature , a t one '!."J: th 
God 1 Full of constantly renewed pover, alive with fre s h -
n ess a t the sources of a ll crea ted t hine s , the .. vo:rld of 
nature is blithe with the a ssurance of eternal r esurgent 
vitality. Moi~ning w:tll alway s spring , f reshly created , 
nat t he bro·m brink eastward . " Why? Because , t hrough the 
II :::s:::::: :e t::e:::::. po::: ::n::d ~:e:e:::c:o:::::~: II 
Ghost is presented is str i king , and Hopkins liked it so 
well t r.,a t he employed it again to port ray Peace in th 
sonnet of t hat name . Like a great bird , t he l oly Ghost 
s preads ~arm b reast and bright vlings to quicken into lif 
ell the created s par k s t ha t lie , potential , in the world 
79 
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over t..vhich I ts brooding care has s..,ttled . Th:l s is not one 
of t he obscure poems ~ unless pe r ha ps the reader, un:t'amil -
iar with Hopkins ' s uso of t he 11 vest possible 'I!'Jords , mis -
understands his use of 11b roods" . He means it in t ho sense 
of tlle bl'Ooding fo-:rl under whose l.Jreast and w:i.ng s l ife 
f>!'O !/ S to fullness .. Tt.;_e whole poem is "charged" '>'i th -tb.at 
stimulating senso of having found the per petual sou1~ce of 
lifo , of being on terms of greatest intimacy 1ith t .b.a. t; 
udearest fre s hne ss deep down t h ingsn . 1l'.he sonnet is rell 
built , \'lith the om_phasls upon t h e Holy Ghos t as he givor 
of life savod fOl"" the conclusion which explains the p ower 
that has p revious ly b een described. 
The Starlight !fight has been 1-.efei•r·ed to as i 
one of the poems wllJ. eh str•:lke the reader with n physical ' 
co npulsion . he poet grasps one's arm and points upward 
as lie cries , 
ttLook at t he stars 1 look, look up at t 1:Je s lc ies 1 u 
U t here ., moving ru1d .flashing in the night sky is the 
brightest and liveliest kind of scene . li'or Hopkins there 
was never t he slightest incongui t y in appl'•opl:>:tating images 
of tho earth he loved to any other poetic realm, and so 
t he sky becomes .for bim a sort of heavenl y farmyard , sur-
rounded by count~ meadows and woodlands , where clouds and 
stars are gathered into friendly communities , w:tth here 
and t here t h e r1sine; walls of ncircle- c:ltadels 11 • From the 
dep ths of cloudy vJoodla.nd, stars peep 'lith diamond bright-
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ness; among the ·trees wink nelvest .. eyesrr . The grey meadow 
clouds are brightened here and there by tawny grasses ., and 
through t he t rees 1 t he nn1ry a.beles" - whi te popl ars of 
cloud fabrlc . - play t 11e w:lnds and sparkle the flame-like 
stars . The u.flake•doves 11 f lurry about 1 startled at some 
farmyard com.m.otion , f1.lling the ail" with f luttering wings . 
i\nd now t h e poet reveals that t he bright sky• scene is a 
symbol of t he Ki.ngdom o .f Heaven . It 1.s "a purchase" , "n 
rize" for man to buy \'Jith coin of his spirit, " r. yer ., 
patience , alms , VO\"!S ·• • Anot her sw'ift, lntense look above 
shot:s clouds l ike blossoms on o:r•chard bougbs ,; like the 
golden vJ :illows in t.Iarch. All t his visible beauty becomes ., 
in the f1.nal lines of t h<:l poem; the outer walls of the 
Kingdom of Heaven. 
nThese are indeed the barn ; withindoors house 
The shocks . " 
The country imagery ms:kes one reel the closeness , the at.,. 
talnabl eness of' the lif'e - giving Harvest , housed "within-
doors n . It seems t ha. t the lJ.and needs only to reach out to 
npiece-bri ght paline;" - the star- studded wall - to push it 
gently open , and find himself at home wi t h "Christ and his 
mothor and all his hallows " ... in t he kindly company of the 
bl e s sed. Altogether , this is one of t he loveliest of 
Hopkins ' s poems , lovely in imagery that is f ragi. le and 
real at the same time , lovely in its atmosphere of inno-
cent delight , and lovely :'l.n t he moving, 1S.l'>J'll companionship I 
of all the compe.ni_2f_:~r~ay~-~~--------- ______ _ 
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In the sonnet Spring t'9o of Hopkins's most 
characteristic qualities are blended , his passionate de -
light in na ture's gifts to t he senses , and his earnest# 
priestly co_cern for t he salvation of individua l souls . 
The octave is e. quick , full , ener getic descrip t i on of 
spring , straightforward and clear . There is imagery for 
both eye and ear . The song of t he thrus 1. that "does so 
rinse and :'Iring the ear" affords and excellent example of' 
t he poet ' s use of synaesthesia . 'l'he clear caroling of the 
bird has the effect , as it is heard, of compl etely clee.ns-
ine; and purifying the ~ar . Tho intensity of the song here! 
is of' a pleasa.nter nature t han t hat of t he earlier / 
Ni ghtingalel . In the se stet t he source of "all t hi s jui ce! 
and a ll t :trl. s joy" of spring is explained . It is "a strain! 
of t he earth's sweet be lne in the beginning in Eden 
garden', - the persistent new enereY of creation . .Here , 
and in other poems , Hopkins s hows a serious concern that 
Chri st may possess the spirits o.f' the young and innocent 
before t hey can be come warped or shadowed by ~mrldline ss . 
In its own springtime , t he soul is closest to the purity 
of Christ . The arrangement of words t hat express t his 
central idea of t he poem is likely to obscure the thought 
at first reading : 
1 Sea P • 42. 
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"Have , n·et befor-e it cloy I 
Before it cloud ., Christ , lord, and s our with 
sinning 
Innocent mind and Mayday in girl and boy 
Most , 0 maid 's child , thy choice and worthy the 
winnin • •• 
A rearrangement for simpler con secutive thou~1t would be: 
"Christ , lord, have , ge t before it cloy, before it cloud , 
and sour with sinn ine , innocent mind and 1<1ayday in girl an 
boy, most thy choice and worthy the\ inn ing , 0 maid 's 
ch1ld 41 ;rNothing is so beautiful a.s springh says the poet. 
Open ~:Tide t h e senses , therefore, to rece.:'i.ve it , for it :ls 
a miracle that passes . 1\ othing is so close to Heaven as 
eager young life • Let Heaven , therefore , possess it , that 
1 t may be a m:tracle which does not piss. 
It is in a more meditative vein that the 
poet 'li rites in The Lan t ern out of Doors , which he desig-
nated as a companion piece to a l ater poem. ~ Candle 
Indoors . It is quieter and more leisurely in movement t 
the three poems discussed above . The first quatrain re-
cords a common human experience " A stranger attracts our 
attention a.nd we wonder who he i s , where he has come from, 
and where he is going . 'rhe lo - pitched, conversatlonal 
quality of 
i'Sometlmes a lantern moves along the night 
That interests our eyes" 
establishes quietly the contemplative atmosphere of the 
poem. i1us:tngly t he poet \Vatches the "wa.din~ lightn , held 
by a..~ unknown hand ; as it moves steadlly a 'lay from him 
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11dm·m darkness wide" . :.rhen his mind turns to men whom he 
knows wlDse tt'beauty bri.ght in mould or mind or wh· t not 
else' carries a light whi ch, for a time , illumi nates his 
own life environment . But like the stranger, they move 
on , claimed by !death or distance" . All his effort to 
f ollow t he light glimmering eve.r more fa. in tly and f'ar a' ay 
i .s in vain . ''Be in at the end" he '1cannot iT . It is be-
yond man's power to realize hl s aspiration to reta.:n for 
hirnself the qualities of beauty and nobili t y within t he 
evanescent framework of human associat i on , Onl y in Christ 
is constancy in association possible . iis care follo s 
beyond the horizon that breaks the human ties . l•1or Him 
t here are no arriers . Always His i'foot follmvs kind" , 
and He knows neither distance nor death. In general , the 
poem is simple and eas~ly understood . There is one 
strange . ssage, however , wh1.ch is somePhat confusing: 
rrwind 
What !!!illl may eye after , be in at the end 
I can c1ot . " · 
The sense of the 11Winding eyen puzzled Br · dges 1. and t he 
poet expl a.ined h:ls meaning in a l etter : 
" ...... ' Findine; the eyes' is queer only if 
l ooked at from the wrong point of view: looked 
at as a motion in and of' the eyeba l ls it ls 
what you say, but I mean that the eye winds 
only in the sense that its focus or point of 
sight winds and that coincides . ith a point 
of the object and 'inds wi t h t hat . For the 
object, a lantern passing further and further 
II 
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away and bearing now east, now est of one 
right line 1 is truly and proper l y described 
as windi ng . 'r ha t i s how l t should be t aken 
t hen . u 1 
To have had such a very particular critic f or a friend 
made i t necessary (al though surely an e ven stronger 
necessity existed within the poet himself) for Hopkins to 
be able to justi.fy the r i ghtness or appropria tenes s of 
ever y expression he used. 
lj I. 
I as 
In The ~and ~ Skylark occurs again t he I 
t hought of the sordidness of t he world of man in oontrast I 
to t h e clear f reshness of t he world of nature , wh:lch was 
f ound in God's GrEmdeur . Hearing t he two sounds., of s ea 
and of slcylark1 ringing ou·t in perennial purity, the poet 
feels once more t he tragic contrast with nour sordi d t ur-
bid time " . Man has lost "that cheer and cJ:;..ar-m. of earth 's 
past prime n, and hence h:ts dissolut:lon is surely in 
progress . With t he vital force l ost , "our make and making 
break" ; the breed of' men has let sink into obl ivion t he 
nobility in JVh ich it was framed and has turned its unre·-
generate face toward .:t'inal unredeemed doom in the nf irst 
slime" of its orig in . In t .n:i.s p oem there ure obscuri t:tes 
to clarify . The fi rst lines contain t w unusual :rord 
usages:· 
1 Abbott, Claude Colleor, editor: Letters .1!2. Bridges , 
PP • 66- 67 . 
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non ear and oar two noises too old to end 
Trench- right , the tlde that ram)s aga nst t.he 
shore; " 
Tho sense of "trench on earit is probably 11 intrench on'' 1 
t'encroach uponn 1 demanding attention . 
has here one of its les, fami liar meanings, "leapsH , or 
it hurls i tselfi' . 'l'he description of t he song of t he sky-
l a r k is an excellent example of' Hopkins's compres sed com-
pl exity: 
"His rash• frosh re- winded ne skeined score 
In crisps of curl off wild winch whirl , n 
To Bridges the poet xplained his meaning , and nl thougl1. the 
printed version of t he poem i s not the version 7hl_ch he ~a 
discussing ~ the thought is essen tlally the same. He 1; rite 
ttRa.sh fresh more (it i s dreadful to explain 
these t :hings in cold blood} means a headlong 
and ex citing new snatch of singinE,. resump-
tion by the lark of his song , 1hich by turns 
he gives over and . tnkes up again all day · long 6 
and tl.J.is oes on ••.•••• through a.11 · time , wi th-
out ever losing i ts first freshness , being a 
t hing both new and old. • • • • • • The skein and 
coil are the lark's song ,. vrbi ch from its height 
g ives t he impress i on of sometrdng :falling to 
t he earth and not vertically quite but trickl· 
ine;l y or wavering ly , soraethtng as a s kein of' 
silk r ibbed by having been tightly wound on a 
narrow cal"d or a notche d holder 01 ... a s twine · 
011 f i s hing tackle u.nw:I.nding from a ree l or 
winch •••••• the laps or fol ds re ·· t he notes 
or short measures and bars of t hem. The same 
~s called a · score in the musica l sense of 
score ••••• • The l ark in wi l d gl ee races t he 
reel r ound , playing or deali ne out and dow.n 
the · t'Urns of' the s 'L(idn or coil r tgbt to the 
•••••• ground, where it l ies in a heap , as it 
were , o r rather is al l wound of f on to an-
other inch , reel , bobbin or spool in Fancy's 
eye , by the moment t he bird touches earth and 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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so is ready for a fresh unvinding at tle next 
flight . Crisp1means a~ ost crisped, name l y 1i th note.s . " 
Professor Abbott prints t f1...e lines of the version that 
Hopkins was discussing : 
i'Left hand, of'f land, I heat• the lark ascend 
1J'Tith rash f resh more , repair of skoin and score , 
R.ace vtild reel round, crisp coil deal dmm. to · floor , 
And spill music t i ll there 1 s none left to spendit 
end remarks: ''These lines were rnuch altered: not 1 perhaps 
fo r the better , n 2 Whether lines VJh ich requ:lre s o much ex-
p laining can be termed great poetry is, of coui•se 1 a ques -
t i on . If the reader does not understand them completely, 
he cannot escape the sense of' the delight of song 1i th 
:.rhlcll they are stressed. 
The Windhover, considered by some to be 
Hopkins ' s masterpiece, is a real intellectua l challenge , 
since more than one interpretat:lon i s q ··i te defini tcly 
possible, and t here is no word f rom t he poet as to what 
h :ls thOtl. ··ht was . In one of hi s lett0rs to Bridges , in 
1879, he des:tgnated it a s the best t hing he ever wrote .3 
He dedicated it i' 'l.'o Christ our Loz>drr , and upon that dedi ... 
cation binges,. in part, 'the problem of' i nterpretation . 
Did he dedicate i t thus because , ns h:l s bost work., he 
deemed it a wort:t:v gift to h :ts r. a s ter ; or, in s.ddi tion ,. is 
l Note to Poems , p . 106. 
2 Abbott,. Claude Colleer: op .c :i. t ., footnote, p .l63 . 
3 Ibid.: P • 85 . 
-------
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Christ actually present d :tn t he poem as an object of c om-
pari son to t ho blrd, t l1c w·indhover'l With majestic po ver., 
t h e poem begins 1 desc :·ibing the b1rd 1 like another sun in 
t he :norning br:lgb:tne s s . It is the e culiar bi l :'i.ty o:f the 
indhover to l.1.ol d himself steadily to one s pot in t h a1.r 1 
controlling t hi s position by the movement of l1is Tin g s . 
rr:hus t - e poot first glimps es him~ 
u1n his riding 
Of the rolling level underneath him stead, air . " 
Then comes the impulse for action and the bird plunges out 
into the air , rebuffing the v1ind . And t he watcher's 
tthealt in h iding 
Stir)red for a bird • the a.ch:teve of 1 t he mastery 
of t he th:lng 1 tl 
In the concluding lines l ur :ks tho pu zzle , a s the poet ex• 
pres ses f'...i s personal reacti on to 'lf'..a t he has \1i tnessed . 
F ir•st comes an exp1•ess:ion of admirati on for tr1e phys i cal 
beauty and a ct i on of the 11ird . It'rom t h:i. s point on 6 at 
least t hree interpretations ar·e possib le , and since t hey 
mus t be presented in some detai l , t he perplexing line s 
.ill be roproduced in order that t hey may be immediately 
before the m:tnd : 
11And tre fi re that breaks from thee t hen , a 
billion 
Times told lovelier, more dangerous , 0 my ch eva1ier 1. 
Ho wonc er of it : s heer plod makes p lough do m 
s i llion 
Shine , snd blue -bleak embers , ah my dear. 
li'nll , gal l themsel.ves , nd gash gol d · 
vermillion . " 
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Now , the poet mny be holding the tl1ought of t he bird stlll 
uppermost in hi s mind , addressing him as "my Chevalier" , 
I and contrasting his lnactivi.t y when f irst seen v1" th t l c 
II 
il 
i! magnificent surge of power witl1 wh:lch he s pring s into ac -
., 
!i 
1J t ion a gainst the wind. In strong activity there is alway 
,, 
ii 
,, danger; activity of' any kind is t h e reve l ation of t h e in-i' 
.j 
,, scape o f essential life . 'fl1e p lough takes on meaning only 
!I 
., 
ji as t b.e act of ploughing brinc;s it ,. blade s hining , t h l: ... ough 
:I 
tho f u rrov.r . 1flhe fiery heart of' life is h idden until the 
a pparently li f eless embers fall , bre king t heir dead ., 
ashy shell , to reveal the core of life still burning . In 
this inter pretation t he bird is conceived as t he symbol of 
the p ower of the llf e force . But ,. to take anothe r .directi 
of thought , suppose t h e poet intended to represent Christ ~ 
actually~ in these lines . 1l'hen it must be Christ who is 
addressed in no my cheval iern , and the contrast is be-
tween phys i cal activity # represented by the b1.rd, and the 
more p rof ound and dangerous realm of splr:i. tual act:lvi ty. 
I t is t l:le 11f'l re " of s piritual life t hat ''breaks from" 
Chr:tst . And in the s phere of t he spirit , impulse and re-
sult may not be " s g l oriously simul taneous as in the 
phys:i.cal. The p lough must travel t h e l ong furrow , hidden 
in earth, before 1 t emerges , shining, a t the end , and the 
1 fire burns unperceived and unsuspected before the stirring 
I of the embers reveals t heir life . The final p oss1b:i.li ty 
is that t he poe t ' s thought , at the end of t he p oem, is of i 
------
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himself 11 of the experience of h is mind and spirit , t rmt he 
is tlis own '~chevalier" . Perhaps he :ts contemplating that 
inexplicably subtle operat i on by oans of which the m"nd 
seizes and translates experi.ences - in t. is case, the 
observation of t he bird - into k no vledge ... of the s ource 
of t;he bird' s pmver . Or the concept may be sp i ritual~ a 
recognition of t he dangers to which his choice of the re -
lig iou s lif o exposes r.t:lm, dangers and Vicissitudes Which 
cam1ot be me t and overcome as can physical dangers , but 
·which must be encmmtered with unobtrusive patient striv-
ing to the end that union of t he spirit with God may be 
achieved. 
It is not strange that ~ Windhover has oc 
cupied the attention of critics and commentators more than 
any other s i ngle poem of Hopkins.- and some of their conclu 
sions s hou ld be added here both to a:i.d in interpr·etation 
and to demonstrate t he dep t h of thought which Hopkins is 
capable of inspiring. Virit1ng in ~ Q!!! for Sep·cember ~ 
1926, I . A. Richards indicates t hat t he intellect continue 
to work at Hopkins's ideas beyond the stage of first im-
pressions: "Por a whtle I thought t hat t he apostrophe , 
' O my cheva.lier l • •••••• had reference to Christ . I take 
it now to refer only to t he poet , though the moral ideal , 
embodied oi' course for Hopkins in Christ JJ is before the 
mind . Later , discussing the passage beginning nMy heart 
in hiding, " he says: 
--- ·-==-n== 
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"The poet's heart 1 in hiding from life., has 
chosen a safer way~ t he greater danger ls the 
greater exposure to temptation and error than 
a more adventurous, less sheltered course •••••• 
brings with i t . An equally l ausible reading 
would be: Renouncing t he glamour o.f t )a outer 
l i fe of adventure 1 t ·.1e poet transf ers its 
qualities of audac i ty to t he inner life . (Here 
is t he bosom, the inner consciousness . ) The 
greater dant,er i s t hat to which the moral hero 
is exposed. The last three lines carry tbe 
t hought of t he achievement possible through re-
nunciation further , and explain , ith t he image 
of ash• covered fire , vhy the dangers of the 
inner life are greatei' . " 
If t h".s critic has hit upon the poet's true intent , !!12, 
be rega!'ded as a foreshadowin rr of the 
ct between t he objec tive and subjective li:fe which 
poet's spiri t i n later poems . 
In his essay on Hopkins , l'' . R. Leavis 
7/illiam. l~mpson t a complex sychological interpreta-
art of t .he poem: 
u •••••• 1n the f:trst t lrr•ee lines of the sestet 
e seem to have a clear case of the Freudian 
use of opposites , v.·he re two t hings thought of 
as incomplete, but desired intensely by differ-
ent systems of j udgments , are spoken of simul• 
taneously by words applying to both; both de-
s :.res are thus g._ von a transient and e~ hausting 
satisfaction, and t he ~o systems of j udgment 
ar>e f orced1into opon conflict beforo the 
reader . u 
This xplru1.ation may not be quite such na clear case" to 
other readers as it is to r,'lr . Empson and .t ~r . Loavis . The 
1 Lea is, .P . R.: New Bearings .J!!.. 1~r,11sh Pootr:y, (V . 
Gera d Manley Hopkins . ) London : Chatto and V\findua , 
193 • P• 181. 
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imputation of un conscious ea.ning to an artist · s n some .. 
what dane;erous and 1.mc ~:rtain basl.s f or cr i t:i.cism. 
The most complex and rovoce.tive construe -
tion of t he poem's meaning .is f rom the pen of the syn:~,oe.­
t hetic ather Kelly. To him, "here" means t he oet's mind , 
and "buckle " , t hat the bird is to lock ltself in the em-
brace of the mind . He wri tes:. 
"The intellect in its act of knowing is at once 
active and passive . · The intelligence is in-
formed by its object , receiving by the ministry 
of the 'intellectus agens' the intelligible .form., 
the real nature of the t hing to be known . The 
intelligence is rendered fecund , receiving :i.n a 
union more intimate and subtle tba..n that of' form 
and matter tm nature of' t he real . It becomes 
the thing , moving from perfect receptivity to 
perfect a.ct; act in which the mind is become a 
universe of stars; of movement , of tl~ peril 
of r.ta ks on the wine; • • • • • • and the c ry of the 
poet marshalls the senses to be ministers of 
the joy of utterance . 
"The .Peril and t be beauty of t he 1indhover in-
form - are one with, the peril and t he beauty 
of the poet's mind •••••• You may accept less 
from tb:e poem,. bu.t behind it will always be the 
kno~ledge of the mind in its act of knowing •• ••• • 
nThe theologian which is the poet in him" (sig-
n i ficant words , these) it explains as St . Thomas 
might have explsined, •••••• t hat the intel-
liglbility of t hings is in their act . •• •• •• 
Eiabers blue•bleak, thi ngs dead, things bleak for 
l ack of life , fall shinint, into the mind , gall 
themselves 1 e xpending a splendour in the act o.f' 
change (act in which the world , perpetually 
losing its being ~ s hines to t he mind in dying) 
that lost now to the thing , l ives in the beholder's 
mind forever . The beauty and dismay loud in the 
sound of those last two l ines are the dismay of 
men in the brittle beauty of this worl d , that , 
bei.ng beauty still , lives chiefly in C:P..r~.st and 
- - - · 
I 
II 
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no one else , but in th:t s 'orld yields 1 ts joy 
only 1 in articulo mortis 1 • it 
Thj.s is heavy cargo indeed to place in the hold of so smal 
a poem. If t he burden of F'a.ther Kelly's thougl: t is en-
closed in t he compass of t he poem, it becomes perhaps , the 
most compressed piece of verse in the language . Study re-
veals that the t houghts of' ·thi s present- day Jesui t accord 
remarkabl y well with both the poetic words of his brother 
and the essence of the latter's mind and spirit . The in-
tricate, personal operation of "the mind in its act of 
kno1ingn , ns here conceived, may very wel l be the whole 
foundation of the perception of distincitive inscapes so 
characteristic of' Hopkins . Under th:ls interpretation, the i 
poem becomes a remarkable illumination of the secret I 
pl a c e s of tbe mind. 'l1he difficulty of comine t o a deei - I 
sion as to the final moani.ng of t he poem i n reali-ty only I I 
serves to " he t t he intellect. Is not the most st•mulat- [i 
II i ng k ind of li t erature that v1hich leaves t he intellect 
eager ,. ith inquiry and alert to sugGestion? 
~ Beautz co~s back once mor e to the 
II 
II II 
I 
simpler note of joy in tl~ physical worl d . Pattern was J 
one of .Hopkins's chief aesthetic delights # · and in t .. i s Iii 
poem h e rejoices in tr~ pattern of organic varie~J in t he 
''dappled" things of' the world . Like !h£ Starlight Night 
it is a piece of countr;r imagery , with its trout ~ stippled 
l'lith nrose -molesrr, and its rural "landscape plotted and 
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p1ecedn to coun tr·y needs ~ enclosed r::e. sture and ard ., soil 
r•ipenin · 1.n fallow patches , and the r:i..c'l brown freshness 
of p loughed land . T1le W""rm glo·il' of coals ts like ruddy 
c J;;.estnuts; the "' attern of f:i.nches' wings is a deli ght . The 
busy 1 :lnt;ricate variety of ·the sturdy tools of' the trades 
is full of' excitement . So he praises 
"All things counter; original, snare, strangen 
with his custornf .r y enthusiasm for individuality . With the 
s eetest simplicity of faith and love , the last lines of 
t h e p oem return to the single, unchanging Source oi' t he 
belO"~!ed pied eauty which 
nne fe.the:rs - f'orth whose beauty is past chnngen: 
there.fore 1 those who behold it should , ind.eed1 rrPraise 
him. '' 
Hurrahin_g E H~1·vest belone;s also among the 
poems of rejoicin;;. The poet has told of' his mood of de-
l 
light when he wrote it . There is something in the exhtla 
ration of t he season tba t uplifts ; even the thatched corn-
s hock pyramids ln t he f'ields point ~pward . And t he slries 
are f ill ed \Jtth the tremulous changing l:lf'e of' ·,r,ri:c.d and 
cloud. Great puffs o:f s:l.lk to enclose the vlind float 
about; airy-particled nmeal• drif'trr keeps reshaping :l tse~f' 
and d:l sso.lving. ntJ10aln is Hopkins 1 s particular word for 
describing the consistency of a certain kind of cloud . 
1 See pp. 10~ 11. 
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Eyes and heart uplifted, t he JOet searches the eavens 
'to lean our Saviour". lmd the ro lies that h · finds 
there are t he surest t hat love can g:tve . The strengt h of 
that love is revealed in "the azurous hung hills" t hat re 
nh is world-wielding s houlder majesti c . " T"f ~e effect upon 
the beholder of all the beauty of landscape and skyscape 
is to give the heart 1 ings to uplift him f'rom earth . The 
happiness of the poet is too exalted here to be blurred,. 
as in other poems reflecting the beauty of the natural 
world 1 by the Uf~lines s of man in his v;orld . The images 
of t he poem are all up:vurd- reach1.ng , lifting the poet 
·ith them; - Robert Bridt;eo objects , as probably many 
readers 'li:i.ll , to the 11af'fec t a t on in me taphor"! in the 
description of the hills , "his ~torld·wielding shoulder 
majestic .,. as a stallion stal art , very- violet-sweet! " It 
~as r~i th tl: e shock o f surprised recognition that t he 
rn.,esent wri ter first read the ·.rord ns veetn in t bis par .... 
ticular descri. tion, since s he hns long used it privately 
as t he only word that captures the infinite tenderness of 
light and color that sometimes bathes certain familiar 
mountains . 
Hopkins's l etters to Bridges show that he 
was extremely particular and pa.instakitg in hls work . 
Me.ny of' t he poems , as they are printed , i'lere years in t he 
1 Notes t o Poems , P • 96 . 
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wri tin .. , yc ·b most of t hem r.w.ve the spontaneity of first 
inspiration. 'l'h:l.s i s not so t r ue of The ,9 F.ged ,Skylark aa 
of other poems. 'l'..:1is sonnet, particularly in the octave ~ 
seems to "smell of t he l.amp 11 • In t hese first eight line s 
t here is a col1lparison of the "dc.re-gale skylark scanted in 
o. dull cage " and "man's mount ing spirit" dwelling "in h:l s 
bone- house, mean house" , Both prl sonera have forgotten 
the exhilaratlon of f r eedom 1 yet sometimes a vestige of' 
l ost nature stirs ~ ithin each to bring a t r ans ent song 
or as asmodic revolt against the:lr barri~rs . The lines 
of the sest t seem closer to the spirlt and art of Hopki ns 
Ue turns his attention to the bird which travels t he sky 
in comp l e te f reedom, and says , in effect , t ha t of course 
t he li f e of this nsweet ... fowl" is not one long 1 rapturous 
outpouring of ·the free spi rit in sons or flight ; but t he 
essential difference between the free and t he co.ged bird 
is t ha t t he f orme:r ha.s the power of vol:tt:ton . Rest and 
repose he seeks i n obedience to an inner 1 not an outer 
f orce. 1.'he imprisoned bi:rd has lost the priceles.., , f ree 
gi f t of self- dete:r>mine.tion1 and mus t acquiesce in or rebel 
agains t n fate thc.t he has not designed. And like t ho 
f ree bird who must come home t o the nest for rest and re-
nlen:tshme.nt of po~er > nmnn's spirit,'' too, " 111 be flesh-
bo'Wld ,..,~1en f ound at bestn 1 but "uncumbered" because it · 
pos s esses its own f reedom in t he will t hat is conscious 
of i ts pur pose to ard salvation . The heaven and earth af 
96 
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nature meet in tho 'bending of the rainbow to the · eadow' s 
margin; and man ' s h eaven and ear•th are un l ted 1~n his con-
sciousness of' "his bones risenrr in the glory of re e tion 
Heading the letters irhlch .iopk1na n-ote ~ one 
is ·toucl1ed often by tho personal , human crw.rru. of 
by the genuineness of hi s affection and his eager 
the man, 
reacti on I 
to graciousness :tn others . In some of his poems , too ., I 
there is a &l'm respons i veness to people wllicll has great I 
1!!. 2 valle~ 0 r .!?.!!!. II 
El~ e~)resses his fee l ing toward a family in ~ales hose !\ 
home ill&S for him a very gracious p l a ce . rthere "!,'laS a II 
natural t r anquility in its vhol e a t mosphere which the poet I 
c11arrn in its spontaneous sincer ity •. 
real ized, characteristical l y ., through t he senses: 
ncomforting smel l breat he d at very enteri ng , 
Fetcl~d fresh~ as I suppose , off some s 1eet wood • 
. 
1hat cordial air made those kind peop l e a hood 
All over. rr 
I 
II 
\ 
Vis bing t hnt all the people :J.n '7/a les ,_·:ere 1 in t h e same l'lay , 
attuned to the beauty of' the country about thent, he asks 
t · t God , nbe inr; a fathe r and fond" ncompl ete11 I!is ncrea• 
tur - dearu to be j_n harmony with h:T s surrounding s . In the 
case o f t ll.is poem, one wonders a e;a.in ·1hy Br i dges should 
have had dif'f':tculty with :i.ts me-ning . Hopkins •·1rote h11 
t h is ex la.."lation in 1879: 
nT 1e kind _ eople o f the -sonn et trere the Vatsons 
of Shooter's Hill . . .. . .. The fra~e of the 
sonnet is a rule of three sum Ylrong ., thus . 
As the sweet smell to those kind peopl e so I 
I 
------~ 
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I the Vlelsh landscape is lOT to the llelsh; and 
!'I t hen t he author and principle of a.111rour terms 
' is asked to bring t he sum right . " 
I 
II 
II 
! 
Perhaps Bridges was looking for more complexities than the 
poem con tains . 
~ May MagnifJcat , hile surpassing the 
earlier "presentat :~on piecesn » did not satisfy its author j 
as J:h'•idges 1 s note on the poem indicates: "He wrote to me : 
'A ·ayp1ece in \vhich I sBe little g oo<:l but the freedom of 
the rhythm. 1 " 2 The growing instinct of the artist rejected , 
perhaps 1 the use of t he conventional or set 'subject . Af'ter 
Bridges bad cor:nmen.ted on t he poem, Hopkins re lied: "I am 
·i\ not surprised at your not l'.king the .-·.~ai l!agnific t , VIhich 
,: ho.s about it something displeasing to rilyself . n3 Professor 
!: !i Abbott adds a dis crimina tine; note here : nThe l ush yet 
\I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
'I 
il 
I 
! 
.fresh, beauty of' the descrl_ tive writing , whi ch conveys the 
very 'feel' of r:I a:y -t:lme ~ clashed inevitably with the praise ! 
of the Virgin .;;lary . erhaps tha t is t he reason . u4 The 
poem is simple and light i n touch, its central idea being 
t h e parallel of growth a nd .i oy :ln t he i.1other J[ary and in 
Her month of Uay . Its chief delight to the reader is in 
t he description , th i ch combines delicacy wi th a sense of 
pulsing life . ' he quality of the per.fect moment 'II hich 
1 li.bbott , Claude Colle0r : op . cit ., PP • 76- 77 
I 2 notes to Poems , P • 108 
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leaves the beholder bl~eathless i s felt ln the color, music , 
and movement of such lines as t hese: 
;;When drop-of - b lood - ond• foam-dappl e 
loom lights the orchard- ap le 
And thicket and thorp a.r·e merl"Y 
r:t tll S 11\rer• SUl'J.'ed cherry 
And azm~ing-over greybell makes 
·vood banks and . brakes msh wet; lilte lak e a 
And m.a.gic cuckoocall 
a.ps , clears , and clinches all - u 
The spring-piece is not quite successful as devotional 
poetry. A tr•uer synthesi s of natural beauty 1 th the di ... 
vine is ach1.eved in such poems as ~ Starligh~ Hifffit and 
Spring, where t he return to the Sour•ce grm s out of the 
response to nature . 
Distress at tho loss of origina.l th:tns;a out 
'I 
i 
of the world is the lreynote of Binsey Poola.rs , subt:t tled I 
I 
nf'elled i 8 79n . The feeling of kinsbip with something out- 1 
side human bounds in thls poem resE?mbl es the response to II 
ttwildness " and nwetn in Inveranaid . An affection for trees I 
t b.at have ·been part of one's surroundings is a g nuine bond 11 
with nature for many of u s , and it is entirely consistent , 
in the case of Bins,e_y, Poplars , with Hopkins's sensitive-
ness . The los s of his •;aspens dearn f ills him i th a deep 
1..,cg ret t hat goes 'beyond the resent callous act to t h e in-
evi table sorrow t hat a-ttends man's interference with the 
course of n .. ture :i.n his blundering attempts at improvement. 
1.~ n needs to preserve some of t he e s sential innocence of 
11countryn vrhich uis so tender•n . But , thou.ghtlessly, 11 even 
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:1 where we mean ·to mend her we end her , when we he~ or 
·· delve" . ttBut a prickn can put the light of the eye, out for 
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ever; so the smallest destruction of natural thi ngs kills 
beauty forever . Characterlstically , the poet deplores . the 
i rreparable loss of the self of' individual bits o:f boauty: 
nrren or t117elve, only ten or twelve 
Strokes of havoc unsel ve 
'l1he sweet especial scene n . 
The poem is one of the most delightful bits of .verbal music 
that its author ever composed. Echoes of soliD.d chime in 
lovely cadence in such l ines as 
nQuelled o r quenched in leaves the leaping sun" 
and in the regretful lingering notes of the final linea: 
1
'The sweet espec:tal scene , 
Rural scene , a rural scene · 
Sweet especial rural scene . 11 
There is a particularly winsome i mage in. the descr:i.ption 
of t he trees , 
"Of a fresh and. follovvine; folded rank 
l ot spared 1 not one 
That dandled a sandalled 
Shadov t hat swarm. or sank 
On meadow and river and wind- wander:tng lfeed-w· ndlng 
bank. 'f 
No one but Hopkins would have caught t __ e suggestion of a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
sandal in the criss ... cross :r;:e. ttern o:f the · shadows of t h e \ 
branches . One is tempted to sny that with t hi s lovely l yr icll 
the youth of Hopkins as. a poet is ove r . I n the poems that . I 
fo llow it 1 the oae;e· , sensuous delj_ght i s submitting itsel f 11 
to the mature d i scipline o:r t hought . Professor Abbott re - I\ 
l 
-----· 
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marks of th.e poems written from 1880 to 1883: 
i'The a l most lyric note gives place to a mood 
more charged with meditation that fathers a 
weightier utterance and demands for its ex-
pression a more intricate music . This ten-
dency is already apparent in t he labored trib-
ute to Duns Scotus •••••• and in his over-
subtl e praise (blending the parochial ".11 th
1
the 
magnificent) oi' Purcell's divine genius . tt 
In the sonnet ~ Scotus ' s Oxford , of which 
the 1879 ver sion is printed , al though an earl ier copy is 
dated 1878, the tribute to the mediaeval phil osopher brings 
to mind once more the independence and individual ism of 
Hopkins ' s intel lect , for Jesuit phi l osophy is of the 
Thomist ,. not the Scotist , school. The question as to why I 
I 
the mind of Hopkins felt a closer affinity for Scotus than I 
f'or the authorized philosopher of his order is far too in- I 
But since we have already ! 
I 
tricate to be entered into here a 
observed in the poems the effect upon the poet of Scotus•s I 
principle of being 1 it is not perhaps outside the purpose I I 
! 
of this study to quote briefl y from Etienne Gilson's inter- ! 
. I 
pretation of this particular aspect of the Scotis t ideas: 
11 
•••••• he is opposed to the ·view of Heracl itus 
on the ground t hat if natur alntb..ings ar e fugi -
tive their natures are not . " ~;,. 
trr.t' the work of creation were not intelligibl e 
what could we ever know of i ts. author? Were we 
presented with nought but an Her acl itean :fl ux, 
I 
I 
I 
1 Abbott i Claude Col leer: op .cit ., Introduction , p . XXXVII . 
2 Gilson , Etienne : ~ Spirit £! Mediaeval Philosoehy. 
Ne ~ Yo_~~:i-=:£~~=}-~~=-~;:-~~~~~-~-~~ o~s _, ___ !~_;3_~.!::----P-!- ]4~~====·===-7-=-- --=.:=-=·-==-
,I 
would a work .of creation be even imaginable? 
It is just because all is nu..rnber , weight and 
measure that nature proclaims the visdom .of 
God. It is precisely in its fecundity that it 
attests His creative power . Because things 
are of be:lng 1 and no mere quasi -nought ., we 1 
know that He is Being . Thus what we learn !I 
concerning God from revelation the face of 1 
t:tle universe confirms : ' The creatures of this 
visible worl d signify the invisible attributes 
of God 1 because God is the source , model and 
l ast end of every creature, and because every 
effect points to its cause , every image to its 
model, every r oad to its goal. ' (St . Bona-
venture) Suppress all knoiledge of t he effect , 
t he image , and the road, and we shall kno . 
nothing of the cause , the model, and the goal ~ nl 
The human entity which vas Hopkins has shown itself to have 
been composed predominantly of three el ements , extreme 
sensitivity, keen i ntelle ct , and a s earching devotion to 
God , and Scotism makes possibl e the cl osest kind of inter-
re l ation of these element s . 
The poem , then, pays homage to t he philoso-
pher "who of all men most sways my spirits to peace; of 
real ty the rarest- veined unravel ler" . Oxford ntowery city 
and branchy between towers" , possesses an atmosphere of' 
compromise between town and country in which the poet I 
I 
wishes that the earl ier rural str ain had been able to sur- J 
vive ., for the Universi t y's 11base and br i ckish skirt" "sours j 
I that neighbor-nature" its "grey beauty is grounded best i n".! 
Time and ne;raceless growth" have removed the touch o:f 
1 Ibid .: pp . 243- 244 . 
I 
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natural t h ings farther and farther from spreading institu-
tional walls; yet within the heart of these building s the 
poet finds kinshi p v1i t h the great man 'lbo once lived on 
the very air \Vhi ch his disciple no·'/ breathes , :rhose shndo 
fell on t hese same '\! alls. There 1s inspiration, in this 
later day, to come close to the ' not rivalled insight'' of !1 
t h e great champion of the Immaculate Conception ~ "w.ho fired I 
ranee .f or l.1ary withou t spot . n 
The intricate poem in praise of Henry 
Purcell , t he great seventeenth century musician and com-
poser , ;vho was organist of Charles II's royal c.bapel, is 
I 
II 
II 
II interesting not onl y for its . involved meaning , but also be- !I 
cause .it is an evidence of Hopkins's great interest in \ 
music , an interest which,. Professor Abbott feels , ":1ould 
have absorbed him had he . lived0 • 1 In expl anation of £lis 
p11~pose in t he poem, Hopkins writes beneath the title, "The 
poet !Fishes v1ell to the divine genius of Purcell and 
praises him tho.t , whereas other musicians have g l ven utter- · 
ance to t he moods of' man's mind , he has., beyond that , ut-
tered in notes t he very make and speo ~es of man as created 
both in him and in all men generally" ; but t hese ords do 
not suffi ce to clarif-y t he j_ntrieacies of t he poom. The 
first lines present a grammatical hurdle in 
I 
I 
1 Abbott , Claude Colleer: op.cit ., Introduction., p . XXXIII. I 
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I 
uHave f air fa llen , 0 fair , f air have fallen, so dear 
To me , so arch-especial a spir:i. t as heaves in 
Henry Purcell ," 
and the a lready baffl ed mind gro es again at 
"with the reversal 
or' t he out~ard sentence low lay s him, listed to heresy 
here . .. 
The meaning grows clearer in t he lines which describe t he 
appea l of t he " self u of t he o.rtist in his music , but diffi-
culty presents its.elf again 1n the strange comparison with 
hich the poem ends: 
n•••••• only I•ll 
Have a n eye to .the sakes of him, quaint moonmarks • 
to his pelted pl umage under 
Wings: so some great s tormfowl, ~heneve.r he has 
wal ked his wh:i.le 
11The thunder- purple seabee.ch plum~d purple of' t hunder , 
If a wuthering of h i s palmy snow- p inions scat ter a 
colossal smile 
Off him, but moaning motion fans fresh our wits with 
\Yonder . f1 
It i'fas necessary f or the poet to explain ln some detail to 
I 
1
11 
I 
Bl"idges t he sense of these vexing passages, and , as al11ays , J 
I 
a glimpse of the . mind of the man r eveals the carefully in• . l 
tegr ated t hought . Re f erences to the poem appear in letters 1 
i 
covering sever al years~ and ¥e quote first f rom one o:f the l 
I 
I later ones , to fo llow t he order of the poem. In 1883 
Hopkins r ites: 
"The sonnet on Purcell means this: 1• 4 . I hope 
urcell is not damned for be in a Protestant# be-
cause I love his genius . 5- 8 . And that not so 
much .for gifts he s ha res 1 even though it sl'l.d.. be 
in h i gher measure, ti t h other musicians as :f'or 
his 0\m individuality. 9-14 . So that \ hile he 
I 
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is aiming only at impressing 1e hi s hearer with 
the meanine in hand I am looking out meanshi1e 
for his speciftc , his individual mark ingn and 
mottl~ngs , 'the sakes of him1 .. It is as 11hen a 
bird t hinking only of soarinr; spreads its win,6s: 
a beholder may happen than to have his attenti on 
drawn by the act to the pl u.'nage displayed . •••• •• 
In pal"'ticuls.r , t he first lines mean: · Hay Pureell , 
0 may he r.tave died a good death and t ha t soul 
which I love so much and which breathes or stirs 
so unmistakeably in his works have parted from 
t he body and passed away, centuries since though 
I frame the wish, in peace 1ith God~ so that tho 
heavy condenmati on under vJbich he outwardly or 
nominally lay for being ou·c of the true Church 
may in consequen ce have been reversed . ' Low 
lays him t is merely 1 lays him loll 1 1 that is 
strikes him heavily; weighs upon him • •• • • • 
'Listed' , by the by , is 1 enlisted 1 • • • • • • I 
meant 
1
•rair fall' to mean fair (fortune be) 
fall . u · 
Earlier in 1879 , he had v;ri tten: 
11The sestet of the Purcell sonnet is not so 
clearly worked out as l could wish . The thought 
is that as tl~ seabird opening h i s wings ~ith 
a whiff of wind in your face means the 1hirr of 
the motlon 1 but unaware gives you a whiff of 
knowledge about his plumage , t he marking of 
which stamps his species, that he does not mean , 
so Purcell , seemingly intent only on the thought 
or feeling he is to express or call out, inci-
dentally lets you remark the individualizing 
mark s of his ovm genius. 
nsake is a word I find it convenient t o use •• •• • e 
It is the sake of 'for the ·sake of' forsake , 
namesake, keepsake . I mean by it the being a 
thing has outside :l.tself , as a voice by its echo, 
a face by its reflecti on , a body by its s hadow , 
• ••••• and ~ that in the thing by virtue of 
which especiall.y it ha.s t hi s being abroad, and 
that is something di stinctive , marked , specifi-
cally or individually ·speaking • • • ••• In this 
case i t is , as the sonnet says , d i stinctive 
quality in genius . 
l Ibid.: pp . 170- 171 . 
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"Wuther:tng is a Uorthcountry mrd for the noise 
and rush of wind : hence ~l!lily Bronte's '~uther .. 
ing He:tr;hts• . 
nBy moonmarks I mean crescent 1aped markings on 
the quill • feathers, either in the colouring of 
the feather or made by the over lax ing of one 
on another . n l 
l''inally 1 t o return a gain to the beg inning 
of the poem, especially its grammar: 
11
• •••• • Have is not s. plural at all 1 far from :tt . 
It is the singular imperative (or optative it 
you like) of the past , e. thingpossible and a c• 
tual both in l ogic and gr am..111ar , but natural ly 
a rare one . As in the second person e say 
' Have done t , •••••• so one can say in the third 
per son not on l y ' Fa:lr fall' of ,:;hat i s present 
or futtwe2but also ' Iave fair fallen' of .iba.t i s past . ' 
Undoubtedly Professor Abbott is right in 
calling the poem uover- subtl e" , 
anee we c ould hal"dl y arrive at his meani ng ; yet there is 
something rather awesome about it in the pHcked , t1'7ofold 
huplication throughout . and in the fact of all it repre-
sen ts in an a l mo.st burning inte l lect ual and imaginative 
effort . Lines clear at once to t he reader could never 
t he richness of thought ~1hich Henry ~urcell contains . 
There has been observed, in the poet ry al• 
ready discussed, a troubled concern on t he part of Hopkins 
over ·the brutis .. - spirit of mankind wh:leh :ts so out of 
keeping ith the natural worl d in which he exists . In the 
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sonnet Peace appea~s for tt~ first time tJ1e note of per -
sonal perplexity ~hich is to grow into deeper tragedy in 
tho later poems . '11he oem is the record of' a s piritual 
conflict and :lts resolution; and the question which is put , 
followed by the reasoning which achieves a satisfactory an• 
s~ er1 resembles the t hought of :Mil ton in the sonnet On Hi s 
--
Blindness . Tn the beginning of the poem, eace is con-
ceived as the "wild wood dove 11 # which tle poet ould have 
come to rest w1 t hin himself 1 ending its "roaming'* ttround tt 
him. Then he recognizes the fact tl~t he does have the I 
exper·ience of pea.ce 1 but only occasionally , and 11 that Ji 
" 'II piecemeal peace is poor pence· . It is the npuro peace" I 
which he desires , p eace which ef'fectively quiets the :m.r 1 
I 
of the spirit , the inner struGgle v.rh:tch al mys ends in t he II 
i destruction of peace. If the Lord is to rob t h . s :tri t of 
1 peace ~ he ushould leave in l ieu some good" . Searching 1 
'I 
.itbin himself , the poet f inds that tha t ngoodtt has indeed 11 
been l eft . It 1 s "pat1.ence exqu.isi ten, ,'lhich., enabling I 
the spirit to encluz)e God's discipline , will , in time , gro \ 
I 
into the peace so earnestly desired . And this peace is ac- \ 
tive, not passive . Its presence fosters growth vithin the I 
sp irit . The figure of the bird, 1 th ~ hi<fh t he poem be-
g:tns , ls repeated ln the clos :ine; lines with the active 
peace brooding and sitting, very uch like the Hol y Ghost 
in God's Grandeur . l ~rhe poet r e cognizes the essential dif• 
1 See P • 79. 
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ference bet een peace whj.ch comes uto coon , lulling the 
s piri t into v.nproductive content ment , end t ha t peace wh:l ch 
is canabl e of inspiring proGressive sp::i.ritus.l life . Ex -
cellent illustrations of Hopkins's transpositlon of words 
out of the i r na t ural order are found in t h.e poom: ttyour 
round e r oaming end '' f'or ''end y our· roaming round men~ 
"under be my boughs" for "be und r my boughs" 1 and " to O\?ll 
my heart" for "to · y o•n henrttr. In "reavingn is also 
found an unfamiliar ~ ord usage . It cans nrobbing11 or 
carrying off " and is employed again by tho poe t in t he \I 
l ater poem Ribblesdale. Seen i n relation to tho poems of' 
s p iritual stres s ""lhich are to ~ome , the f eeling lef t by 
Peace is a sad one , for its conc l uslon was not , aftor all , 
destined to be satisfactory. 
Re f l e ctions of direct pers onal contacts and 
experiences i n l :t a profess ion a1.,e recorded by ffopkins in 
f o 1r poems , ~ Bugler's F' lrst Comnunion , ~Handsome 
As a p1 .. :i.est , he felt a 
genuine affecti on f or and devotion to those t o ;_hom he 
ministered , and there seems . to have been a particularly 
tender concern f o r youth, e speciall y f or t he preservation 
~ Bugler 's l"i rst Commu.nion is a longer poem than most1 
r•tten in quntra1ns , and tolling of an incldent i n the 
l See P• 82. 
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Oxford , and administe:r.•ed a first communion to a s oldier 
from the nearby barracks • 'J.lhe p oem re . roduces reverently 
t J.1e bestowal oi' t he sacrament ,. and then expresses t he 
earnest hope that it will op erate to fill t e life of t he 
bugler with grace, The ~uardian ange l is ca.l le - upon to do 
hi s work of dispersing hell's legions, "the hell- rook rank s 
(that) sally to molest himu , to "ma.rchn a.li!lays ttabreastn 
t hi s -soldie.r, that hi s days rnay be organized i n to tta 
dexterous o.nd starlight order" . i'1hen youth thue com.e s to 
s eek i ts way to sa1Yation 1 t he p riest :ls dee l y satisfied 
that his teacbing has been so effective , and fee l s t he 
satisfaction to be j ustified . 
strains us n as "fresh youth fretted in a b loomfall all por-
tending toot sweet 1 s sweeter ending . rr They are like orchar 
trees in spring ime 1 p at terned and shad01~ed with dr ifting 
blossoms , swee t in t heir _ present beauty and its promise of 
sturdie r s eetness to come . And now t h e ~)riest yearns f or 
some charm which , ;110.rdinr; off evil , " locks love ever in a 
ladn. At tlrl.s point, t he poem ta.Ires a. surprising t urn 
I 
II I 
with, "Let me t h ough see no more of h i m. " I t i s because he 
h opes f'or so much from this youngs t er 1 t hat his priest ca.n- 1! 
not bear t he thought of what li f e may do to b ligh t t h ose 
h opes . The problem o.f t l':JB.t f ate must b e " left to the Lord 
of the Eucha.ristn , but stro~ and earnest raye.rs has the 1 
priest sent to h eaven , so strong that t hey muld be in- j
1 
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sistent even in a heaven where prayer went d i sregarded . On 
t he copy ot· t he poem whldl he sent to Bridges 1 Hop ~ins made I 
t ·· s note 1 a ordered t;o I. ootlan (Mool tan) in the Punjaub; 
vas to sail Sept . 3o . "1 And the thoughts expressed in the 
last ;tart of the poem help to explain Hopkins's rather 
gri rrl comment : "I enclose a poem, the Bugler . I am half' 
inclined to hope t:b.e Hero of it may b e killed in Afghanis -
tr2 - ridges quest i oned, and with justice , the tan. one of 
rhymes in t he poem, and received this reply : ''I cannot 
stop to defend t he r hyme s in the Bugler . The words 1 came 
do m to us after a boon he on r y late being t here begged of' 
me' mean 'came into Oxford to our Church in quest of (or to 
get) a blessing wh:leh 1 on a late occasion of my belng up at 
Cowley Barracks , he had requested of me' : the r e is no di.f · 
ficulty here l think . rr3 Besides the questionabl e rhyme of 
"boon he on 11 and ncommunion " , t here are other pas sages .whi c 
raise queries , ei ·cher a s t::o meaning or a ppropriateness . 
,ro ·the cupboru."d , ·the pr·iest fetches Christ , 
rtLou- la.tched in leaf - light housel his too huge 
g odhead . u 
The meaning rnay b the br:lnging out of t he Host from its 
sacre d 'i:;abe:rnacle ~ but a mo1 .. e p robable reading aeems to be 
·J;o give the reference to the sacred ele ents themselves , 
1 Abbott , Claude Colleer: op .cit., p . 92 (footnote 2 . ) 
2 Ibid . 
3 Ibide 1 p • 97 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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here particularly the bread , in which small d elling place , 
li13ht as a leaf 1 Christ is securely 11 latchedt• or fastened . 
Then there is a perplexing word order , and omission, in 
"Let me though see no more of him, and not dis -
appointment 
Those sweet hopes quell whose least me quicken-
ings lift, 
In scarl et or somewhere of some day seeing · 
That brow and · b ead of being 
As our day's God's own Galahad . " 
The natural order of the thought here wuld run , "Let me 
t hough see no more of b.im, and let not disappointment 
quell t hose s ... eet hopes , whose least quicken:lngs li.ft me , 
of someday or somewhere seein ~ in scarl et , that bro'l and 
b ead of bein,.,. , as God's own Gal ahad of our day ." The 
tt sloeu image of The Dt:n . .ttscl"llnnd ha. ~ · ~ .;?S.'t's.llel in the 
"peachn simil e which describes 
"limber liquid youth that to all I teach 
Yields. tender as a push ed peach. u 
The fie.,l"llre may not ., perhaps , be quite appropriate to the 
sacred matter under ·di scussion., but it is effe ctive 1~ pre - ·1 
senting the •reel" of substance ''Jhich yields under the 
pressure of the fingers , and the sense of ·ripeness 11vhich1 
in t he sold1er 1 is t he i mpressionable moment that t he poem 
records . One wonder s whet her t he t hought O·f the Bugler 
might not h ave been as effectivel y expressed in a sonnet 
rather than 1n the longer poem • 
.~[orning Midday ~ Evening Sacrifice urges 
the dedication of life to , and use of life for ~ God at each 
111 
I 
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of its stages , youth, maturity # and ol d a ge . It is marked 
by a qui ck , compellinG urgency 1 and each of t he three 
stanzas captures the most essential and worthy features of 
t hat per iod wlnch are to be offered to God . In youth it is 
beauty 1 t he lovely ebb and f lmv of color :tn "The d.appled 
die -away cheekn, t he tender f old of "11~impled lipn 1 the in-
noeent tiairy-grey eye , all in fellowshipTI . ;t:aturity brings 
the "pride of prime' s enjoym.entn , as , obedient to Nature , 
"'thought a.Dd the " i'tower" . Old age is ''The vault and scope 
and schooling ~"ld mastery in the 'mind.u vhen wi sdom has 
ripened. One of Hopkins's unusual f igures is employed to 
describe the seasoned intellect which i s t he g ift of long 
years , 
"In silk- ash kept from cool ing -. 
And ripest under rind - " 
He had labored over it 1 as a letter to Bridges attests :· 
"But the line ilsilk- ashed' otc . in the Sacrifice is too hard 
and must be changed to nrn sil k- ash kept from cooling ' . I :1 I 
meant to compare grey hairs to t he flakes of s ilky ash which ! 
mn.y be seen rotmd wood embers burnt in a clear fire and I !i 
II 
covering a 'core of heat 1 1 as Tennyson calls it . "1 
closes 11~th an abrupt and f orceful cl imax, 
"What life hal f lifts t he latch of • 
What hell stal k s towards tbe · snatch of6 
Your off ering , ~ith despatch, of l u 
The poem 1
1 
II 
l\ 
1 Ibid . I PP• 97- 98 ==tr=----- ==~==-=-:::-::,·:=:==- :-=-:o·==~==--=:=..:=- ==-==--==::o--======---===---====--=== 
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"Your offer~ 11 i th desp tc11 of"~ the poet exp l ained , "is I 
I 
said like 'Your ticket', 'Your reasons•, 'Your money or youri 
I 
life' 1 'Your name and college': it is 'Come, your offer of j 
all this (the matured mind) , and Ytithout delay eitherl' I 
(T is should now explode . ) •1 Without doubt , it does explodel 
ith an effect a shade too peremptory to be precisely per-
suasive . An item of s pecial interest concerning the poem 
is the fact t hat its :first stanza was one of the rare bits 
of Hopkins's verse to be printed hi l e he was alive . His 
friend and correspondent, the Reverend Dr . R. v; . Dixon , 
edited a Bible Birthday "3ook which consisted of texts and 
verses of poetry, and for it he requested the first. stanza 
of ilornin0 Middaz and Evenine; Sacrifice . The · book as pub-
l ished in 1887 with Hopkins's lines appearing under M.ay 25 
with the text , nAs for the obl ation of' the first - fruits , ye 
shall offer them unto the tord. "2 
The sonnet Andromeda presents a question to 
whi ch no ans'llter has been made either by c ri tics or by the 
poet . When he sent it to Bridges in 1879 , he wrote: ui 
enclose a sonnet on which I invite minute critici sm. I en-
deavored in it at a mox•e IiH ltonic plainness and severity 
than I have anywhere else. I cannot say it has t u rned out 
1 Ibid ., P • 98 
2 Abbott, Claude Golleer., edi to:r: ~ Gor1~espondence Q! 
Gerard . ianlei Hopkins ~ Richard Watson D:lxon . London : 
Oxford University Press , 1935 . PP • 130~132 . 
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I 
severe, still less plain, but it seems almost free from ! 
quaintness and irt aiming at one excellence I may have hit at 
another . "1 N'hether the nminute criticismu was offered by 
Bridges we do not knot • Hopkins usually replied to his 
friends' critical cora. ents , but there are no remarks about 
tempting , to read raeanin ..- into the lines , but since other 
critics have apparently not found t his necessary , one hes1• 
tates . "Time' Andromeda" might be thought of as the soul , 
chained, in man , to the world of time , in ~ hlch destruction 
faces it until it is freed by t he redemptive poler of Christ 
w ose weapons have come, literally, from the struggl e , on 
the Cross > z~~ch as meant to destroy Rim, and which He no 
uses eternally to liberate the soul . The line , 
"Her flo 'ler, r..er piece of being, doomed dragon ' s foodu 
fits thi s interpretation particularl y well. The symbolism 
----·--------- -
----------, 
I 
i 
of the monster is not at all clear , however . 'l'hls nwilder I 
f 
i' beast from West" \Vould have to be some threat to the soul , I 
the origin of whose evil lay in the 11''1estu . Complete con- I 
II 
II 
jecture as to the meaning of a man 's ords is uncertain . 
and per .P..aps impractical , business .• If it were not for 
II 
I rtr.rime" in the poem, one could be satisfied to regard it 
I 
simpl y as a retelling of the story of the be.autiful An- \ 
dromeda, daughter of Cepheus and Cassiopeia , who, to satis-
Iy the wrath of the god Poseidon, ,as chained to a rock wher 
she 1as exposed to the ravagings. of a sea mons ter, from 
wh5.ch peri lous situatlon she v1a.s rescued by Perseus , just 
returned from slayinG the Gorgon , and armed ith t hat 
monster's eapons . The probl em of meaning remains , despite 
this i ncomplete attempt at interpretation . Again • in this 
poem, . ord order may be a stumbling block to understanding . 
uwith not he r either beauty's equal or 
Her injury'sn 
may be more l ogically stated as "With t he equal ot: not 
either her beauty or he r injuryu . And the ar•rival or 
Perseus 
nthen to alight dlsarm1ne; ., · no one dreams 
With Gorgon t s gear and bareb111, thongs and fangsu 
is more cl0arly rendered thus: "then to alight , disarming 
thongs and fangs (of the monster threatening Andromeda) 
with Gorgon f s gear and barebill (weapons} , which no one 
dreamed possible . " It :ts to be hoped that some f'u tUl"e stu-
I 
I 
I 
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dent of Hopkins's poetry will come closer to .Andromeda's 
secret . 
In mood, particularly in its octave , t he 
next sonnet is close to its compan ion piece ,. The Lantern 
. ............... . -
~of Doors . 1 This time it ie a light burning inside a 
house whi ch arouses t he poet's curiosity and musings. He 
is stru.clr by the -effect of the candlelight , 
"how its being nuts blissful baek 
With yellowy mois tur.e night 1 a b lear ... all black , 
Or to- fro tender tram- beams truckle at the eye • rr 
The figure in the line directly above is puzzlinr, 1 yet its 
origin is authentic,. according to Hopkins's re,a.rk to 
Bridges: "Though the ana.logy in the Ctlndle sonnet ma.y seem 
forced , yet it is an 1 autobiographi cal 1 fact t :b..at I was in-
f 'luenced and acted on the way t here said . n2 The ed:t tor of 
3 t he second edition of' the poems does not like the line; 
but Mr . Leavi s defends i t stoutly : 
tt •••••• once the meani ng has been ta.l{en there 
sh ould be nothing funny about t he line• The 
i mage is so just, the expression of i t.; far 
from producing any accidental effect ~ so in·• , 
evitable and adequate , t ha t e hardly see the 
\"'Ords as such; the ilna.ge rep laces t hem. Hopkins 
is describing t he l ines of' light (caus ed .; I bo-
believe , by the eyelashes) t hat •••••• converge 
upon t he eye like so many sets of trs.m-rails . 
But 'tram' unqualified would suggest s omething 
too solid , so he adds ' tender' ; e.nd 'truckle' 
conveys perfect l y the obsequious way in .rhich 
t hey f ollow every motion of the eyes and of t he 
1 See P• 83. 
2 Letters 12. Bridges .; p . 85 
3 Poems; Introduction , p . XI II . 
eyel ids . ul 
Except in one point 1 th:i.s expl anation of the 
1 
figure is acceptabl e , tho-ugh one may not share r.~r .. Leavis' s 
en thusiasm for i't . Why are "trambea.ms't made "tr am .. railsu'? 
It is more c an sistent with the whol e figure to t h ink of 
them as the lights on t he front of t r ams 1 the beams of' 
v hi ch may "converge upon the eye 11 in the same '''llY that t r am 
rai l s rmuld . '-o continue wi t h the poem.; the :poet ilOnders 
"By that ~indow \bat.task hat fingers pl y . « 
Al!d l: is lack o' knowl edge of the diitellers in the house 
·~ od . In the sestet , t he ·thought turns inwar d , vi th the 
Tar·ninG that there is an lnner light or fi r e in the poet 
\Jhich must be careful ly tended . He is master of the inner 
life , and his attention shoul d be tur ned,. not to '/hat go~s 
on around him1 but to what shou l d t r ansp:tre within himself. 
Attention turned outwar d only make s him false to hhaselt • 
an outcast by his own c ons cience, nspendsavour sal t" , a 
master of h is own be in ~ ~ in danger , under the Biblical a l-
luslon to "the salt t hv.t hath l ost its savor " , of los.:ng 
. I 
t h e pw .. pose and consciousness of l i .fe' s meaning for the in- I 
dividual. ilj 
/' I! 
.I 
II 
. . . . . I 
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~ Handsome I cart , subtitled "at a Grac ious 
i 'u S'\ er" ~ "' s t he . tender 1-.ecountin·s o:t' an ex ori e nce of t he 
p r ies t i th one of' h i 3 a l tar boys , v h o 1 ·upon beln:~ ~- re s sed 
to accept a ,ift for his fa.~. t l:lful services , made the n gra .. 
c l ous enswern ; 11 'Father 1 what you. buy me I like best' n . 
Si n ce t ile poem expresses t he u sual anxi et that t he s eet-
ness and innocence of youth may be al'trays in God's ce.:r-e 1 it 
being pressed consented to take it laid out i n a book . The 
younger follo·ed suit , then when some days af~er I asked 
h:lm hat I shd . buy tms ered as i n t be sonnet . His father 
is Ital ian and t l~refore sells ices . I find within my 
prof essional experience nov1 a good deal of matter to write 
on . iil In October of the sar·1e y o r , he 1r·o t e the happy end 
of' the stol"'Y : " 'l'ho little hero of t he llandsome Heart ha..., 
gone to school at Boulogne to be bred i'or a priest and he 
is bent on being a Jesuit ,. n2 The quality over v.rh..i.ch the 
l Letters 12. Br idges , P • 86 . 
2 Ibid., P • 92 . 
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poet rejoices in this poem is t he instinctive graciousnes.., !/ 
of the ·child , nn innate gentility that sho'\·ls outwardly in I 
thn sim lest spontaneous act . It is a quality of original jl 
Grace 1 part of the child's articular , personal inscape I jl 
._ hich expresses :1 tself us surely "as ten years long taught I 
I 
ho · to and why. " 'l'he secret dwelling place of this outer j 
t;race is the heart , which , with the same sure instinct !I 
In /1 that guides the homing pigeon, obeys its O\vn nature . 
t he phr se "ma.nnerly ... hearted, " t he poet captures the 
essence of the child's 'behavior , seeing all his beauty 
: 
I 
I 
11bathed in high hallowing grace'' . 
i 
:I 
'furning to heaven for iJ 
the i'boon n which he would most earnestly bcstm upon the 
boy , 1l1ho is already rich in heaven's ,if'ts , he asks 
"O on that pat h you pac 
Run all your race 1 0 brace sterner t hat strain! tt 
Ho~ T deeply satisfying :l t must have been to kno if t hat the 
ltstrain 11 or grace :vas to grow strong in a life dedicated 
to God' 
vThen his friend ,. C mon Dixon, requested pe r . 
mission to use the f:I.rst stanza of' f_:.or·n ing 11lidda;x ~ Even 
ins Sacrif~~ for the Birthday Book 1 Hopkins wrote also , 
in the letter which gave his. consent; rrThere is a 3.- stanz 
piece made at a i\l'edding that pos~nbly might do , but I ra-
ther thtnk not: it :ls too personal and , I believe ., too 
plainspoken . nl This is the poem At the Vedding March , an 
l GorresDondence .£! Gerard t nlcy Ho;ekins and Richard 
'' atson Dixon , P • 132. -
i\ 
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its author was right in l1is conclusion that its personal 
note made it inuppropr5.a te for the sort of anthology 1hich 
Di xon w s preparing . 'l'he f irst two stanzas express the 
more or less conventional ., and sincere , wishes that t he 
marriage may be fruitful and made happy by the mutual 
I 
I 
s irit of charity. But in the final stanza the poet is I 
which lw has chosen in his ovm personal\ ~riting of the bond 
lif e: 
nr to him tum with tears 
'Vho to wedlock , his wonder wedlock 
Deals triumph and irnmortal years . n 
~11 tnessing the human marriage , the poet is reminded of his 
own vows ; his tears are not those of sorro'l _, but simply 
the expression of the welline up ~ithin him of the love 
nhich \"as sealed in the mystical union of his lif e ·i th 
Christ's . 
Felix Handal is another of the poems growing 
out of t he personal experiences of the priest's li1"'e . He 
has learned of the death of nF'elix H.andal the farriern to 
1hom he has been very close d-u:ring the dt ys of hi s illness , .! 
and the poem combines a meditative strain which muses on I 
I 
the chant;es brought by life 1 : ith admiration for physical I 
beauty and p ower . 'i'he "mould of m n, bis - boned ru1d hardy-
handsome " of Felix Renda l in his prime il'as something to be 
admired; there was a rightness , a ha.!'1nony of sturdy 
i! strength and st·urdy labor at the forge . '11he body ful fi l led 
,1 its purpose magnificently, but when 11 sickness broke him" • 
I 
1: 
' 
I ,, 
I 
' 
') 
'I 
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"with fatal four disorders fleshed there" , the harmony as 
disruptede F'elix 1 "impatlentn , itcursed at f:lrstn at the 
e1nptiness of' life, but t he priest as able to help him to 
achieve a different kind of' harmony tbrough repentance and 
the t hought of salvation., "our sweet reprieve and l."ansomn • 
He :ras anointed, made ready by the Church for a holy death, 
and his priest hopes t hat all h i s s:i.ns n1ay be f orgiven him. 
·inistering to the sick establishes an affectionate rela• 
tionship . ' 'he heart of the pr iest is touched by su£fering , 
and the comf'ort wlllch he b r ings wins the loving gratitude 
of the sufferer . ~rhe poem closes with the t hought of Felix 
in his days of s trene;th when vigox· answered all his needs 
and he had no consciou sness of t he decline of vigor uhich 
·was to J.ake it nece ssary that h e find a spiritual console.• 
tion to take its pl ace . The final l:nes are among tLe most 
po1erful and vivid t hat t he poet has \Yritten , an epitome of 
t he strength t ha t wo.s once Felix Randal's , 
"When thou a.t the random grim forge,. powerful 
amidst peers , 
Didst fett l e for tho great grey drayhorse his 
bright and battering sandall '' 
Of t he poet's response to the strength of F'elix. Ra.nda.l 1 
Professor abbott writes: 
" • • • • • • the sight of' J; ' e l ix Handal' s 'mould of man 
big- boned a nd b.urdy- handsome 11 wrecked by sickness , 
moved him to • • • •, • a fee ling of brotherhood due 
partl y , no doubt 1 to the admiration of the con-
templ ative :man for nature's active life 1n which 
the means are adjusted to the end 1 and the sinew 
121 
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and brain of' the craftsman are magnif'icently I 
equal to his task." . 
It is easy to imagine that the sensitiveness which is so 
clear in the life of Hopkins produced a sympathy which must 
have endeared him to those with whom he labored, particu-
larly in cases like this, of personal relationship. 
More of the "matter to write onrr which he 
-
found in his "professional experience" is expressed in 
Brothers. In the same letter which told Bridges the story 
of ~- Handsome __ Heart, Hopkins first mentions this poem: 
"I hope to enclose a little scene that touched 
... me at Mount St. Mart' a. It is something in 
Wordsworth' s manner; _which is,· I know, inimi t-
able and unapproachable, still I shall be glad 
to know if you think it a success, for pathos 
has a poin ·t; as precise as jest has and its 
happiness 'lies ever in the ear of him that 2 hears, not in the mouth of him that makes •''' 
The poet's critical sense forced him to change his original 
intention with regard to the form of the poem, as a letter 
of the following year (1880) indicat es: 
"~ Brothers was rather suggested by Wordsworth 
_than Patmore. It was first written in stanzas 
in Wordsworth's .manner, but when I compared it 
with his inimitable simplicity and gravity I was 
disgusted and meant to destroy it, till the 
thought struck me of changing the meter 1 which 
made it ·do •••••• I shall enclose a corrected 
version. The 1ncident3took place at Mount st. Mary's in Derbyshire." 
1 Letters to Bridges, Introduction, p. XXX. 
2 Ibid. I P• 86. 
I 
3 Ibid., p. 106. 
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The poem was apparently 1 much "worked over", for in 1881 1 
it is mentioned again in a letter., this time to Can.on 
Dixon: uThe Brothers I have rewritten in deference to 
both yours and Bridges' criticisms and now he is not satis-
i'ied and wishes it back again."1 Hopkins was sub-minister 
and teacher for a brief time at Mt. Saint Mary's, Chester-
··· I 
field., before going to Stonyhurst., and the sympathy for boy 
ish feeling which is shown ln Brothers will go straight to 
the heart of any teacher. The story is of the love and 
pride of Henry, the elder brother, for _young John who has 
been given a part in a Shrovetide play. On the night when 
the play is presented, Henry beckons Hopkins to sit beside 
I 
him., and the teacher finds the lad' s 11byplay" more touching/ 
than the play itself. Unconscious of -his se~tmate' s coverti! 
scrutiny, Henry is in the tbro~s of anxiety; he "smiled, Jl 
- II blushed., and bit his lip; Or drove ••••••• Clutched hands 
down through clasped knees." As for Jolm himself 1 he is 
feeling no anxiety; he is "brassbold". Through two long 
ac~Henry must endure his loving torment, before John's cu 
comes. And then, at the very climax for which he has been 
eating out his heart, he cannot, he dare not lookl But he 
hears his brother's voice ring out in clear, bold tones, 
and then the fever that has been burning away inside the 
dear, boyish heart of Henry finds relief in tears whose 
l Correspondence of Gerard Manley Hopkins !££ Richard 
Watson Dixon, p. 49. . 
123 
shame must be hidden in hands. The little drama that he 
has watched consoles the poet wi.th the thought of such 
natural kindness as Henry's, in the midst of contrary evi-
dences that nature is "bad, base, blind". The telling of 
the story is excellently timed; it gathers speed straight 
through to the climax, forging all details into the central 
pattern. The first version of the poem, in Wordsworthian 
stanzas, must have lacked the quickness which the three-
foot lines of the final form give. 
Spring !E:£ E.,ill: to a young child, has the 
flavor of personal experience, but we have the poet's word 
that that was not its source. Upon sending the poem to l 
Bridges, he comments: "I enclose a little piece composed I 
since I began this letter, not founded on any real inci- !1 
I' 
dent. ~l However 1 the poet's imagination is sufficient to II 
glve reality to the child "Margaret" who is grieving as she!l 
. I 
I 
watches the trees shedding their leaves, "Goldengrove un- I 
leaving';. The sensitiveness of the child moves tre poet, 
1 
her concern, which value a the things of nature as highly a J\1 
the things of man. Then comes the thought of how life will! 
react upon this sensitiveness. The sense of loss will ent1r 
experience so often that the heart will grow hardened to l1 
it, "nor spare a sighn though worlds of dim trees be sur- ~ 11 
rounded by the piled-up morsels of decaying leaves; but 
1 Letters !£ Bridges, P• 109. 
! 
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1 
there will be sorrow in life and a searching of the reasons j 
for it. Often there comes an inexplicable sadness - with II 
" the fading of autumn, at twilight, upon awakening in lonelyi 
! darkness - that gives life an undertone of unaccountable i 
melancholy. And the poet says: 
i'Sorrow' s springs are the same. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
It ia the blight man was born for, 
It is Margaret you mourn for." 
Mind cannot grasp, nor mouth express the source of sorrow, 
but heart and spirit are stirred by awareness of it. 
Within these deeper places lies the consciousness of the 
individual's being at one with_ all the evanescent scheme of 
things, part of the eternal pattern of ebb and flow in 
which the walls of intrinsic self must finally break down 
and yield to the inevitable order. In general, the though 
of the poem is not obscure, although it is compressed. 
lines may be troublesome because of word order: 
"Leaves, like the things of man, you 
_With your fresh thoughts care for, can you?" 
To spoil the rhyme and get the sense, the rearrangement 
. . would be: "Can you, with your fresh thoughts I care for II 
leaves, like the things of man? it The final lines are en I 
I 
unmistakable foreshadowing of the poet's own melancholy I 
I 
days of the spirit, ·when "the blight man was born for" dar1 
. - I kened and shriveled the earlier, more harmonious growth of 1 
the inner man. '-,, II 
I 
That foreshadowing becomes actuality ~or the i 
first time in the tragic Spelt ~Sibyl's Leaves in which[ 
the starkly-realized anguish over the loss of unique indi- I 
viduality cries out with the voice of despair. The entire i 
I 
poem is majestic, first in the description of evening which[ 
gives the sense of the operation of swift, untethered 1 uni-
versal forces, and secondly in the realization of life's 
bitter and inevitable evening. The first lines are like 
mighty organ music, 
"Earnest, earthless, equal, attuneable, vaulty, 
voluminous, stupendous 
Evening strains to be time's vast, womb-of-all, 
home-of-all, hearse-of-all night." 
The ungovernable forward motion lays hold upon the reader 
with a sense of physical strain. "The fond yellow horn-
light" of the early crescent moon is "wound to the west", 
I 
the final notes of its song of being echoed dimly above i 
I 
the emptiness where 1 t has set. The "wild hollow hoarligh~j 
hung to the height" already is fated in the waning of its II 
ethereal brightnes;, as the first glittering of the heraldJ 
. . - I 
of night, the "earliest stars, earl-stars, stars principal' 
-·-
appears. And earth, lovely, varied, individual earth "her 
being has unbound, her dapple is at an end". Look down 1 
- -· I 
upon her and see how the dinmess washes over all the brightl 
! 
radiant multiform life, how the etched outlines crumble an1 
fall into confusion, "astray or aswarm, all throughther, : 
l 
l (each through other} in throngs; self in self steeped and ! 
. I 
! 
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pashed." Self-hood., the precious essence of individuality, 
is crushed into a great coalescence, "quite disremembering, 
dismembering all now." Not a vestige of day's variegated 
joy remains in the world which is night. And what warning 
does the heart find in this great transition of nature? 
"Heart, you round me right"; you whisper to me the gri m and 
fatal secret: As in the world of nature, so must it final-
ly be in the world of man's being. There "our night whelms 
and will end us". Above, the cruel "tool-smooth bleak 
--
_light" is cut by the sharp-edged "beak-leaved bou.ghs dra-
..• 
gonish"., against colossal darkness. And the "tale" the 
., 
"oracle" of the spirit of men is chanted in heavy dull 
measured tones that fall like lead upon the spirit's fear-
ful ear. "Let life, waned, 
Off her 
Now her 
ah let life wind 
once skeined stained variety upo~all on 
two spools; part, pen, pack 
all in two flocks, two folds-black, white; 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
right, wrong; reckon but, reck but, mind ! 
But these two; ware of a world where but these two i 
tell, each off the other; of a rack 1 
Vihere, selfwrung, selfstrung; sheathe-and shelterless, ! 
thoughts against thoughts in groans grind.~ I 
For the individual {and these lines may be interpreted in 1 
strictly personal terms for the poet) even the heavy sacri-1 
fice of life in the tempting loveliness of the world can-
not bring repose. Demons will torment the spirit in the 
moral nnight"; self is the eternal prisoner of self., cap-
able of achieving no satisfaction without, thoughts end-
I 
I 
I 
I, 
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I 
I 
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lessly circling in piteous, irreconcilable conflict within 6 1 
I 
I 
I 
to lacerate the spirit forever. The deep poignancy o£ 
thought, and superlative, living artistry in expression as 
they are found in this poem have stirred all who have read 
the poem thoughtfully. Professor Abbott says of it: 
"•••••• the buffeting of his spirit by life's 
.. riddle 1 'the blight man was born for' 1 is best 
expressed in the tremendous and undoctrinal 
chorda of Spel t __ f.!:2!!:!_Sibyl' s _Leaves, where con-
templation of night's mystery conveys to his 
haunted mind the terror of annihilation and 
reverses all his former joy. This poem is per-
haps the mastelpiece of his more elaborate 
style ••••••" 
F. R. Leavis, who has interpreted the entire poem, wri tes 
thus of the conclusion: 
iiThe run of alliterations 6 rimes, and assonances 
-·suggests the irresistible poignancy of the 
realization. The poem ends with a terrible ef-
fect as of unsheathed nerves grinding upon one 
another. The grinding might at first be taken 
to be merely that of "rightn against "wrong", 
the inner conflict of ._ spirit and flesh6 and . the 
pain that which the believer knows he must face, 
the simple pain of renunciation. Yet we are 
aware of a more subtle anguish and a more des-
perate plight. And if we look closely we find 
that Hopkins is explicit about it: 
'black, white; right, wrong' 
- --
The first draft had 'wrong, right'; but he de-
liberately, and significantly, reversed the or-
der. If he were merely "ware of a world where 
but .. these two tell 1 his torment would be less 
cruel. But his consciousness is more complex; 
his absolutes waver2and change, and he is left in terrible doubt. ii · 
·I • 
+ 
l Ib~d., Introduction, p. XXXVII. -
2 Leavis, F. R.: op.cit., PP· --~~~-=--~~~~--------------
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MiSS Phare also makes a contribution to the interpretation I 
of the poem: 
"In the terrible Spelt __ _from __ Sibyl' s ___ Leaves he sees 
__ as in a nightmare the day - dies irae dies illa -
when right and wrong, black and white.,- are cate- . 
gories from which nothing is excluded. The dark-
ness., swallowing -up the dapple of twilight., 
drowning all colors and all shapes, becomes to J! 
him a foreshadowing of the day of wrath as it I 
was foretold to Aeneas by the CUmean Si'byl." 1 
Unquestionably it is one of the most desolate poems ever 
written., and the reader cannot come from it without the 
I 
I oppressive realization that the greatest of personal tra-
i gedies is that in whi.ch the individual, who has sought j 
peace through the severest ltind of sacrifice, is yet doomed ~~ 
to suffer the tortures of an inner conflict. 
Passing reference has been made to the poem 
2 Inversnaid and its expression of love for wild nature. 
Aided to some extent by Hopkins's letters., and further by 
conjecture, it is possible to observe the evolution of the 
idea into the poem. In 1879 the poet writes to Bridges: 
"I have two sonnets soaking., which if they shd. come to 
- . 
anything you shall have, and something, if I cd. only seize 
it., on the decline of nature, beginning somehow like this -
0 where is it, the wilderness, 
The wildness of the wilderness~ 
Where is it, the wilderness~ 
and ending -
1 Phare, Elsie Elizabeth: 
Ho~k:tns, u. 13. - ----~~~ : __ W!_j:~_ an~ __ 99_.____ -
~ Poetry of Gerard Manley 
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I 
I And wander in the wilderness; 
In the weedy wilderness, 
Wander in the wilderness. 11 1 
Apparently this conception rested . in the mind of the :poet# 
I 
I 
and no further work was done on the poem. Two years later, 1\
1 
in 1881, Hopkins went to Glasgow, in August, to serve as a 
2 
supply priest, and here in Scotland, he was at last able J 
I to "seize upon" what w~ni1d make a poem out of his "wilder- 'I 
ness" idea. He visited Inversnaid;, "where" 1 as he recalls !i 
to Canon Dixon, "Wordsworth saw the Highland Girl". 3 
Scotland's rugged beauty seems to have supplied the force 
that brought the idea to realization, for the poem 
Inversnaid bears the date "Sept. 28 1 188111 • 4 The lines 
'that first suggested themselves were abandoned for a more 
fresh and vital expression which gives the 'feel' of the 
specific place where "wildernessn is still to be foWld. 
First comes the description of a tumbling mountain stream; 
"This darksome burn, horseback brown, 
., His rollrock highroad roaring down," 
and one is reminded again of Hopkins's rightness of obser-
vation. How little "brown" water is to be found in poetry, 
and how much in nature, if poets were but observant1 And 
the mountain stream always tumbles other things along with 
it, rocks and branches and grass with its roots, so that 
1 Letters to Bridges, pp. 73-74. 
2 Correspondence 2£ Gerard Manlez Hopkins ~ Richard 
Watson Dixon, P• 5~. 
3 Ibid.: .p. 65. 
4 • . Notes to Poems: p. 112. 
I 
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11 
the sound is not pure water-sound, but has a roar of more 1 
solid things. The swift water is patterned all over with 
the force of its varied motion, leaping and rippling so that 
its quick surface is "flutedi' all over with upward and down-
ward turnings, all the way to the lake-home. Then there is 
the motion .where brook pours itself into lake, ruffling out, 
"A windpuff bonnet of fawn-froth," atop the ominous dark 
--pool, dancing and twisting 1n a creamy swirl. The winding 
I 
I 
Ill arches of the banks through which the brook has leapt down-
ward are all freshly spattered and sprinkled with the bound-
ing drops. Every plant within water's reach is fresh bap-
tized. "Let them be left" indeed, the i•Wildness and wet" 1 
-for they sing the original song of nature, whose power of 
refreshment man 1 s spirit will always need. 
The undated, untitled sonnet which begins, "A 
kingfisher_s catch fire, dragonflies draw flame" is a unified 
expression_ of one of. Hopkins's most eharacteristtc ideas, 
--
the meaning of self. Miss Phare remarks that "Hopkins evi-
dently takes pleasure in the thought that every man is 
unique and that all his actions and words have an indelible 
and unmistakable character. ul This is one of the clearest 
of Hopkins's poems. - In it he seems to have ac~eved some-
thing of the "more Miltonic plainness and severity" which 
eluded him in Andromeda. His thought is that "each mortal 
thing" is continually expressing its sel.fe Every motion, 
1 Phare, Elsie Elizabeth:: op.cit., P• 12. r *------------------=~-=--===o===--==--:::==-==-...:c:=--=~=- =====-===--====-====--= ·--==-== 
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every sound conveys the individual inscape. It is part of !J' 
the· dragonfly to wear the dazzling glint of sun on his , 
wings. The ringing sound of stones . tumbled into wells 1 the 
sounding quiver of plucked strings~ the voices of bells -
each shade of meaning of the thing belongs to the thing. 
This is the essential distinctiveness of the created worl.d 
which finds its ttlost intricate expression in the human mind 
If we glance for a moment at a passage from Hopkins's Cam-
menta on the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola, we 
.find his mind occupied again with this great concept o:t 
self: 
11 
•••••• when I consider my self'-being, rrry conscious-
_ ness and feeling of myself, that taste of myself, 
of I and me above and in all things, which is 
more distinct! ve 'than tbe taste of ale or alum, 
more distinctive than the smell of walnutleat or 
camphor, and is incommunicable by any means to 
another man (as .wben I was a child I used to ask 
myself': What must it be to be someone else?) 
. Nothing else in all nature comes near this un-
speakable s tre·ss of pitch, distinct! veness, and 
selving, this sel.fbeing of my own. Nothing ex-
plains it or resembles it, except so .far as this, 
that other men to themselves have the same .feel• 
1ng. But this onl{lmultiplies the phenomena to 
be explained •••••• 
In a world so individualized, so heterogeneous, there must 
be some kind of unifying principle which participates at 
once in the individual and in a purposive order. For the 
poet that principle is in the creative power of Christ in 
the person, which gives Grace and so marks the individual 
with the seal of God: 
\I 
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"Christ plays in ten thousand places, 
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his 
To the Father through the features of men's faces." 
It is not perhaps, overstepping the bounds of truth to say 
that in this poem we have the most comp.lete and unified ex-
pression of the philosophy whieh the mind of Hopkins found 
richest in meaning. 
Ribblesdale, designated as a companion piece 
to 1!,1 ~Valley .2[ ~ !!!z, is close in thought to the 
former poem, which saw man out of harmony with nature in 
Wales. 1 The poet found great beauty in his surroundings at 
Stonyhurst College. From the roof, as he wrote to Bridges, j 
he could see "a noble view of this Lancashire landscape, 
Pendle Hill, Ribblesdale, the fells, and all round, bleak-
ish but solemn and beautiful.n2· In the poem he speaks to 
"Earth, sweet Earth, sweet landscape, with leaves 
I 
I 
throng 
And louched low grass," ,/ il 
earth, which lacking tongue and heart, ''cannot but be". 
Earth fulfills its function superlatively well, however. 
serving Him who makes the loveliness of dale and reeling 
river, beauties bestowed without restraint, to remain as 
they were created, or to become the prey of "rack or wrong" 
I 
I 
I 
I 
And the heart of earth's expression is jjin d~ar and dogged ~ li 
man.'' He is the heir of loveliness, but not always a j' 
I 
1 See P• 97. 
2 Letters ll Bridges, p. 151. 
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worthy or responsible heir, being "To his own selfbent so 
bound" that he is careless of nature~ ready, for his own 
interests~ to strip earth bare of its richness, and heedles 
as well of the world to come. Heavy with anxiety at man's 1 
insensibility, it is no wonder that earth wears "brows of 
such care~ care and dear concern". When he sent the poem 
I 
II 
to Canon Dixon~ Hopkins explained the two peculiar word I 
usages to be found in 1 t: "In the sonnet enclosed 1 louchecl 111 
is a coinage of mine and is .meant to mean much the same as ~~ 
slouched~ slouching. And I mean 'throng' for an adjective I 
Thus "louched low grassitl. 
would be grass bent on lying close to earth, and "with - ~~ 
as we use it here in Lancash1re."1 
leaves throng" has the sense of "a throng with leaves". 
.. 
The I 
i 
Canon was pleased with the sonnet and wrote to Hopkins: "I I 
I like the sonnet on Earth the Creature, which you sent, veryj 
much, as I do all your work: it has the rareness~ the sweet I 
II 
ness that is in all: & could have been written by none 
other."2 Canon Dixon's sympathy and appreciation for his 
~ 
friend's poetry, as well as for the man himself, were great 
and he expressed this affection by dedicating his Lyrical 
Poems to Hopk1ns.3 In his observations upon man's failures 
to live up to his environment, Hopkins seems to have the 
ability to .be at once in the midst of his material and de-
1 Correspondence 2! Gerard Manley Hopkins !a£ Richard 
Watson Dixon: ·p. 109 
2 ~bid.: P• 110. 
3 Ibid.: P• 138. 
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tached from it. This detached, diagnostic attitude, which I 
never, however, gives the sense of the scientific or the j' 
dogmatic, may probably be accounted .for by both the scien- I 
tific and the priestly cast .of mind. Both attitudes re- 1 
I 
quire ari objectivity of observation coupled with the abilit~' 
to abstract the essential elements in the particulars under I 
observation. I 
I 
Hopkins thought very highly of ~ Leaden j 
~!!!!.'!~Golden~· which was intended to be sung by ~~~ 
a chorus of maidens in the drama on St. Winefred. The 1 
reader is immediately conscious of the strong musical move-
ment, which is enforced throughout by repetition and re-
frain. The first chorus is that of the "leaden echo", and 
-
the maidens who sing it are seeking some device, "some bow J 
- I 
or brooch or braid or brace, lace, latch or catch or key to 1 
I 
keep Back beauty". They would have age kept from encroach-
ment upon youthful loveliness; but they realize sadly that 
such a miracle as .they desire is impossible. •Age and 
age's evils" will not be kept "at bay". Death and dissolu-
tion await the loveliest; and so the song takes on the ca-
dence of despair. But the song of the "golden echo" inter-
~ 
poses. There is hope, say the golden maidens; there is a 
key to keep back beauty. It is not here, "Not within the 
singeing of the strong sun •••••• or treacherous the taint-
ing of the earth's air"; but "Somewhere elsewhere" is a 
~ ,, -
place where a.ll . fleeting beauty "Never fleets more", where 
··---·---- ------~===---==-
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there is "an everlastingness"# "an all youth". And the key I 
will be given when all the laughing, lovely attributes ofan I 
youth, when "beauty-in-the-ghost", are signed and sealed ~ 
I 
II With Him ·\ 
delivered, in the very moment of their young enchantment, 
"back to God# beauty's self and beauty's giver". 
the form of beauty is eternal; every least shade of it is 
preserved and enhanced to grace its owner's immortality. 
When this secret is known# one need ·no longer despair, for 
though beauty may seem, :for a brief', earthly moment to be 
gone, it is being kept, with "finer, fonder a care kept 11 
than mortals ever could keep it. And where, ask the maidens 
of the leaden echo, is it that beauty is kept so tenderly? - · 
"What high as thatl We :follow, now we follow." The idea of 
the song is wrought, it is clear, from that strain in Ho~ 
which calls out to youth to preserve itself by seeking and 
winning God's grace, but the expression here is more intri-
cate and detailed, especially in the concept of resurree-
tion, than it has been in former poems. 
The correspondence concerning this poem be-
tween Hopkins and Bridges is extremely interesting. It is 
evident that the poet bad written of his intention in the 
piece long before Bridges was .per.mitted to see a copy. of it 
for two years elapse between the first mention of it and 
the discussion. of the finished .poem • . _The first words about 
I 
it are from 1880: "You shall also see the Leaden Echo when l 
I 
+ 
- - I 
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" carry the reader along with it is tha. t it is drama tie I 
and meant to be popular. It is a song for St. Winefred's I 
maidens to sing. i:l In 1882 comes the word: · "I have J 
finished the Leaden and Golden echoes •••••• and am pleased ! 
with it: I shall send it you when I have put the last 
touches; it would be rash to send it today.'~ Apparently 1 
was sent shortly~ and Bridges's criticism implied are-
semblance to and imitation of Walt Whitman, against which 
charge Hopkins writes a most interesting defense~ at too 
great length to be reproduced here in its entirety.3 He 
says that he bas read a few of Whitman's pieces, and 
--
"This though very little, is quite enough to give 
. a strong impressi.on of his marked and original 
manner and way of thought and in particular of 
his rhythnl • • • • • • And first of the rhythm. Of 
course I saw that there was something in ril3 
long lines like his~ that the one would remind 
people of the other. And both are in4irregular rhythms. There the likeness ends." 
The exchange of criticism and discussion continues~ and 
I 
Hopkins~ like a good craftsman, works for improvement. 1. 
"All you say," he tells his friend, '~hall be at- I 
-~ tended to, but in some of your cri tioisms you 
are, I think, not quite at the .vein or in the 
'humor' of the piece. •••••• I find it a hard-
ship to alter 'sighs soaring~ sqaring sighs'; I 
quite believed. it _ to be a h1 t. «:5 _ 
The poet obeyed his instinct here~ and the line was not 
l Letters to Bridges, P• 106. 
2 Ibid.: p. 153. 
3 See Letters to Bridges, PP• 154 et seq. 
4 Letters !£Bridges: PP• 154-155. 
5 Ibid.: P• 158• 
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changed_. Bridges found difficulty with the lines, 
nNay what we had lighthanded left in surly the 
mere mould 
Will have waked and have waxed and have walked 
with the wind what while we slept," 
and Hopkins explained his meaning thus: "'Nay what we 
lighthanded' etc. means 'Nay more: the seed that we so care-
lessly and freely flung into the dull furrow, and then for-
got it, will have come to ear meantime. 1 ul The poet 1 s final I 
I 
comment in this discussion shows perhaps that tbe poem bad 
been too much tossed about in his own mind by Bridges's 
criticism and his reaction to it: 
"Of course I do and must pay attention to your 1! 
_criticism on the Echoes and everything else. 1: 
I am now, however, somewhat dismayed about that ,1 
piece and have laid it aside for a while. I 
cannot satisfy myself about the first line. 1 
You must lmow that words like 1 charm' and 'en- Ill 
chantment' will not do: the thought is of 
beauty as . of something that can be physically II 
kept and lost by phys:lcal things only, like 
keys; then the things must come from mundus II 
muliebria; and thirdly they must not be mark-
edly oldfashioned. You will see that this 1/l 
limits the choice of words very much indeed. 
However I shall make some changes. 'Back' is J 
not pretty, but it gives that feeling2of I,, physical constraint which. I want." 
No satisfactory changes presented themselves, apparently, I 
because the poem remains in the form in whiCh it was writte, l 
previous to this letter. Perhaps Bridges's judgment of the I 
poem was not severe, after all, for Professor Abbott thinks 
l Ibid.: 
2 Ibid.: 
P• 159• 
PP• 161-162. 
I 
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that Canon Dixon's rererence to having received from 
Bridges news that Hopkins had sent the latter rra 'very 
fine' poem" may allude to the Echoes.1 While one feels~ at 
rirst~ that the running variety of word pattern in the long 
lines is part or the musical stress~ it also becomes ap-
parent that there is an intensification of the sense of a 
breadth of the concept in a passage that carries as much as 
this: 
"Winning ways~ airs innocent~ maiden manners, sweet 
looks, 
loose locks, long locka~ lovelocka~ gaygear& going 
gallant,girlgrace -
Mr. Leavis remarks that words so employed 
"are capable of use for expressing complexities 
.. of feeling~ the movement of consciousness 1 dif'• 
ficult and urgent s·tates of mind. • • • • • • Such 
devices may be used to ~ncrease the expectancy 
·involved in rhythm and change its direction, 
to control movement, to give words new associa-
tions, and bring diverse ideas and emotions to-
gether, to intensify the sense of inevitability -
in short, to get new, p2ecise and complex re-
sponses out of words." 
The idea in the poem of the resigning of earthly beauty to 
God struck Bridges as being ascetic, and apropos of this 
point, Father Kelly has an interesting discussion of the 
point of ·view of the religious life.. . 
"The act of chastity", he writes, "is in giving 
-· them" (feminine graces and beauties) "to GOd 
without a private rake-off for delectation; an 
I 
I 
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1 Correspondence .2! Gerard Manley . Hopkins ~ Richard ,~1 
Watson Dixon: p. 105. . 
2 Leavia, It'. R. :~~-~-~_!...!_R~--!7~• --===-=-'---======F===== 
offering with recognition of their beauty in the 
eyes of God, which is lovelier beyond all mea-
sure than their beauty in the partial eyes of 
men. Tbis1is precisely the act of the present poem." 
.. 
Although ~ Leaden and ~ Golden ~ is dramatic in 
intent and not, therefore, projected directly out of the 
author's personality, it is evident, especially in the 
song of the golden echo, that the mind, beliefs, and atti-
tudes of Hopkins are the controlling forces of the thought 
Here, as elsewhere, he sings his refrain of the perfect 
circle of beauty 6 i'rom .. Source to Source • 
~Blessed Virgin compared!£~ .!!£~ 
Breathe has a purely religious symbolism, which naturally 
limits its appeal. The occasion for writing it is ex-
plained in a letter to Canon Dixon in 1883: "During May I 
was asked to write something in honour of the Blessed 
Virgin, it being the custom to hang up verse-compositions 
in the tongues (which sometimes are far-fetched, for people 
gravitate to us from odd quarters}: I did a piece in the 
same metre as 'Blue in the mists all day'. ii2 The metrical 
<-
model was a ·piece in Dixon's Lyrical Poems. While Bridges 
was not sympathetic towards the religious point of view, 
he was apparently won by the artistry of the poem, for 
Canon Dixon writes to Hopkins: "Of the other poem which 
1 Kelly, Bernard, s. J.: op.cit. 
2 Correspondence .2!. Gerard Manley Hopkins .!!!!.£ Richard 
Watson Dixon: P• 108. 
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you mention, on Our Lady, it is probably the same that 
Bridges has mentioned to me, saying that it is 'a~rable' 
'OUr Lady compared to the Air we breathe 1 ."1 In exposi-
tion, the poem is very highly wrought, presenting an an-
alogy between 'Mary, Mother of Divine Grace", who enfolds 
the life of man with continuous grace and intercession, 
and the "world-mothering" air that surrounds, invigorates, 
and enhances every object and every particle of an object 
upon earth. Miss Phare points out that the poem shows 
Hopkins's closeness ·to the "conceit" mentality,2 which 
characterized the seventeenth century religious poets. It 
is quite true that the piece has the same kind of effect 
of highly wrought artificiality; and for that very reason 
it is not typical of its author; nor should it be inter-
preted as embodying a deeply personal point of view. One 
of the conclusions which Miss Phare draws with regard to 
Hopkins's general set of mind seems to be based entirely 
on this unrepresentative poem. "By his intellect.," she 
"· 
has written, neverything is seen as tidy, orderly, part 
of a pattern; the world as viewed in the light of Catholic 
dogma is a riddle solved."3 No doubt Hopkins desired most 
·-
earnestly that the world might be for him a riddle solved, 
but there are far too many evidences to the contrary to 
1 Ibid.: P• 110 
2 Phare 1 Elsie Elizabeth: op.cit., p. 9. 
3 Ibid.: p. 10 
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warrant the acceptance of the fact that it ever became so 
indeed. The poem is longer than the typical work of the 
author, the tbree•foot lines and the rhyme, much more regu-
lar. Even for those who would not be attracted to the 
praise of the Virgin, there must be an ethereal, delicate 
charm in the poet's description of the air 
''That each eyelash or hair 
_Girdles, goes home betwixt 
The fleeciest, frailest-flixed 
Snowflake u · · 
There is a breathing, luminous quality, almost 
in the blueness of sky and the purity of' clear air that 
exists with the blue yet apart from it. 
"The glass~blue days are . those 
~When every colour glows • 
• • • • • • • • 
Blue be it: this blue heaven 
The seven or seven times seven 
·Hued sunbeam will transmit 
Perfect, not alter it." . 
Sky breathes only an enhancing "bloom" over things of eartl 
so that they show more fair; and air tempers the fire of 
the planets. To the Blessed Virgin are attributed powers 
like those of the all-enfolding air. She is the "robe" of' 
.. 
mercy interposed between the guilt of the world and Heaven 
To her supplicants she dispenses God's providence; She is 
that providence, and gives Herself freely to men. She is 
our spiritual mother, entering into ua to disperse sin 
with grace, recreating Christ within us, ~raculously, and 
142 
He is the breath on which the spirit feeds# the true in-
spiration of better self. Through the Divine Mother# the 
Son is made actual; and it is She, then, that is our best 
atmosphere. Enfolded by Her presence, as by air# we are 
protected from the harshness of sin, and Her mild influ-
ence leads us to "patience, penance# prayer" through which 
the life of the Christian spirit achieves its sole, holy 
purpose. The entire spirit of the poem is reverent, ten-
der devotion, and the Divine Moti:;ter · has been given a 
reality of infinite charitable love that is as reassuring 
as t:b..e touch of a firm, gentle hand. One could wish that 
the Holy Mother might always have comforted the son who 
sang Her praises in this poem. 
On September 1, 1885, Hopkins wrote to 
Bridges: "I shall shortly have some sonnets to send you, 
five or more. Four of these came like inspirations unbid• 
den and against my will. And in the life I lead now, w~c 
is one of a continually jaded and harrassed mind, if in an 
leisure I try to do anything I make no way - nor with my 
work, alas' but so it must be."1 The printed version of 
the sonnet ~ ~ serves Mortal Beauty is from a copy of 
the poem dated but a week before these melancholy words 
were written, and if the poet had worked on it at this 
time, he must indeed have been able to lose himself in his j 
I 
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work, for the lines bear no dark trace of t:-m~:·-:;--r------
1 despair, wbich was beginning noYI to cloud the life of 1 
Hopkins. In the poem is reaffirmed his . belief in loving 
the physical beauty of earth and men. Mortal beauty is 
dangerous in its very perfection of life, feature, and 
form; but beauty is good, and it communicates, in its per-
fection, its goodness and worth. Beauty stirs men's minds 
it spoke in its own language to Gregory when he looked 
upon the English slaves and saw angelic goodness which the 
Church must claim. The urge for love and worship in man i 
divorced from its purpose unless it seek the self 
in man. It should be so simple to realize that loving 
beauty in man is loving the Source of beauty which is in 
every created beautiful thing. There is a higher beauty t 1 
be sought, of course, "God's better beauty, grace", which 
-·-
enhances all loveliness of form or feature, and it is 
earnestly desired that all may reach out for and absorb 
that beauty into the self. The thought of this poem is so \ 
close to the personality of Hopkins as it was expressed in 
his relationship to those whom he loved that it is interest 
ing to examine with it his expression of a very similar 
thought to Bridges. The bond between these two, despite 
their temperamental diferences, was that of deepest friend-
ship and regard. In many ways, each revealed himself to 
the other without reserve, and the letter to which we shall 
presently turn was apparently written in reply to Bridges's 
====~==========================--=--==-==--===-=~=== 
expression of anxiety about himself, for he knew the dis-
couragement of doubt of artistic power and needed some-
times to be comforted and reassured. No man has ever 
spoken more tenderly or earnestly of his love for another 
or the basis of that love tban does Hopkins in these words 
to his f'riend: 
"You seem to want to be toldover again that you 
._have genius and are a poet and your verses beau-
tiful. You have been told so, not only by me 
but very spontaneously by Gosse, Marzials, and 
others •••••• You want perhaps to be told 
more in particular. I am not the best to tell 
you, being biassed by love, and yet I am too. 
I think then no one can admire beauty of the 
body more than I do, and it is of course a com-
fort to find beauty in a friend or a friend in 
beauty. But this kind of beauty is dangerous. 
Then comes the beauty of the mind, such as 
genius, and this is greater than the beauty of 
tbe body and not to call dangerous. And more 
beautiful than the beauty of the mind is the 
beauty of character, the 'handsome heart•. 
Now every beauty is not a wit nor has every wit 
or genius character. For though even bodily 
beauty, even the beauty of blooming health, is 
from the souli in the sense, as we Aristotelian 
Catholics say, that the soul . is.. the form of 
the body, yet the soul may have no other beauty, 
so to speak, than that which it expresses in 
the symmetry of the body • • • • • • But what is 
more to be remarked is tba. t in like manner the 
soul .. may have no further beauty then the. t 
which is seen in the mind, that there may be 
genius uninformed by character." 
Here follows a passage in which the poet remarks the lack 
of nobility in Tennyson, despite his great gifts, and 
Burns's difficiency of beauty in utterance to complement 
his manly character. The letter continues: 
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"Now after all this introduction I come to what 
.. I want to say. If I were not your friend I 
shd. wish to be the friend of the man that wrote 
your poems. They show the eye for pure beauty 
and they show, my dearest, besides, the charac-
ter which is much more rare and precious •••••• 
Since I must not flatter or exaggerate I do not 
claim that you have such a .volume of imagery as 
Tennyson, Swinburne, or Morris, though the feel-
ing for beauty you have seems to me pure and ex-
quisite; but in point of character, of sincerity 
or earnestness, of manliness, of tenderness of 
humour, melancholy, human feeling, you have what 
they ha~e1not and seem scarcely to think worth having." 
Besides the revelation of affection, we have in these word 
the expression of one of the deepest needs in Hopkins1s 
life, the need to find beauty. Again and again in his 
poems, has been observed an apprehension lest beauty not 
be preserved, and one wonders whether it is n.ot possible 
that some breaking of the ties with beauty did not produce 
the desolation, the sense of tortured abandonment that 
marks the "terriblen poems. 
A striving toward greater clarity and a 
turning away from the tendency to overload words, phrases, 
and lines with meaning are apparent in ~ Soldier. The 
first word 11Yes," abrupt and alone, is somewhat surprising 
but its meaning is clearly, "Yes, of course," 11 It is 
granted." In the octave of the sonnet, the poet answers 
the question put in the first line: "Why do we all, seei 
of a soldier, bless bim?rr "Men in uniform," "redcoats," 
1
j 
1 Ibid: PP• 95-96. 
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"tars.," win always some special glance of approbation; 
and the reason for it is that the heart identifies the man 
with his calling. It is a noble thing to serve flag and 
country and we want to believe there is nobility in those 
who wear the proud insignia. We want to . find "all" within 
the man "as sterling" as what flashes on the eye is 
-· 
itsmart. 11 The "scarlet" must wear for us the "express" 
" 
"spirit of war." The sestet now draws a comparison of' the 
--
soldier just visualized with Christ., who also "knows war., 
served tbis soldiering through. 11 He knows the ways of 
soldiers and sailors. "He of all can handle a rope beat. • 
He has been in the buffet and activity of life; and He has 
entered into all the busy experience of humankind. And so 
there is a very strong bond between Christ and men who 
labor stoutly. When such a man puts all his heart and be- l 
ing into the accomplishment of some sturdy activity., 
Christ cannot refrain from applauding the hardy endeavor., 
and 
"For love he leans forth, needs his neck must 
fall on., kiss., 
And cry 'A Christ-done deedl 1 " 
And were Christ to "eome o'er again" it 
would be in just such perfection of strength in doing what 
was to be done. The poem., as printed, has an instance of 
the changing of' a word by Bridges. Hopkins had written., 
"He of all can reave a rope bestn in describing Christ's 
knowledge of the sailor's task. "Reave" is replaced by 
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"handle" in the poem., because of the obscurity of the word, 
~ . 
which, Bridges says, should be properly "reeve," if used 
with the dialectal sense ''weave" or "bril1g togetber. nl 
Perhaps the change was wise, but there is a flavor to 
Hopkins's word that is lacking in .the substitute. 
Had it not been necessary for the entire 
thought of Tom's Garland to be explained to Bridges, this 
epitome of Hopkinsian complexity and compression might sti 
be unyielding _rock to all intellectua1 hammers. As a pries , 
i 
Hopkins had knoWI1 the conditions of life among the very poor • 
In the man., a strong sense of social justice was fUsed ![ 
with the desire tha. t England might approach more· nearly the[\ 
I 
perfect state to whose life and progress all citizens have 
something to contribute., and from whom all deserve justice 
and a guarantee of the worth of living. It is the social 
sense th.a t speaks in Tom's Garland., and for the in terpre-
tation of the poem one must turn to the poet, as he ex-
plains himself to Bridges in the letter of February 10, 
1888: 
-.,I laughed outright and often, but very sar-
..  donically, to think you and the Canon could 
not construe my last sonnet. •••••• It is 
plain I must go no farther on this road: if 
you and he cannot understand me, who will? •• 
•••• It means then that, as St. Paul and , 
Plato and Hobbes and everybody says, the com-
monwealth or well ordered human society is 
l See notes to Poems, pp. 100 and 114. 
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like one man; a body with many members and 
each its runction; some higher~ some lower, 
but all honourable 1 from the honour which 
belongs to the whole. The head is the 
sovereign, who has no superior but God and 
rrom heaven receives his or her authority; 
we must then imagine this head as bare •••••• 
and covered, so to say, only with the sun and 
stars, or which the crown is a symbol, which 
is an ornament but not a covering; it has an 
enormous hat or skull cap, the vault of heav-
en. The foot is the daylabourer, and this 
is armed with hobnail boots, because it has 
to wear and be worn by the ground, which again 
is symbolical; for it i .s navvies and dayla-
bourers, who, on the great scale or in gangs 
and millions, mainly trench~ tunnel, blast, 
and in other ways disfigure , 'ma.mmock'' the 
earth and, on a small scale, singly, and super-
ricially stamp it with their footprints. And 
the 'garlands' of nails they wear are there• 
fore the visible badge of the place they fill, 
the lowest in the commonwealth. But this place 
still shares the common honour, and if it 
wants one advantage, glory or public rame, 
makes up ror it by another, ease of mind, ab-
sence of care; and these things are symbol-
ized by the gold and the iron garlands •••••• 
Therefore the scene of the poem is laid at 
evening, when they are giving over work and 
one after another pile their picks, with whiCh 
they earn their living, and swing off home, 
knocking sparks out of mother earth not now 
by labor and of· choice but by the mere foot-
ing, being strongshod and making no hardship 
of hardness, taking all easy. And so to 
supper and bed. Hare comes a violent but 
effective hyperbaton or suspension, in which 
the action of the mind mintics that of the la-
bourer - surveys his lot, low but free from 
care; then by a sudden strong act throws it 
over the shoulder and tosses it away as a 
light matter. The witnessing of which light-
heartedness makes me indignant with the fools 
of Radical Levellers. But presently I remem-
ber that this is all very well for those who 
are in, however low 1n 1 the Commonwealth and 
share in any way the Common weal; but that the 
curse of our times is that many do not share 
it, that they are outcasts from it and have 
neither security nor splendour; that they 
share care with the high and obscurity with 
the low~ but wealth or co~ort with - neither~ 
And this state of thing~ I say, is the ori-
gin of Loafers, Tramps, Cornerboys, Roughs~ 
Socialists and other pests of society. And 
I think it is a very pregnant sonnet and in 
point of execution very1higbly wrought. Too much so~ I am afraid. •• 
When it is observed~ for example, that the concept of the 
perfect commonwealth as here explained at length, occupies 
but two and one-half lines in the poem, and that the _fate of 
the outcasts . is gathered into: "This, by Despair, bred 
I 
· Hangdog dull; by Rage, Manwolf, worse., 11 it is quite evident 
that no one could find the meaning of the poem without the 
author's guidance. The poem is subtitled "upon the Unem-
ployed," indicating that the emphasis is strongest upon 
latter lines of the poem, where the restless discontent of 
the "undenizened" bodes ill for England. The poem rears 
itself as a barrier between mind and meaning that cannot be 
got over without the hand of the author all the way through. 
It cannot be placed among the author's best poems. It is 
interesting; it is curious; but it offers no real intellec-
tual challenge, for hope of understanding dies immediately 
in the mind, and a challenge must carry with it at least 
even chances of victory. 
Hopkins wanted Harry Ploughman "to be a 
vivid figure before the mind's eye"2 and he is unmistakably 
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2 Ibid.: p; 265. 
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-tbat. Tbe sonnet is a direct portrait of the ploughman, in )I 
which all the power of the autb~r in detailed observation I 
is brought. to bear. The sturdy figure has been molded and I 
shaped by its labor till every bit of bone 1 muscle 1 and 
flesh is bent to the strong motion that the labor demands. 
From head to foot~ Harry's body obeys the impulse that 
fuses it with the plough. He might pose for a statue of 
labor. His ar~ are bard as the bars of the sheep pen; 
' 
they are covered with "a broth of goldish flue", or fine 
down. · The strong frame of ribs is like a gridiron; the 
flank is "scooped11 lean by labor; the thigh is strongly-
muscled; the hub of the knee strong; and the "barrelled 
shankn thick and sturdy from following the plough. All 
. 
obey the "grey eye'.s heed", 11 one crew, fall to." The pat-
tern of mounded muscle, the corded sinew, move in strong 
harmoniO"U:S action to fulfill each need of labor. Over the 
plough Harry bends easily~ smoothly. "Back, elbow, and 
liquid waist In him all quail (bend) to the wallowing o' 
the plough." Up comes his head when something in rein or 
rig must be tossed or pulled. The wind lifts his hair, ,I 
"See his wind-lilylocks-laced". 
II 
There is "churls grace" 1n 111 
!I 
--
the poweri'ul movement of feet that · are · in a race with the 
plough along the fresh, wet furrow. Harry is all firm, 
fine, and strong in appearance and in action, clear and 
clean as the country air he breathes and the country earth 
that has shaped him. To see the picture it is not neces-
II 
I 
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sary, in this poem, to master the grammar of every sentence , 
but it is interesting to observe an example of its intri- II 
cacy 1 as in these lines: I' 
" Each limb r s barrowy brawn, his thew 
_That onewhere curded, onewhere sucked or sank - 1 
Though as a beechbole fir.m, finds his, as at a 
rollcall rank 1 
And features in flesh, what deed he each must do - " I 
The subjects here are "brawn" and "thew;" the verbs "finds'' 1 
and ~1'eaturea, • and the objects "rank" Wl.d ."what deed;• .. ~~ 
"That onewhere -" and "Though as a beechbole - " modify 
1 
- .. .. " I 
"brawn" and "thew" 1 and "as at a rollcall n modifies "finds. 'I 
Bridges 1 s note explains the grannnar of th~ last thre~ ·/ 1 
' I 
lines: •••••• "the grammar intends, 'How his churl' s grace 1 
- . 
governs the movement of his booted (in bluff hide} feet, as / 
they are matched in a race with the wet and shining furrow 
overturned by the share.' ul 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
The untitled . sonnet that begins, "Patience, I 
hard thing1" is one of the poems in which the troubled 
spirit of the poet is able to find some island of comfort 
in the treacherous seas that he traversed in the years just 
before his death. It is, perhaps, to be regretted that 
Hopkins confined himself to the sonnet form in these later 
years, but it is also true that concentration upon this 
form resulted in more strict and harmonious composition th 
is to be found in his earlier poems. The mind is able to 
l Notes to Poems: p.ll6. 
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and is not forced to untang~ 
the threads of meaning. In the sonnet on patience, the ll 
theme develops the idea with which the earlier poem Peace is l 
concluded.1 The thought is first of the difficulty in- I 
volved in simply desiring patience. It is a hard thing "bu~ 
I 
to pray, But bid for 1 11 because it is the very nature of pa- 1 
I 
I 
tience deliberately to seek the hard way. It "Wants war, 
wants wo.unds 1 11 forcing the self to desire the essentially 
undesirable. · But only in the true nature of self-denial is I 
patience to be found. The service of patience is healing: 
"Natural heart's ivy, Patience masks 
Our ruins of wrecked past purpose." 
And beauty, as well as strength1 grows from its roots: 
"There she basks 
I 
I 
Purple eyes and seas of liquid leaves all day." I 
The "purple eyes :' of ivy raises some question as to meaning 1 
Perhaps the "eyes" are the deep shadows among the thick 
., 
leaves. If patience is rooted within, it is possible to 
ask God still to "bend" "the rebellious wills of us" "to 
him," though 'the pain of the heart as it grates on itself' 
seems too much to be borne. The power of patience is so 
I 
! 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
great because of its source 
tils Delicious kindness." 
in Him "who more and more dis- j 
Like soft amber honey, "Patience 1j 
fills His crisp combs, and that comes those ways we know," 
-
those ways of weary t~es and tasks 1 of suffering and obe-
dience. 
10'7, 108. 
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In the sonnet that follows this, "My own 
heart let me more have pity on.," there is also some refuge 
and surcease from inner conflict. Hope and faith, though 
dim., have not gone beyond recall, and the spirit is still 
permitted their refreshment. Self addresses self in the 
poem, as reason calls for a truce in the struggle. nMy 
own heart let me more have pity on.," cries the reasonable 
' 
self. Let ~his ceaseless circling of ''tormented mind" upon 
"tormented mind 11 cease; recognize that this is a futile 
endeavor. The comfort that is sought can no more be found 
than can light by a blind man. It is time to "call off 
thoughts awhile elsewhere," to take things as they are, to 
11let joy size At God knows when to God knows what: 11 but 
hold in the m±pd that God's limitless knowledge tells Him 
what is best to do and when is best to do it, and content-
ment will come, and grow. God's "smile 1 s not wrung - 11 
' His favor will not come for agonizing after it. It comes 
' 
when least expected 11as skies Betweenpie mountains," to 
sweeten life with surprised joy. 11Betweenpie mountains" is 
a lovely expression, though not quite clear at first. It i 
explained by Bridges thus: 11 •••••• 1pie 1 apparently makes 
' 
a compound verb with 'between.,' meaning 'as the sky seen 
between dark mountains is brightly dappled,' the grammar 
such as 1 intervariegates 1 would make.u1 
1 Notes to Poems, P• 117. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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An interesting contrast in reaction is pro-
vided in the comments of Father Lahey and Professor Abbott 
upon the complex sonnet~ Nature ~ ~ Heraclitean ~ 
and of the Comfort of the Resurrection. It is the expec-
--- --
tancy in the mind of the reader that determines, in large 
measure, the ,effect of what is read, and the expectancy of 
the religious mind differs sharply from that of the literar 
mind. In his discussion of Hopkins as an artist, Father 
Lahey writes: 
"Ten years after the writing of 'The Windhover' 1 
. he composed his 'That Nature is a Heraclitean 
Fire ~nd of the comfort of the Resurrection', 
which, to me, seems to stand first among his 
triumphs and which also has the customary sim-
plification. Its extraordinary ending has at 
last rivalled the serene exaltation of the 
close of Browning's 'Prospice'. Closely re-
lated ·to this sonnet. is 'Spelt from Sibyl's 
Leaves' which is fraught with calculated rhy-
thms and striking lines, but which is re-
strained and subdued; the two sonnets are like 
two soaring rockets, one trailing a blaze of 
light 'onll11the other breaking into a cascade 
of stars. 
Professor Abbott, on the other hand, as already has been 
2 
noted, calls "Spelt from ?Sibyl's Leaves" "the masterpiece 
-
of his more elaborate style", arid adds "for the sonnet 
-1 That Nature i a a Herac 11 tean Fire ' •••••• 1 where the com-
' 
fort of the Resurrection jumps out of the pattern, is not 
1all to one 'f?hing wrought' • 11 3 For Father Lahey, the poem 
1 Lahey, G. F.: Gerard Manley Hopkins, p. 117. 
2 See P• 128. 
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is built for the Resurrection; for Professor Abbott, theve~ ~~~ 
Resurrection concept disorganizes the whole. That the -., 
concept of th~ Resurrection is in itself .. beautiful, at any 'j 
time and in anyone's words, may be freely granted, and it 
naturally had, tremendous significance for Hopkins. Pro- J 
:ressor Abbott's judgment, however, seems to be more accura1el 
than Father L,ahey' a, since, with the exception of the final I 
stirring words, -the poem is stronger in its realization of \ 
Nature's Heracli tean Fire than in that of the Resurrection. [\ 
There is, in fact, one line in the Resurre.ction poetry in !j 
which, most extraordinarily, Hopkins is but one remove from I 
the clich~: 
"Across rny foundering deck shone 
.A beacon, an eternal beam. n 
Unlike nearly every other line from Hopkins's pen, this 
might have be:en written by almost any capable poet. To tur 
in more detail, to the poem and its meaning, the first nine 
lines are the drama of multiplicity of changing activity in 
nature. Such a realization of the eternal flux and muta-
bili ty of the natural world would have delighted Heraclitus 
himself . First is seen the maze of motion in the sky where 
"Cloud-puffball, torn tufts, tossed pillows flaunt 
' forth, then chevy on an air--
built thoroughface:" 
Years of observation of the ways of cloud and wind had pre-
pared for this "chevying" 1 or swift running, of cloud forms 
in infinite patterns. Down the surface of the heavens race 
----=--====~~====-==-=--===--=-=·-=-=- - -==-=::-.o=---:c=- ... --- - ·-·· - - ··-·-
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the clouds to meet earth "wherever an elm arches", and the 
pattern of motion becomes more intricately woven as 
nshivelights and shadowtackle in long 
lashes lace, lance, and pair." 
In and around the tree the iishives", or fragments, of light 
are in a darting dance with al l the varied gear, the 
iitackle" of the shadows; they intertwine, they strike again 
I 
each other, they march sedately side by side. Arid the wind, \ 
I in romping splendor, is busy about and upon the earth, eras-1 
I 
ing from its surface all trace of "yestertempest's creases". 
He blows upon the moist places and soon there is dust; he 
grips the marks and prints that man has made in earth and 
holds them to their mold. Everywhere, in every earhhly 
thing, "Million-fuel~d, nature's bonfire burns on." 
Then the thought turns to man, nature 1 s "clearest setv~d 
spark" 1 and how death swallows up all his living brightness 
quenches utterly, beyond remembrance, every smallest flicke 
of his flame. Here the poem breaks abruptly, with "Enoughl 
the Resurrection, A heart's clarion" 1 and hope returns. 
The trumpet sounds, and man's soul is triumphant. The grea 
bonfire of nat~e may have spent itself completely; but the 
fire of man's soul leaps and darts in eternal sunlight. 
"This Jack, joke, poor potsherd, patch, matchwood, 
Is immortal diamond." 
immortal diamond, 
In million-faceted brilliance, never to be quenced, the 
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radiant heart of the allatropic mystery, man's immortal 
soul burns on. 
The sonnet in honor of St. Alphonsus 
Rodriguez, Laybrother of the Society of Jesus, written "up-
on occasion" comes off remarkably well. The occasion $.s 
explained by Hopkins in a letter to Bridges on October 3 1 
1888: 
"I ask your opinion of a sonnet written to order 
... on the occasion of the first feast since his 
canonisation proper of St. Alphonsus Rodriguez, 
a laybrother of our Order, who for 40 years 
acted as hall-porter to the College of Palma in 
Majorca: he was, it is believed, much favored 
by God with heavenly light's and much persecuted · 
by evil spirits. The sonnet (I say it snorting) 
aims at being intelligible. 
"And please do not put it aside 'for further 
neglect! but answer smart. It has to go to Majorca. 
"Cali in the Canon, have a cons~ltation, sit, 
and send resul t by return - or soon." 
The thought of the sonnet is clearly ex-
pressed: "Honour is flashed off exploits, so we say". 
~ 
Glorious deeds, battles won, heroic martyrdom, are given 
lj II ,, 
r' 
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I their meed of tribute by the world. The unobtrusive ex-
ploits that write their story of struggle and victory with-
in the doer, where they are hidden from the world, go unre- ii 
marked. So it was with the humble Alphonsus. His life of 11 
the spirit was unknown, save to God, through Whose power ll 
Alphonsus 1 s spiritual victories were won in all those years // 
I 
' 
1 Ibid.: PP• 292-293. 
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1 '*That in Majorca Alphonso watched the door. 11 
i 
There is an interesting discussion with Bridges of certain 
lines of the poem: 
I 
i "Yet God (that hews mountain and continent, 
: .. Earth, all, out; who with tricklin,g increment, 
: Veins violets and tall trees makes more and more)". 
I 
I -
Evidently Bridges objected to the ":hewing" of mountains and 
I 
I 
conti~ents, but Hopkins justifies his use of the word most 
I 
convi:m.cingly: 
I 
I 
1
11 I cannot quite understand nor so far as I under-
1-- stand agree with the difficulty you raise about 
• the con tin en ts and so on. It is true continents 
· are partly made by 'trickling increment'; but 
what is on tbe whole truest and most strikes us 
about them and mountains is that they are made 
what we see them by trickling ~crements, by de-
trition, weathering., and the like. And at any 
rate whatever is markedly featured in stone or 
what is like atone is moat naturally said to 
1 be hewn, and to shape, itself, means in old 
1 English to hew and the Hebrew 11bara" to create, 
even properly means to hew. But life and l:tv-
ing things are not naturally said to-be hewn; 
they grow, and1their growth is by trickling 
_increment." 
In th~ commonly accepted sense of the word, Hopkins can 
1 
scarcely be called one of our "reasonable 11 poets; yet in 
I 
discussions such as that above., of the knowledge or learning 
I 
that bulwarks his thoughts, he is disclosed as one of our 
I 
most I' reasoned" and "reasoning" writers. 
+ The very discouragement of unproductive ef-
I 
fort :ts the theme of the sonnet, "Justus quidem tu es 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ Ibi.<l.. : pp. 296 -2'1 7. L 
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~~ ----~~~~e-, si disputem tecum." It asks the old, old question, r-···------
1 "Why do the ways of the wicked prosper and good men go nn- I ~ 
1i I! I' rewarded?" The poet has given to God the thoughts and de- li ~~~~~·1 vot~d endeavors of years, yet he is vexed bryathdiersatpphaoninhtmiesnt ]\,1\ It does not seem that, were God his enemy • I 
1
1
1 
friend, He could visit upon him worse thwarting and defeat. 'I· 
li 
11 
li In careless moments, the heedless and sinful find more joy I 
j tha:n!
1 
has come to his lifetime of service in God's cause. 
1 
I All ~round nature flaunts in burgeon and bloom of thick-
!\ 
li leav~d wild plant, motioned by fresh wind. Year after year I 
I bird: bUild anew; only, it seems in all this living world il 
i there is one barren stalk. The man and the poet alike feel ' 
I : I' their unfruitfulness; life brings no satisfaction to the 
He J spir+t, no sense of his meaning achieved to the artist. I 
I 
is "~ime'a eunuch, and not breed one work that wakes." 
I . . 
Desp,erately he cries out for life-giving nourishment to sen 
I . 
throUgh him the impulse of true creation: 
! 
i "Mine, 0 thou lord of life, send my roots rain. tr 
: -. 
The poem is 
I 
of a piece with the almost constant mood of de-
pression which weighted those last months, in 1889, of the 
I 
poet'is life. 
write:s: 
I 
29. ttl; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Of the sonnet dedicated to himself, Bridges 
"This, tbe last poem sent to me, came on April 
In little more than a month his friend was dead. 
1 Notb s to Poems: p. 118. 
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The poem aims at explaining to Bridges why Hopkins is unablJ 
to achieve the created perfection in his poetry of these 
later days which had shown its fires earlier and which 
Bridges does not want his friend's verse to lose. It is 
artist addressing understanding artist in the octave as he 
explains the process of artistic creativity. First comes 
"The fine delight that fathers thought." This is the in-
... 
spiration, which, for a moment, is "live and lancing like 
the blowpipe flamen, and is swiftly quenched. Within the 
mind its seed has been sown, and there the moulding into 
life of "immortal song" goes forward, for years, it may be. 
, . 
The mind is now "The widow of an insight lost"; the inspira 
tion which began the life now growing within her has long 
since departed; but the intellect is wise to the purposes 
of creation and guides its growth surely and steadily. 
Looking back to the essential source, the poet explains 
that it is the inspiration which withholds its "blowpipe 
~ 
flame" from him; without that bright fire 1 s first possessio 
I 
of the mind, no living poetry can be written, but only ''lag 
. - I 
ging lines'_'. If '~The roll, tbe rise, the carol, the crea- !I 
tion" do not move in his line.s it is for lack of inspira- ~~ 
tion' s vital impulse. · And in the t'winter world" where the 1 
poet now lives, "that bliss" is scarcely to be expected. !i 
Into the fogs and glooms and bitter storm8 II 
of that "winter world" this commentary now turns to examine 
-
.. 
darkness" in which the essence · of a man's the "poems of 
----~--------·-- - - II ---it= 
I 
rl 
II 
I 
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spiritual conflicts is distilled. A search for certain 
causes of these tragic perplexities is., of course., impos-
sible. From the poems., and from the testimony of the let-
ters of the year in which they were written., however, cer-
tain general evidences emerge: of physical weakness., of 
mental ennui, and of spiritual stress which was the more 
cruel because body and mind could summon no energies to 
bulwark the struggle. In a letter written to Bridges on l 
I 
New Year's Day of 1885., Hopkins complains that he is j1 
Jj 
: jaded"; and throughout the year there is scarcely a letter I' 
that does not make reference to his generally unsettled and / 
unhappy state. On March 241 for example., he wri tea: "The ! 
l,j delightful old French Father who teaches Logic here •••••• I' !' 
will have it that I am dying - of anaemia. I am not., ex-
cept at the rate that we all are; still I could do (indeed 
how gladly I could) - as they say -with more life."1 I 
I There are two references, dark indeed, in their suggestion 
1
1 
,, of the depths that were being traversed: "I think that my I' 
fits of sadness., though they do not affect my judgment, re- I 
semble madness. Change is the only relief., and that I can \ 
seldom get. • And later; 11 •••••• soon I am afraid I shall 
be ground down to a state like this last spring's and sum-
I 
mer's, when my spirits were so crushed that madness seemed 
I 
j l Letters!£ Bridges: p. 208 
1 2 Ibid.: p. 216 
'----·-===-=-------------- - --- ----- ----------- -------------
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to be making approaches.n1 The vital sensitivity, which 
been so much a part of Hopkins's success as a poet, now 
has 
1
1 
I 
shows its other face, and experience is remorselessly im-
pressed. 
Into four sonnets the poet has poured an 
anguish so acute that the reader C?mes from them shaken$ and 
at the same time astounded at the capacity for the soul's 
endurance. These are the poems numbered 40 (Carrion Comfort 
41$ 44, and 45. Bridges says of the first that "this is 
probably the sonnet 'written in blood'$ of which he wrote in 
2 May of that year" (1885) , and the poet's own phrase well 
describes the terrible, physical sense of agony that is al-
most ground into the sensibility of the reader. In Carrion 
Comfort, the poet is fighting against Despair's efforts to 
possess him. He will not yield to feast upon its "carrion 
comfort", for the diseased morsels of Despair could only 
bring death to that spirit which he is struggling to pre-
serve • . He is weary and battered, but will "not untwist" 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
"these last strands of man". At the vecy moment of defeat, ~~ 
there is still some weapon in the will to fight off Despair. ,\ 
There is still the self, the being, the form that .determines ~ 
existence; it is still possible "not (to) choose not to be." 
But why does God so persecute him in this exhausting con-
1 Letters i£ Bridges: p. 222 
2 Notes to Poems: P• 114. 
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flict? Why 1 in His awful strength of arm and leg and foot, Ill 
does God wrestle with this weak and fainting mortal? Why 
11 scan with darksome devouring eyes 11 so pitilessly; why 
search out with the terror of tempest? The reason is ;;That 
my chaff might fly; my grain lie sheer and clear." The har-
vesting of God is cruel; in it the soul has been beaten and 
flailed since the first moment it sought Christ, and, in 
Him1 "Joyn and "cheer". And the perple.xi ty that has baffled 
and tormented the soul is the question: In seeking Christ 
which road does his most secret being follow: the road that 
seeks peace for the soul, or that which seeks to bring joy 
to Christ, at whatever the sacrifice of personal contentment 
To know his own desires, and to make those desires accord 
with what Christ desires of him has been the purpose of the 
battle that has well nigh exhausted mortal frame and mind. 
At the close of the poem, it · seems as if the struggle in 
nnow done darkness" is being seen in retrospect, but the 
very memory of it is torture that wrings out an exclamation 
of agony: "I wretch lay wrestling with (my GodO my God." 
In the poem it seems that the man is drawing in a breath in 
a lull in his battle; that the "darkness" is not irdone"; and 
that the enemy, withdrawn for a deceptive moment, will soon 
turn His fury once more upon the soul • 
. In the next poem, where the first eight line 
I 
i 
i 
! 
I 
j are one long moment of pain, the conflict has begun again. \ 
! I 
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It has become more terrible with the realization that this 
suffering never reaches the ultimate point of suffering, 
for in the very monient when it seems· that no more can be 
endured, more must be endured: 
"No worst, there is none. 
More pangs will, schooled 
Pitched past pitch of 
grief, 
at forepangs, wilder 
wring." 
It is one thing to fight with the lmowledge that the 
struggle must, inevitably, end some time. It is quite an-
other to persist in a struggle that must, inevitably, con-
tinue forever. Now there is no pause to gather resistance. 
The blows fall, fall, in swift, eternal fury, upon the 
prostrate spirit. This is the struggle in which the striv-
ing mind toils up tremendous "mountains" and is hurled down 
- -
"cliffs of fall frightful, no-man-fathomed", as it gropes 
-for certainties and is plunged into doubt and terror. And 
finally the beaten spirit must seek somewhere its pitiful 
refuge, where it is left with but one thin, meagre thought 
to cling to: that the agony of life will end in death, and 
that sleep follows each day of heartbreak. 
The sharpness of agony is not felt so much 
in the sonnet which begins 
"To seem the stranger lies my lot, my life 
_Among strangers." 
Rather, it is filled with the gloom of sorrowful resigna-
tion. Man and artist are exiled from England, and from 
165 
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I 
their present environment can draw .in no life-giving breath. I 
He is the prisoner of estrangement; in his religious life 
he lacks the comfort of family sympathy; even in Christ 
there is not now peace, for Christ is tormenting his spirit. 
People are kind, to be sure, but he can feel no genuine 
fellowship with them. Life is hurrying past him, and his 
life is east up on a reef, to stagnate. But worst of all 
is the knowledge that somewhere within him lies hidden the 
power of creativity in both the artistic and the spiritual 
spheres, and he. cannot find it: 
"Only what word 
Wisest my heart breeds dark heaven's baffling ban 
Bars or hell's spell thwarts." 
This bitter frustration is all the more complex because he 
himself does not know whether the voice of this inner power 
has not yet spoken to him, or whether he has let its call 
go unheeded. Life, from which he had hoped so much ful-
fillment of purpose, has left him stranded upon beginnings 
that will never come to fruition. 
The final utterance out of darkness is so 
deeply searching, in the personal sense, that it seems an 
unwarranted intrusion to put its meaning into ·Words which 
can, in no way, approximate its utter desolation. It is 
the climax of spiritual strife and suffering realized in 
every quivering fibre of sensitivity. Everything that 
touches the consciousness is a reminder of, and serves to 
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intensify the discord within, as the spirit beats against 
itself which holds it prisoner. The weight of physical 
oppression is terrible, for this is the very night of the 
soul. Awakening in darkness pressed so close that it is 
like a great beast stifling one with the nearness of 
II II 
II 
il 
/' II 
'I 
II 
I 
coarse, shaggy coat, the poet recalls the agonized hours of [l 
this night. In its bitter journeyings the heart has seen j\ 
and suffered so much that it has been years, not hours, I 
upon its rounds; and in the hours of darkness ahead it I 
must go forth again. To lament, to cry for mercy brings no\ 
relief. Spirit and body are fused in suffering; the bitter 
taste of self' is on the "tongue;" every particle of the 
physical self is loaded with the spirit's burden; and 
"Self'yeast of spirit a dull dough sours". No part of being 
can escape the condemnation of suffering. This is the 
curse of lost souls whose punishment is eternally to go on 
being as they are. And so it is with this soul that can 
find refug~ nowhere:: "but worse" f' or him, because he 
knows that peace is · to be found- but not by him. 
No greater tribute can be paid Hopkins as 
an artist than to say that he was capable of' writing these 
poems. For the mind to have the power to take hold of 
I 
material so terribly sel:f'-real.ized and to subject it to the I 
i discipline of artistic form is an achievement of the high- 1 
est order, for every written word must have been a repeti- !\ 
,, 
tion of torture; but in a sense, it may be true also that 
ll 
ij 
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the poems served as a terribly necessary refUge~ · and that 
the discipline and intellectual effort they demanded miti-
gated~ in same measure~ the suffering which they represent. , 
Professor Abbott has put into words~ thus~ the essenoe of . / 
Hopkins's testament of sorrow: "These poems are salt with 
-
the taste of his blood and bitter with the sweat of his an-
guish, the work of a man tried to the utmost limit of his 
strength and clinging to the last ledge where reason may 
find refuge. Their authority and truthfulness cannot be 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
questioned. Here~ indeed is a chart of despair~ agony, and i 
frustration, made by one who still beli.eves in the justice 
1 
of God. That the chart was mapped at all shows how urgent I 
was the need for self-expression to alleviate~ even though 
it could not resolve, his conflict."l 
.1 :4etters ~ Bridges: Introduction, p. XXXVIII. 
\~ 
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Since an understandin :. of sign :i.ficant lif'e 
forces is essential to genuine appreciation of an art i st's 
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works , t he poetry of Gerat•d Munley opkins shoulQ. be viewed I 
against t he background of his extremely important religious 
experience . In his student days , Oxford was still stirred 
by t he varied opinions of Chr :l stian doctri~ set in motion 
by the '.fr actarians . '.Vhe religious t hinking which Hopkins 
did led to his departure from the English Church to the 
Roman , followed by t he assmnption of t he vows of the 
Society of Jesus . As teacher and priest he filled various 
posts , eventually being elected to t he chair of Greek at 
t he noyal University in Dublin . Here he died , in 1889, at 
the age of forty- five . Hopkins ' s choice of t he religious 
life has been felt by some critics to have limi ted h is 
poe tic powers , by t he narrowing dmm of viell point whi ch it 
supposedly brought about . Also . in t he later years of' h!s 
life , h is artistic productiveness suffered from his unhappy 
personal condition, in Wl'lich physical , mental, and spiritua1 
I 
i 
I 
distress combined to thwart him. It is argued that t he I 
promise .of • s early poems ~ which display a fine poetic · 
imagination and a strongly arked sensuous receptivity , was I 
it 
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prevented of fulfillment by the condi t:lons imposed by the 
religious life . 
II 
On the other band, it is ·wise to drs. 'I conclusions11 
. I 
I 
from evidence rather than pro j ected possibilities~ Hopkins's 
poetry is definitely characterlzed by an all- pervading i dea 
I 
t hat has the closest relationship to his spiritual lif'e -
t he consciousness of God at the heart of all created thi ngs . II 
il 
I' ij This idea seems , in l ar ge measure, to be t he source of the 
major portion of his verse. It is apparent that he found , 
in devoting himself to religion ., t he inspir tion , t he cen-
trifugal force , for hi s writing. It is qui te possible , of 
course , that in secular life , he would have found an equally 
strong centra l motive; but many of his readers would not 
wish to exchange his poems 1 stern or jubilant , hich glorify 
God , .for verse of a more mundane character • 
. The greatest per plexity in the life and writings 
of Hopkins is the period of unhappiness 1hi ch comes toward 
t he end of hi s life. His " terrible " poems , written at this 
time , have none of t he earlier delight in the abounding 
earthly evidences of God . His death, while this sorrow was 
still heavy upon h im, maltes i t particularly difficult t .o 
arrive at a definite conclusion . Perhaps the rea1ization 
had swept over him t ha t he had made the Wl .. ong choice f'or his 
il 
li 
jl 
I 
I 
life. He was deeply troubled by his inabi l ity to produce 1 
I 
artistic work during this time . The poems whi ch portray his ! 
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desperate condition are deepl y mov:i.ng in their desolate 
sense of alienation from God and in the agony of the trials 
Y.rhich God visited upon him. This period of suffering can I 
be made a consistent part of Hopkins's religious experience 
only by assuming that ,. as a mystic, he was passing through 
that period designated in the literature of mysticism as 
the "dark night of the soul n, in \Yhich t he indi vidual ., who 
seeks ultimate union with God, seems cast into exile by the 
Divinity who has p reviously granted him happiness . Vfuether 
Hopkins would have emerged from t hi s period of trial and 
I 
I 
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stress into a region of harmony with God cannot be knovm 1 I i because his death came while the s r.uadow still darkened his i 
experience . His biographer , 1! ather Lahey , records that just II 
before his death he said, ni am so ha. py"; and t hat perhaps 
indicates that light was breaking through the alien dark .. 
ness . ln estimating the whole effect of h i s religious ex-
perience upon his poetry., it .. ust be remembered that the 
poems Mni ch show joy in God and His world far outnumber t he 
oems of suffering . 
Hi s poetry is distinguished by great originality 
in prosody, which is, in his account of i t , involved and 
dif'ficult to apply to his work . li' ()rtunately , it is not 
necessary to understand the operation of "counterpoint 
rhythm" , "sprung rhythm" , nhan0 ers" , and noutridesrt , in 
1 order to a ppreciate his poetry . Difficulties in understand ... 
I ____ L _________ __ --= 
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ing arise from obscurities caused by his use of language , 
such a.s the omiss i on of t he relative pronoun or the arrange -
ment of words in a sequence which confounds logical struc-
ture . The princip le which is the directive force of his 
poetry lies in what he calls "inscape 11 , which is the essen -
tial, individuated design of all .created t hings , derived 
from the Di vine Source from which they spring , The opera -
tion of "inscape" is apparent in his ca a.city for extremely 
detai led, particular observati on of t hings , and in his per-
ception of' intricately s haded differentiation. One of his 
ma jor achievements is the restoration of t he im ortance of 
spoken poetry . He reiterates , in the di scuss i ons of his 
verse with his close fri end , Robert Bridges , that hi s lines 
are al~ays meant to be read aloud ; and it is quite t r ue that~ 
given such treatment, much of their oddness , and eYen ob-
scurity, disappear . This demand for u tterance , together 
with a physical urgency , and great powers of imagery , gives 
to hi.s poetry an unusual quality of present , immedia te ac-
tuality. 
Speci fic examination of the poems indi cates 
that Hopkins is most successful artistically when he is re-
COl"ding , in brief f orm, s uch as t he sonne t, a deeply felt 
personal experience . Thi s is demonstrated in the poems 
written in 1877 , when he was starting out on his rndnis -
terial work# and rejoices in the beauty which God has 
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realized in the world of nature , and also in t hose at the 
opposite pole of experience which record his sp i ritual 
agonies . Even in t he long poem, The Wreck 2£ .~Deutsch­
land,. with which he broke his self- imposed stlence of seven 
years after tel{ing his vows as a Jesuit , despite the great 
and powerful sweep of the storm i magery, it is the personal 
symbolism of the realization of the necessity of the Cross 
in human life , whi ch makes itself felt mos t deeply . The 
evolution of t he artist from the early poems• which display 
II 
II 
I 
t he beginnings of 1musual sensuous perception, to his mature ! 
production, is marked by the entering into his life of a · 1 
I directive force which i s generated by consciousness of the 
Divine i n all i ndividual t hings . I n conjunction w:lth this 
f undamental i dea,. there are others whi ch are recurren t in 
his poetry, such as the lack of corre.spondence between man 
and his natural environment , the necessity of the presence 
The unquestionable originality of ·Hopkins has 
int e rested and challenged modem poets and students . and 
critics of poetry, although t he difficulties of his text 
continue s to grow 1 h~ •tever; and his position as a signi:fi -
lead to wider understandi ng . 
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An Abridgment of Gerard anley Hopkins's Exposition 
of His .1. rosody. 
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1 
and t hi s may be called the Stress of the f oot and the other 
I 
Every foot has one principal stress or accent , 
. part, t he one or two unaccented syllables , the Slack . Feet 
in which t he stress come s first are called Palling Feet and 
Falling Rhythms , feet and rhyth~ in whi ch the slack comes 
f irst a re called Rising F'eet and Rhyt hms . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Irregularities are chi efl y Reversed Feet and Re - 1 
By a reversed foot I mean . 1
1 t he putting t he stress where, to judge by t he rest of the 
I 
versed or Counter· oint Rhythm. 
measure , the s l ack shoul d be ru1d the where the stress , 
and t his is done f reely at the beginning of a l ine and , 1n 
t he course of a line , after a pause; only scarcely ever i n 
the second f oot or place and never in the l as t , unless 
when t he poet designs some extraordinary effect; for t hese 
pl aces are characteristic and sensi tive and cannot well be 
touched . But t he reversal of the f irst f oot and of some 
middle foot after a strong pause i s a t hing so natural that 
our poets have generally done it , f rom Chaucer down . I f 
however the r eversal is repeat ed in t wo feet running , es -
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pecially so as to include the sensitive second ~oot~ it 
must be due either to great want of ear or else is a caleu-
lated e.ffect~ the superinducing or mounting of a new rhythm 
upon the old; and since the new or mounted rhythm is actual-
ly heard and at the same time the mind naturally suppli~s 
the natural or standard foregoing rhythm1 .for we do not .for-
get what the rhythm is that by riShts we should be hearing 1 
two rhythms are in some manner running at once and we have 
something answerable to counterpoint in music 1 which is two 
or more strains of tune going on together, and this is 
Counterpoint Rhythm. 
Sprung Rhythm is measured by feet of from one to 
.four syllables 1 regularly, and .for particular effects any 
nwnber of weak or slack syllables may be used. It has one 
stress, which falls on the only syllable 1 if there is only 
one~ or, if there are more, then scanning as above~ on the 
.first, and so gives rise to four sorts of feet, a mono~ 
syllable and the so-called accentual Trochee 1 Dactyl, and 
the First Paeon. And there will be four corresponding 
natural rhythms; but nominally the feet are mixed and any 
one may foll.ow any other. And hence Sprung Rhythm di.ffers 
from RWlning Rhythm in having or. being only one nominal 
rhythm., a mixed or "logaoedic" one, instead of three 1 but on: I 
I 
I 
the other hand in having twice the flexibility of foot, so 
I 
I that any two stresses may either follow one another or be 
I 
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divided by one, two, or three slack syllables. But strict 
for the lines to be ~ ~~ that is for the scanning of 
each line immediately to t~ce up that of the one before, so 
that if the first has one or more syllables at its end the 
other must have so many the less at its beginning; and in 
fact the scanning runs on without break from the beginning, 
say, of a stanza to the end and all the stanza is one long 
strain, though written in lines asunder. 
Two licences are natural to Sprung Rhythm. Tbe 
one is rests, as in music. The other is hangers or ~­
rides, that is one, two, or three slack syllables added to a 
foot and not counting in the nominal scanning. They are so 
called because they seem to hang below the line or ride 
forward or backward from it in another dimension than the 
line itself. 
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